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ABSTRACT

Democratizing Power in Tech: Reconceptualizing Data Production as a Form of Labor

Hanlin Li

Public-facing data-driven technologies such as social media platforms and search engines

rely on data producers, such as users and crowd workers, to be feasible and financially

sustainable. Recently, it became clear that the goals of these data-driven technologies do

not always align with those of the public, causing public backlashes against such com-

panies. Despite playing a crucial role in supporting data-driven technologies, data pro-

ducers often do not have control over the downstream applications of the digital traces

from their activities. My dissertation focuses on empowering data producers to leverage

their data contribution to shape data practices and data-driven technologies. I do so by

characterizing data production and identifying opportunities to recognize and support the

unpaid labor data producers provide. In the first chapter, I examined how data producers

protest prominent tech companies motivated by concerns about data monetization. In

the second chapter, I construct a taxonomy of data labor to guide researchers, design-

ers, and the general public in helping data producers gain control over the outcome of

their data through collective means. The third chapter dives into a specific type of data
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labor–content moderation on Reddit–and characterizes the invisibility of data producers’

contribution to technology. The fourth chapter then focuses on quantifying the amount

of data labor going in upholding Reddit communities. In the fifth chapter, I move onto

the aspect of collective action in the data labor taxonomy and identify opportunities for

collective means among data producers to gain leverage against technology companies.

Finally, the sixth and final chapter extends the data labor taxonomy identifying broader

directions and principles of data labor through a cross-disciplinary literature review of

data governance, data markets, and worker-centered design work. Together, this disser-

tation characterizes data labor and charts out the path towards a data future in which

data producers’ interests and values shape the design and development of data-driven

technologies.
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Introduction

Prominent data-driven technologies such as social media platforms, predictive models,

and search engines are made possible in part because data producers such as users and

crowdworkers generate massive digital traces. For example, online communities like sub-

reddits would not exist without community members and volunteer moderators actively

sharing and managing content. Rating systems like Google Maps and Yelp would not be

able to make recommendations without people producing ratings for businesses and loca-

tions. Put another way, many data-driven technologies are co-created by data producers

and technology companies.

Despite data producers’ crucial role in enabling and upholding these technologies,

data-driven technologies are built without data producers’ meaningful involvement and

sometimes consent in the extraction and monetization of data. While in most cases data

producers receive a free or low-cost service (e.g. Yelp or Facebook), it is unclear if the value

proposition is symmetric. Technology companies freely privatize and monetize the data

they collect and subsequently gain an immense amount of profit and power. Conversely,

the vast majority of the data producer population have little to no decision-making power

to shape how their digital traces are used and by whom, nor do they have the means to

shape the powerful technologies they co-create with companies. This power imbalance

becomes apparent when companies’ goals do not align well with public interests and has

led to public outcries around certain particularly harmful technologies. For example, gig

work platforms have long been criticized for their lack of protection and support for their

workers, whose service and data are fundamental for these platforms. More recently,

companies that develop and deploy large language models have faced criticism for their
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misuse of user-generated content as training data and the potential risks associated with

automatic content generation. More broadly, many platforms have been criticized for

their prioritizing promoting user engagement over mitigating issues exacerbated by their

platforms such as misinformation, hate speech, and social biases.

To mitigate the power imbalance between data-driven technologies and data produc-

ers, I seek to understand and characterize the latter’s concerns and contributions to inform

specific action plans and policy recommendations, before drawing from literature to en-

vision principles for an alternative data future. My goal is to holistically empower data

producers by providing recommendations about potential pathways toward developing

data producer-centered technologies such as social platforms and advanced models. I first

conducted a systematic survey of protests against technology companies to identify data

producers’ most prominent concerns about the tech industry. My study shows that con-

cerns about data monetization has become one of the most prominent motivations for

data producers to participate in a protest against technology companies, highlighting the

importance of shifting our attention to data and its downstream impact in our study of

human activities in computing systems.

Motivated by the public’s interests in influencing technology companies’ practices, in

the second chapter, I develop a taxonomy of data labor that informs a roadmap for re-

searchers, practitioners, and the general public to help data producers influence operators

of data-driven technologies. In this work, I propose to reconceputalize data production

as a form of labor–data labor–and lay out six prominent dimensions that characterize

data labor. Drawing from the literature, I then prescribe collective action opportunities
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for all stakeholders of data-driven technologies to elevate data producers’ status in their

relationship with operators of data-driven technologies.

Figure 1. The taxonomy of data labor.
The taxonomy of data labor and how it informs opportunities for collective action.

In the third and fourth chapter, I dive into one specific dimension of data labor–

visibility, because the lack of visibility about data labor’s material contribution to tech-

nologies have been a key challenge in recognizing and empowering this labor. I focus

on one specific instance of data labor, volunteer content moderation, and quantify the

invisibility and value of this labor in Chapter Three and Four, respectively. These studies

show that although data labor is often regarded as “free” and hidden by technology com-

panies, it is possible to track and measure the monetary value of this labor subsidy. This

work takes a step towards equipping data producers with knowledge about the value they
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bring into technology companies, and, thereby, assisting them in their negotiations with

companies for support and resources such as better tools and better working conditions.

In the fifth chapter, I focus on the collective action aspect of the data labor taxonomy

and explore design opportunities to assist data producers in realizing their power over

data-driven technologies. I designed and deployed a browser extension that connects data

producers alike and automate their protest actions (e.g. stop visiting a website). This

study shows the potential for online collective action in protesting against technology

companies while highlighting the challenges that future activists and researchers must

contend with, such as lack of replacements for protest targets.

In the sixth and last chapter, I zoom out and draw from three bodies of related

literature–data governance, data economics, and worker-centered design–to envision prin-

ciples for ethical use of data, such as fair compensation, consent, and collective benefits.

Notably, data producers are not considered as a stakeholder in the majority of data gov-

ernance and data economics frameworks; when they are included, it is often in regard to

mitigating privacy risks associated with data. Only recently, scholars started advocating

for integrating data producer-centered values such as collective benefits. This chapter

further outlines the future long-term research directions that will help to enforce these

data producer-centered principles.

Overall, my dissertation shows how conceptualizing data production as labor is useful

to inform immediate next steps and long-term plans on empowering the data-generating

public to improve its status and influence over the technology industry.

Below, I use the pronoun “we” instead of “I” to reflect the collaborative nature of my

work. I completed the vast majority of this dissertation with the support of my colleagues.
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Chapter I: Protests against Data-Driven Technologies: the Status Quo

To understand issues prominent in data-driven technologies, I first sought to use sur-

veys to understand public perceptions of prominent technology companies. Over the years,

there have existed protests against such companies that involve people stopping or chang-

ing their use of these companies’ products. These protests have attracted increasing public

attention, including boycotts against Facebook to protest illicit data harvesting and the

spread of misinformation [Granville2018, Greenfield, Frier, and Brody2018], boy-

cotts against Uber to protest its behavior surrounding a taxi strike and sexual harassment

in the company [Semuels2017], and boycotts against Amazon to protest working condi-

tions and anti-tax lobbying [Kasperkevic2018].

Researchers have also become increasingly interested in these types of protests against

technology companies [Li et al.2018b, Matias2016b]. For instance, Vincent et al.

recently explored the concepts of “data strikes” and “data boycotts” against large-

scale machine learning systems [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019], Posner and Weyl ar-

gued for the formation of “data unions” [Posner and Weyl2019] or other mediators

of individual data [Lanier and Weyl2018a], and Li et al. developed technologies to

scaffold these and other types of protests [Li et al.2018b]. More generally, Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers [Baumer2018a, Baumer et al.2015b,

Satchell and Dourish2009, Wyatt, Oudshoorn, and Pinch2003] have called for

studying specific forms of non-use, of which recent protests against technology compa-

nies can be understood as a part.

However, despite the growing public and scholarly interest in protests against data-

driven technologies, we lack critical empirical information about these protests. Core
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questions surrounding participation rates, tactics, and motivations remain unaddressed.

Put another way, we do not know the extent of the population that is participating in one

of these protests, nor do we have a rigorous understanding of their specific protest tactics

or motivations for protesting. Additionally, we lack knowledge about what challenges

people face in these protests and what roadblocks prevent people from protesting.

Through the results of two nationally-representative surveys, this paper contributes an

improved descriptive understanding of whom we are calling protest users. These people

are current or past users of a technology who change (protest use) or stop (protest non-

use) their use of the technology due to the values or actions of the company behind the

technology. Our surveys sampled adult Internet users in the United States. The first

exploratory survey was conducted in 2017 (n = 463). The second survey was conducted

in 2019 and directly targeted specific research questions about protest users (n = 398). In

particular, we examined if, how, and why people have become protest users of five major

technology (tech) companies (Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft; five of the

most valuable tech companies on the U.S. markets), and the challenges and roadblocks

experienced by active and potential protest users, respectively.

Our results suggest that a surprisingly large share of web users in the United States

are protest users. 30% of our 2019 respondents reported being active protest users of at

least one tech company. This number is a meaningful increase from the 9% of respondents

in our 2017 survey (although as we detail below, this comparison must be interpreted with

caution). Furthermore, an additional 19% of our 2019 respondents who were not actively

protesting expressed interest in doing so. In total (after rounding to the nearest percent),

48% of respondents indicated that they were either active or potential protest users.
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Among active protest users, the most commonly reported motivations were concerns

about business models that profit from user data and concerns about privacy (echoing

previous findings about technology non-use and privacy concerns [Baumer et al.2013,

Stieger et al.2013, Young and Quan-Haase2013]). Furthermore, stopping use en-

tirely and using ad blockers were the most common tactics that our protest users reported

employing against tech companies, and losing social connections was the most prevailing

challenge protest users faced. Among our potential protest users, we observed that a ma-

jor roadblock to protesting was a lack of alternative products. This finding is in alignment

with current concerns around the monopoly power of technology companies and corre-

sponding effects on the consumer’s ability to shape company behavior [Rogoff2019]. We

also observed some roadblocks that were especially prominent for particular companies.

For instance, consistent with prior work [Baumer et al.2013], respondents reported that

the possibility of “losing connections with others” and “missing out on information” pre-

vented them from leaving Facebook.

From the lens of the literature on protests against technology companies, our study

provides evidence that there could be substantial demand for technologies to support

protest users and provides guidance for the design of these technologies. This guidance

includes helping people protest collectively and aiding them in accessing alternative prod-

ucts and services. Our work also replicates some findings from the non-use literature (e.g.

the importance of privacy concerns and demographic differences in non-use behavior) and

identifies some characteristics of protest users that are unique relative to other types of

non-use (e.g. motivations and tactics, specific demographic trends in protest non/use).
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We begin below by covering work that inspired this research. We then discuss our survey

methodology and results, before entering into our discussion of implications.

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the two literatures that most informed our overall thinking

for this research: the technology non-use literature and the literature on protests against

technology companies.

Technology Non-Use and “Non/Use”

Our ideation and study design for this project was influenced by the lit-

erature on non-use in science and technology studies (STS) and human-

computer interaction (HCI) (e.g. [Baumer et al.2013, Baumer et al.2015b,

Hargittai2007, Satchell and Dourish2009, Schoenebeck2014,

Wyatt, Oudshoorn, and Pinch2003]). This body of work argues that, in con-

trast to prevailing perspectives in HCI, non-use can be a meaningful and productive

behavior. As early as 2003, Wyatt explicitly urged scholars to “take non-users and former

users seriously as relevant social groups. . . who might influence the shape of the world”

[Wyatt, Oudshoorn, and Pinch2003]. Moreover, in 2009, Satchell and Dourish

similarly called for HCI researchers to consider non-users, and sought to dispel the

notion that non-use is an “absence” or “negative space” [Satchell and Dourish2009].

A key theme in this literature is the relationship of the phenomenon of non-use to struc-

tural inequality across demographic groups [Hargittai2007, Johnson et al.2016a,

Redmiles, Kross, and Mazurek2016, Shaw and Hargittai2018], a relationship we

consider below.
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The protest behaviors we study can be seen as a subset of the broader non-use

phenomena observed and theorized in prior work. In a recent publication, Baumer

et al. specifically emphasized the need to study different types of motivations for

non-use [Baumer2015]. This present study can be understood as addressing this

call, with our work focused specifically on non-use in protest of the values or ac-

tions of a technology company. One important recent contribution of the non-use

literature has been to problematize the term “user” and even “non-use”. Specifi-

cally, researchers have called for treating non-use as a “continually negotiated practice”

[Baumer et al.2015a] which is not characterized by a binary distinction between users

and non-users [Baumer et al.2015c, Baumer2018a, Baumer2015]. In this view, the

complex spectrum of use and non-use includes a variety of behaviors, e.g. deactivating an

account, considering deactivating an account, taking a break from a platform, creating fake

accounts, and many other behaviors [Baumer et al.2013, Baumer2018a]. Baumer and

others [Baumer et al.2015a, Baumer2018a, Baumer et al.2015b] have adopted the

term ”non/use” to encompass the spectrum of use and non-use behaviors, with “non-use”

reserved for behaviors very close to one end of the spectrum. Our study reflects the com-

plexity highlighted by Baumer and colleagues: we consider both people who remain users

of a technology but protest by altering their use behavior and people who are protesting

by ceasing their use entirely. As such, following Baumer et al.’s guidance, for the remain-

der of the paper, we leverage the term “protest non/use” when referring to the spectrum

of behaviors exhibited by our respondents who are protesting a technology company. We

use the term “protest non-use” when specifically referring to people who reported entirely

stopping use of a technology. As we have above, we leverage the term “protest user” to
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describe all users who have engaged in protest non/use, as all people in this class are

or were users of a technology. A large body of research on non-use and non/use investi-

gated these behaviors’ association with structural inequalities on a variety of platforms

(e.g. [Hargittai2007, Johnson et al.2016a, Redmiles, Kross, and Mazurek2016,

Shaw and Hargittai2018]), and this line of work informed our analysis and thinking of

the relationships between demographic factors and protest non/use. For instance, using

a sample of U.S. households and focusing on Facebook, Baumer showed that age, gender,

and income are predictive of various types of Facebook non/use [Baumer2018a]. Below,

in our Results section, we compare our demographic findings with those from Baumer and

reflect on the implications of our observed demographic trends in protest non/use. Past

research has also identified how individual and social factors relate to behaviors on the non-

use end of the non/use spectrum, providing helpful lenses for us to interpret our findings.

Guha et al. discussed how the lack of agency and control on Facebook plays a role in users

leaving Facebook [Guha, Baumer, and Gay2018]. Baumer et al. identified a number

of individual and social factors that predict reversion after leaving Facebook, including the

concerns about impression management and friends’ reactions [Baumer et al.2015c].

Lampe et al. found social capital is a strong negative predictor of whether somebody

will join Facebook at all [Lampe, Vitak, and Ellison2013]. Although we did not col-

lect or analyze these types of individual or social factors, we interpret and discuss our

findings in light of the context provided by these studies. Finally, studies on privacy-

driven behaviors have identified several forms of non/use that can be seen as protest

non/use, directly influencing our construction and understanding of protest non/use.

As privacy concerns are a prevalent motivation for non/use [Baumer et al.2013,
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Lampe, Vitak, and Ellison2013, Stieger et al.2013], prior work has shown technol-

ogy users adopt a variety of obfuscating strategies in protest, e.g. providing fake per-

sonal information [Guha and Wicker2015, Sannon, Bazarova, and Cosley2018].

Additionally, Mathur and colleagues’ work on browser-based blocking extensions re-

vealed some people’s overwhelming discomfort with online tracking as well as their

corresponding blocking strategies (e.g. using anti-tracking and ad-blocking extensions)

[Mathur et al.2018a]. Our study bolsters these findings and we discuss the implica-

tions of protest users for privacy research and vice versa.

Protests against Technology Companies

Many recent protests against technology companies, such as Amazon, Uber, and

Facebook [Granville2018, Greenfield, Frier, and Brody2018, Kasperkevic2018,

Semuels2017], are similar to traditional consumer boycotts: a group of people

withholds engagement with a company to attempt to force the company to change

some practices. As such, the large body of research on consumer boycotts (e.g.

[King and McDonnell2015, McDonnell, King, and Soule2015]) can provide im-

portant context for our work. There has been some research on participation rates and

outcomes of consumer boycotts. Based on a survey of the American consumers, more than

28Protesting behaviors in the technology domain can take on various forms corresponding

to the different ways tech companies generate revenue. For instance, advertisements are

a primary source of profit for some major tech companies (e.g. Google and Facebook)

[Lotz2019], whereas companies in other sectors sell products and services directly to

consumers. Thus, protesting behaviors in the tech domain include avoiding visiting the
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website of an ad-driven tech company (e.g. boycotts against Facebook), refusing to pur-

chase goods or services from a company (e.g. boycotts against Uber and Amazon), or dis-

rupting an ad-revenue generating platform (e.g. the 2015 Reddit blackout by sub-Reddit

moderators [Matias2016b]). In addition to these protesting behaviors that attempt to

reduce a company’s ad revenue, a “data strike”, i.e. a group of users withholding their

“data labor”, can also negatively impact many profitable intelligent technologies. We

unpack this form of protest in detail in the immediately following section. Our research

is also motivated by recent interest in “boycott-assisting technologies” [Li et al.2018b]

such as Buycott [Buy] and Out of Site [Li et al.2018b] that aim to facilitate consumer

boycotts offline and online, respectively. In particular, these technologies emphasize the

collective nature of boycotts and inform boycott participants of recommended actions

and their collective outcome. As we discuss below, our study provides concrete design

implications for designers of boycott-assisting technologies to specifically support people

protesting tech companies.

Data Labor

Recent work [Overdorf et al.2018] has identified that protests like those we consider

here may be especially powerful compared to protests against non-tech companies, making

understanding the prevalence and motivations of protest users all the more important.

This research highlighted how, due to the reliance of most tech companies on intelligent

technologies, users of these companies’ products generally have two roles, each with its own

source of power: users are consumers of services with “consumer power” and users are also

data-generating “laborers” with “data labor power” [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019].
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The latter role emerges from the critical dependence on user-generated data of many

tech companies’ intelligent technology-driven core services (e.g. recommender systems,

search engines). Protest users exercise their consumer power when they stop or change

their use of a technology and thereby reduce their contributions to sales and advertising

revenue. Protest users exercise their data labor power when their stopped or changed use

of a technology results in fewer products being rated, fewer pages being liked, and/or less

implicit feedback being collected, thus damaging profitable recommender systems, search

engines, and related intelligent technologies. These two roles and their corresponding

sources of power make protest users particularly influential relative to traditional protests

against non-tech companies, in which participants largely only have consumer power.

Methods

This paper reports findings from two web-based surveys conducted in 2017 and 2019.

The first survey was designed to broadly explore the prevalence of and the reasons for

protest non/use (protest use and protest non-use). Our second survey focused on five

prominent technology companies and elicited in-depth responses about motivations, tac-

tics, challenges, and roadblocks associated with protest non/use. Both surveys used na-

tionally representative sampling by a third party, as is common in large-scale studies

that have examined non-use and non/use (e.g. [Baumer et al.2013, Baumer2018a,

Guha, Baumer, and Gay2018]). Below, we present details about our survey design,

recruitment methods, and respondents.
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Survey Design and Recruitment

Two authors designed the first survey in October 2017, and it was intended to be

exploratory in nature. It was funded by a large non-profit organization at which these two

authors are employed. Respondent recruiting was completed by the professional survey

company SurveyMonkey, which used its proprietary approach to generate a nationally

representative sample of Internet users who live in the United States and were at least

18 years old. The survey was completed by 463 people and contained both fixed-response

and free-response questions. The fixed-responses questions were generally targeted at

understanding the prevalence and motivations of protest users, and the free-response

questions were open-ended. Some of the demographic information about respondents in

this survey came from SurveyMonkey, and the survey asked directly about respondents’

political views. The results from the first survey indicated that a non-trivial portion of the

public was engaged in protest non/use against tech companies (as reported below, 9% of

respondents reported themselves as protest users of at least one prominent tech company).

These results – along with increasing media coverage and public interest in protesting

tech companies – motivated us to launch a second, in-depth, and more focused survey

in 2019. All authors were involved in the design of the second survey. Building off the

basic structure of the first survey, the second survey sought to acquire more detailed and

structured information about protest non/use, as well as to update the top-line numbers

to assess whether the ranks of protest users were growing. More specifically, our second

survey was designed around two structured research questions:

RQ1 – Basic Descriptive Information: (a) What is the prevalence of protest non/use?

(b) What are the motivations behind protest non/use? (c) What tactics are employed?
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RQ2 – Challenges and Roadblocks: What challenges do protest users face and what

roadblocks prevent people from becoming protest users?

Our 2017 and 2019 surveys have important differences, both in terms of the questions

we asked and how the questions were specifically framed. We made a number of additions

to the 2019 survey to obtain data more explicitly targeted at our research questions.

In order to gather data to directly answer RQ1(c) and RQ2, we added questions about

protest tactics, challenges protest users faced, and roadblocks faced by potential protest

users. The answer choices for questions regarding challenges and roadblocks were drawn

from the free-response answers provided by respondents to the first survey, as well as

themes in the non/use literature and in media coverage of protests. Additionally, whereas

the 2017 survey focused on multiple-choice questions with single answers, the 2019 survey

was primarily based around multiple-choice multiple-answer (i.e. select-all-that-apply)

questions with an option to provide free-text input to explain or expand upon one’s

answer. The 2019 survey also integrated answer choices that were not included in our

first survey but were reported by 2017 respondents in the free-response questions (e.g. “the

company profits from my data” and “I have concerns about the company’s bias against

gender, race, or other demographics” as motivations for protest non/use). Additionally,

the 2019 survey included a Likert-type question about how difficult it is to protest a given

company (on a scale from 1 to 5) after a respondent reported being a protest user of

the company. In terms of how we framed the survey questions, although both surveys

used the term “boycott” as a shorthand for “protest use and protest non-use” as we

hypothesized this term would be much easier to understand for respondents, we altered

the exact definition of “boycott” provided in the 2017 survey for the 2019 survey. In
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the 2017 survey, boycotting was defined for respondents as “deciding to stop using, or

use much less of, a technology or company as a protest or statement, or because you

disagree with the company’s values.” In 2019, we updated this definition to be “stopping

or changing your use of a company’s products or services, because you disapprove of

the company’s values or actions.” This updated definition was meant to capture the

many forms protest non/use can take against tech companies (as discussed in Related

Work). As mentioned above, the 2019 survey asked additional questions about specific

tactics compared with the 2017 survey, and some of these answer choices about tactics

can be employed for non-protest reasons (e.g. private browsing and ad blockers might

be used for reasons unrelated to protesting a company’s values or actions). As such, we

took care in survey design to avoid confounds surrounding the reasons for the use of a

potential protest tactics. Respondents were first asked if they were protest users of a given

company, and then they were asked which tactics they used in their protest. While this

avoided confounds in our top-line numbers about participation rates, we did still see some

confusion when respondents were enumerating the tactics that they used to implement a

specific protest, and we discuss this more below.

2019 survey was conducted through Qualtrics (following prior research on non-use, see

[8]), which also uses proprietary methods to perform nationally representative sampling

(we detail the demographics of our respondents in Table 1). The survey was deployed in

early 2019 by a subset of the authors who are employed at an academic institution, in

accordance with their institution’s IRB. This survey had 429 responses in total. However,

we found that some responses appeared to be low-quality (e.g. free response fields filled

with random characters). The first two authors examined all the responses independently
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to identify low-quality responses and then compared and discussed their findings to build

a merged set of low-quality responses. In total, 31 responses were flagged as low-quality

and were removed from all analyses, leaving us with 398 valid responses. Given that we

modified the survey design and used two different companies for proprietary sampling, we

must interpret any observed trend in the two survey results with some caution. However,

considering that some differences between the two nationally representative samples’ re-

sults are very large (e.g. the increases in our top-line participation rates), they very likely

represented movements in the underlying phenomenon.

Respondent Demographics

Table 1 shows the demographic data we obtained from our surveys. In the 2019 survey,

all demographic questions were optional, but 90% of the 2019 respondents answered all the

demographic questions. Comparing Table 1’s “All respondents” column with U.S. Census

Bureau data [Bureaub], we find that our samples were reasonably balanced across a

number of demographic factors, with a slight over-representation of the low- to middle-

income population. The 2017 sample also has a relatively large share of respondents who

are at least 60 years-old compared with the U.S. Census Bureau’s population estimates

(with 28% of the U.S. adult population being at least 60 years old) [Bureaua]. On the

other hand, the 2019 survey has a relatively small share of this population.

Below, we constructed logistic linear regression models to further examine the rela-

tionships between protest non/use and demographics. Age and income were represented

as ordinal variables using the levels shown in Table 1. Political stance and gender were

represented as categorical variables.
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Table 1. Self-reported demographic information of respondents, broken
down by the percentage of total respondents (“All respondents” column)
and the percentage of respondents who were protest users for at least one
company (“At least one company” column)

Respondent demographics.

Margin of Error and Confidence Intervals for Percentages and Instances

Using margin of error calculations for a random sample, each survey had a large

enough sample to achieve a margin of error of 5% at a confidence level of 95% for our

target population (web users in the United States who are at least 18 years old). Many

of our results are simple percentages of respondents, such as the percent of users protest-

ing a given company. For these percentages, following recent suggestions for reporting
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results in HCI research [Dragicevic2016], we compute non-parametric 95% confidence

intervals (CI) using empirical bootstrap resampling (a popular approach for generating

CIs for survey results [Shao2003]). Specifically, we used software from Beecher et al.

[Beecher et al.2019] and used 10,000 resampling iterations for each CI.

Not all of our results are reported as percentages. For results relating to motivations,

tactics, challenges, and roadblocks, our survey provided the numbers of instances of each

motivation, tactic, challenge, and roadblock. An instance refers to one respondent re-

porting one motivation (or tactic, challenge, or roadblock) for one company. Thus, one

respondent can have multiple instances spread across multiple companies. For example,

one person might protest Facebook because of privacy concerns and the company’s politi-

cal stance, which would correspond to two difference instances of motivations (privacy and

political). In our results, we report both the number of instances for each company, and

instances summed across companies. These summed instances do not represent estimates

about the national population, but instead represent how frequently a motivation, tactic,

challenge, or roadblock was reported by our respondents, allowing for a single individual

to contribute many instances. For these results, instead of reporting percentages with

confidence intervals, we report only the total count of instances and interpret our results

accordingly.

Results

Below we unpack the results from the surveys. As our 2019 survey was targeted specifically

at our research questions, we focus primarily on our 2019 results below and provide

the 2017 results for context. We first give an overview of the percentages of people
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who reported being protest users, and then detail the percentages of protest users for

each company. We further unpack the motivations, tactics, challenges, and roadblocks

associated with protest non/use.

Prevalence of Protest Users

The highest-level result from our 2019 survey is that a substantial share of respon-

dents – 30% (CI: 25 – 34%) – reported being protest users. The majority of the protest

users (21%) were protesting one company only, followed by 5% reporting two companies.

Very few protest users were protesting more than two companies. 33% (CI: 28-37%) of

respondents expressed interest in becoming protest users of at least one tech company

against which they were not currently engaging in protest non/use, approximately half

of whom (19% of respondents; CI: 15-22%) were not currently protest users of any com-

pany. In total, 48% of respondents (CI: 44-54%) were either actively engaging in protest

non/use (30%) or were only interested in doing so (19%), after rounding to the nearest

percent. Notably, the prevalence of active protest users we observed (30%) is very close

to estimates of the prevalence of political consumption (i.e. boycotts and buycotts) in the

United States in 2011 and 2012 (28%) [Koos2012, Newman and Bartels2011].

Figure 1 unpacks our results about the prevalence of protest non/use on a company-by-

company basis. Facebook stands out as a particularly common target of protest users and

potential protest users: nearly one-third of respondents reported that they were currently

a protest user of Facebook or were interested in becoming one. In Baumer’s 2018 study,

17.6% of respondents stopped using Facebook (through account deactivation) and 22.4%

considered doing so, meaning 40% of respondents were, or considered, stopping Facebook
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use. Our observed number of active and potential Facebook protest users is thus slightly

lower than Baumer’s 2018 result. Note that in Baumer’s study, the number of active

and potential Facebook non-users included those who might not be protesting Facebook.

Such respondents in our study would not identify themselves as protest users, potentially

explaining our lower percentage.

Also of note in Figure 1 is that Amazon, Google, and Microsoft have more potential

protest users than actual protest users, suggesting a lower protest “conversion rate” for

these companies. Below, we present the specific roadblocks reported by potential protest

users of these companies. These roadblocks may play a role in influencing the conversion

rate of potential protest users to active protest users. Table 2 puts our top-line results

from the 2019 survey in context with those from 2017. Whereas 30% (CI: 25-34%) of

respondents in 2019 reported being protest users of at least one company, the equivalent

number in 2017 was only 9% (CI: 6–11%). In particular, we see significant increases in

protest rates of Facebook and Apple. The percentage of respondents protesting Facebook

more than tripled in 2019 from 5% to 18%, and the percentage for Apple in 2019 is four

times that of 2017, going from 3% to 12%. The remaining three companies, Microsoft,

Amazon, and Google also see an increased rate of protest users, with the percentages

roughly doubling. Overall, we see rising protest rates across all five companies, but

Facebook and Apple see the largest increases. Recall that these comparisons need to be

interpreted with caution: the two surveys were not identical in design or sampling (see

Methods). Furthermore, differences in protest prevalence rate will be affected by changes

in company user bases (e.g. people who didn’t use Facebook at all in 2017 may have

joined Facebook and engaged in protest use in 2019). Nonetheless, the size of the delta
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we observed suggests that the prevalence of protest non/use has increased in the last two

years.

Who Are Protest Users?

According to our 2019 data, certain groups are more likely to protest: it appears

that respondents who identified as male protested more than other gender identities, and

younger respondents protested more than older respondents. A logistic regression that

uses self-reported demographics as the independent variables and protest non/use for at

least one company as the dependent variable suggests that both of these are statistically

significant associations (p /¡ 0.05, see Table 3). In particular, male respondents were 2.4

times more likely than female respondents to protest when holding other factors constant,

which is consistent with the descriptive statistics in Table 1. With one increment of the

age groups in Table 1, older respondents were only 0.632 as likely as younger respondents

to protest.

Table 2. The percent of protest users against five major tech companies in
2017 and 2019.

The percent of protest users against five major tech companies in 2017 and 2019.
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Figure 2. Protest non/use against five major tech companies from our 2019
survey. The x-axis indicates the fraction of respondents who engaged in
protest non-use, protest use, or were interested in becoming protest users.

Respondent participant rate.

Coefficients and odds ratios for a logistic regression with self-reported demographic
information as independent variables and engagement in protest non/use of any
company as the dependent variable. The pseudo R-squared of the model is 0.06.

Table 3. Who are protest users overall?

With respect to Facebook specifically, analogous to Baumer’s finding that younger

respondents are more likely to deactivate their Facebook account [2], our model (Table
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Table 4. Who are Facebook protest users?

Analogous to Table 3, but with protest non/use of Facebook specifically as the
dependent variable. The pseudo R-squared of the model is 0.07.

4) shows that younger respondents are more likely to be protest users of Facebook than

older respondents. However, in contrast with the insignificant relationship between gender

and Facebook deactivation that Baumer observed, men in our study were 2.4 times more

likely than women to protest Facebook (very slightly more than our result for overall

protest users). This difference may be due to the divergence in the definitions of protest

users and non-users as mentioned above. In other words, although men and women are

equally likely to be Facebook non-users, men may be more likely to do so as an action

of protest than women. Also of note is that compared with Democratic respondents (the

default intercept in Table 4), Independent respondents were less likely to protest Facebook

(odds ratio=0.472), a relationship that we do not observe in the model considering all

companies.

Motivations for Protest Non/Use

Our 2019 data provides us with rich information about motivations for protest

non/use, with active and potential protest users selecting two motivations per company on
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Figure 3. Instances of protest non/use motivations reported by our respon-
dents who were protest users (“Protest Users”, left) or interested in protest
non/use (“Potential Protest Users”, right). Each respondent could select
multiple motivations. Includes the total number of (potential) protest users
per company in grey for context.

Motivations

average (respondents could select all motivations that applied). We focus here on report-

ing the number of instances of each motivation, where an instance is a single motivation

for protesting a single company (selected by a single respondent).

Figure 3 shows our motivation findings in detail. The left side of Figure 2 shows

our motivation-related results for active protest users. The right side shows the equiva-

lent findings for potential protest users, i.e. people who expressed interest in becoming

protest users of a given company but were not doing so currently. Examining the left

side of the figure, we see that the most-common motivations for actively protesting were

concerns around companies profiting off of user data (59 instances) and privacy (57 in-

stances). In other words, respondents indicated 59 times that they were motivated to

actively protest a tech company because it was profiting off of user data and did the same
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for privacy 57 times. The next two most common motivations were cost (43 instances)

and company size (41 instances). The most prominent motivation for protesting, concern

about companies profiting off of user data, does not align with prior work which has

suggested that college students cared little about how their data is used by platforms

[Young and Quan-Haase2013] and placed very small monetary value on protecting

data [Grossklags and Acquisti2007]. One reason for this difference may be the in-

creasing awareness of data-driven business models in the past few years. The qualitative

data from the 2017 survey was an early signal that profiting off of user data might be a

prominent motivation. Some respondents from 2017 took strong stances on the topic, say-

ing “I resent the invasive tentacles of tech companies. They are trying to control and profit

from everything we do in life. They don’t respect privacy they just want $$” and “they

sell my personal information exploiting ME MAKING PROFIT OFF OF ME, without

giving me any financial share of their profit pirating.” Our quantitative data from 2019

suggests that these sentiments are spreading more broadly. The prevalence of privacy

concerns visible in Figure 3 resonates with HCI studies of privacy and surveillance (e.g.

[Sannon, Bazarova, and Cosley2018, Young and Quan-Haase2013]). In particu-

lar, Baumer et al. found in 2013 that the top motivation for leaving Facebook or limiting

Facebook use was privacy. Our results suggest that, six years later, these concerns remain

serious for people who engage in various types of protest non/use of Facebook (including

leaving Facebook). Indeed, examining Figure 3, we see that of the 73 users who reported

being active protest users of Facebook, 37 (51%) indicated that they were doing so for

privacy reasons. We see a similar trend on the right side of Figure 3, where privacy was

the number one motivation for being interested in becoming a protest user of Facebook
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(60% of potential Facebook protest users). The reported motivations in the two surveys

have some other differences, although we did not provide identical options and therefore

direct comparisons must be interpreted with substantial caution. For the options that

overlap between two surveys, privacy concerns remained the top motivation in aggregate.

However, the second-most-popular overall option in 2017, disagreeing with the company’s

political stance, substantially diminished in prominence in our 2019 data. Furthermore,

looking at these trends per company, we observe a large increase in people protesting

Amazon because of working conditions, perhaps relating to the media’s coverage of the

issue (e.g. [Kasperkevic2018, Pri, Why]).

The Tactics of Protest Users

Our 2019 survey elicited information on the specific tactics leveraged by protest users

in their protest non/use. Overall, non-use was the most-common reported tactic. 93 in-

stances of non-use were reported in total, where an instance in this case means that a single

respondent reported entirely halting the use of a single company’s products. Respondents

also reported 129 specific instances of protest use overall, i.e. still using a technology but

with protest tactics, including ad blocking, private browsing, using fake accounts or fake

data, using anti-tracking extensions, and using products while logged out. Among these

protest use instances, we observed that using ad blocking (41 instances) was the most

common tactic. The prevalence of ad blocking is not surprising given a recent survey

on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) showed over half of participants use ad blockers

[39]. Also consistent with the MTurk survey, the use of anti-tracking extensions was less
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prevalent than ad blocking in our study, with 18 instances of anti-tracking reported. Fol-

lowing using ad blockers, providing fake accounts or data (27 instances) and using private

browsing features (24 instances) were the second- and third-most prevalent tactics among

our respondents. These tactics largely overlap with privacy-driven obfuscation approaches

that have been reported in privacy and surveillance research. For instance, Sannon et al.

found that 21.9% of their recruited respondents lie to computing systems to protect their

privacy [49]. Our results suggest that protest users were re-appropriating these privacy-

protection strategies as a means of protesting, indicating an overlap in tactics among

protest use and privacy protection. This overlap may have important implications that

we unpack in Discussion. Focusing on tactics related to protest non/use of Facebook

specifically, similar to prior work showing the non-binary nature of Facebook non/use

[5], our survey responses imply that protesting Facebook involves nuanced behaviors that

are not limited to simply deleting or deactivating one’s Facebook account. Among the

37 respondents who were using Facebook but engaging in protest use, using ad blockers

(16 instances) was the most common tactic, followed by using anti-tracking extensions

(11 instances) and private browsing (9 instances). In our survey, 53 respondents who

reported protest non-use (“stopping entirely”) of a specific technology also selected addi-

tional protest tactics against the company, e.g. using ad blockers and private browsing.

This may indicate very nuanced tactical strategy (e.g. people who stop using Facebook

and also use private browsing or anti-tracking to attempt to avoid Facebook tracking on

other websites) but might also indicate confusion on behalf of a respondent (e.g. perhaps

people who used an ad blocker for reasons unrelated to protest of a specific company

were confused by this question). As our data did not fully explain this behavior, our
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reported results include only the protest use tactics used by people who indicated that

they continued to use a technology.

Challenges and Roadblocks

Figure 4 presents the challenges reported by active protest users of each company on

the left and the roadblocks reported by potential protest users of each company on the

right. Unlike was the case for protest non/use motivations, there was a notable difference

in responses between those who were actually protesting and those who were interested,

but not doing so. Here, we see concerns about “losing connections” was by far the most

common challenge for active protestors (driven by people protesting Facebook). On the

other hand, and raising important concerns related to the discussions around the possible

monopoly power of some technology companies, the lack of alternative products was the

most common roadblock to protest non/use for interested respondents (across all the

companies).

Missing out on information and losing connections, the two major challenges reported

by protest users of Facebook, are consistent with prior work [5]. As Facebook is primarily

a social networking site, it is unsurprising that these two options, which represent social

challenges (as opposed to economic or technical challenges) are common among active

and potential protest users. In the case of Amazon, we see that paying higher prices

for alternatives was the top challenge for active protest users, but respondents who were

interested in protesting Amazon identified the lack of alternatives as the top roadblock.
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Challenges active protest users reported (left) and roadblocks that potential protest
users reported (right). Includes the total number of (potential) protest users per

company in grey for context.

Figure 4. Challenges

This disparity suggests that (perceptions of) higher prices may be a roadblock for some,

but a manageable challenge for others, hinting at a role of socioeconomic status in the

ability to become a protest user. We discuss these results further below, putting them

in the context of related findings from other studies of non/use and non-use (e.g. [59]).

Amazon was rated as the most difficult to protest by active protest users, with an average

difficulty of 2.4 on a 1 to 5 scale (with 1 corresponding to “very easy” and 5 to “very

difficult”) and Apple was rated as the least difficult, with an average of 1.7. For other

companies, the average rating was around 2 (“easy”) or lower. Overall, it seems our

active protest users did not find it to be especially difficult, although data beyond a single

Likert-type response will be important to confirm this result.
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Discussion

At a high level, our survey results suggest that protest users have become a substantial

force in the sociotechnical landscape. Although our 2019 survey was small and is just one

survey, we observed that three of out of every ten respondents are already protest users,

and another almost one-fifth of the respondents have an interest in becoming protest

users. These results – along with the more detailed findings about motivations, tactics,

challenges, and roadblocks – have important implications for a variety of stakeholders,

including researchers in social computing and other areas of computing, technology de-

signers, and institutions that own prominent technologies. We discuss some of these

implications below.

Technologies to Support Protest Users

As noted above, the social computing literature and wider computing community have

become increasingly interested in developing technologies to support protest non/use (e.g.

boycott-assisting technologies [Buy, Li et al.2018b], protective optimization technolo-

gies [Overdorf et al.2018]). One of the most significant implications of our results is

that they suggest that there is a truly substantial “market” for these technologies. Our

findings indicate that this market may include up to almost half of American Internet-

using adults, providing substantial support for more research and development in this

area. Additionally, our findings also present something of a partial roadmap for new

technologies to support effective protest non/use. For instance, our results highlight the

importance of future technologies that can offload the burden of finding and using alter-

native products for protest users and thereby lower the threshold to participate in protest
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non/use. Such tools may meaningfully increase the percentage of people who can actu-

alize their desire to become protest users against the target (i.e. move from the right

side to the left side of Figure 3). Although these tools may adopt a number of differ-

ent approaches, one approach might be to act as an intermediary to a desired service

(e.g. purchasing some product), directing people to alternatives whenever possible. For

example, a browser extension could autonomously route shopping queries away from a

targeted company, with that targeted company being a backstop if there truly is no other

company offering the product at a similar price. One could also imagine a similar tool for

web search that routes search queries to minority players like DuckDuckGo when those

queries reflect information needs that are straightforward to satisfy (e.g. navigational

queries like “CSCW 2019”). The large number of existing protest users amongst our

respondents and the wide variety of tactics employed also introduce a promising oppor-

tunity for “computer-supported collective action” [Shaw et al.2014]. For instance, new

tools could help to identify and mobilize protest users who have the most leverage over the

target (e.g. influential members of a social network, people who contributed especially

valuable data, etc.). These tools could also make suggestions to existing protest users

about particular days to avoid a platform (i.e. a day-long boycott) or specific types of

fake data to provide. Additionally, the prevalence of ad blockers and anti-tracking exten-

sions among protest users suggests that these tools could also coordinate collective action

to make individual protests more effective. In particular, as visible progress of collective

action sustains participation [Ling et al.2005, Shaw et al.2014], current ad blockers

and anti-tracking browser extensions may consider communicating how many protest users

are taking action and estimates of the protest’s impact on web traffic [Li et al.2018b]
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or ad revenue [González Cabañas, Cuevas, and Cuevas2017a] (e.g. “Over the last

week, n other people have also been using this anti-Facebook tracking extension and m

ads have been blocked, costing the company p dollars”).

Designing and Studying with Protest Users in Mind

The results of our survey point to the need for researchers and developers to consider

protest non/use in the technology design process. This would involve asking questions

like: How and why might people contest a new feature or system? Are there ways to

account for this contestation before it starts? How resilient would the system be to such

contestation? Designing with protest users in mind may be a useful approach to shift

designers’ attention to how people might negatively react to technology and means build-

ing systems that recognize the value and power of all technology stakeholders, including

users, protest users, and non-users. This is an approach that would further supplement

existing user-centered design approaches, such as participatory design [Muller2003a]

and value-sensitive design [Friedman and Nissenbaum1996], and relates to the no-

tion of “heuristic preventive design” introduced at CSCW last year [Li et al.2018b].

On a related note, social computing researchers also need to be aware of protest users

as a dimension (and potential confound) in studies of large-scale online platforms. For

instance, our results suggest that a study of Facebook use in the United States may want

to consider how the research questions and chosen methodologies (e.g. recruiting through

Facebook ads) might be affected by protest non/use. More generally, as the growing

literature around social media and other technologies emphasizes the demographic gap

in technology use, future work should particularly account for the potential influences
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of protest non/use on this gap. For instance, will the demographics of Facebook users

change because the younger population protest more?

Protest Users and Technology Non/Use

Our study unpacks the subset of technology non/use behaviors driven by protest, di-

rectly responding to Baumer 2018’s call for examining “relationships between different

form of technology non-use and different types of motivations” [Baumer2018a]. As is

discussed above in more detail, our work also points to potentially unique characteris-

tics of protest users with respect to (non)users who are considered in studies about more

general non-use and non/use. For instance, although men and women are equally likely

to deactivate Facebook, our results suggest that men are more likely to be protest users

of Facebook. Similarly, privacy drives both protest users and (non)users to change their

Facebook usage or leave Facebook, but protest users are uniquely concerned about Face-

book profiting off of their data. More generally, while our paper maps out a new territory

within the domain of non/use, our paper also highlights the need for more targeted re-

search on the relationship between protest use, non/use, and non-use.

Protests, Privacy, and Surveillance

Viewed through the lens of the relevant privacy literature (e.g.

[Guha and Wicker2015, Masood et al.2018, Mathur et al.2018a,

Sannon, Bazarova, and Cosley2018]), our findings point to an interesting over-

lap between protest use and privacy-driven behavior, an overlap that is fertile ground

for future empirical and theoretical work. In particular, the exact same tactic – e.g.

using fake accounts / data and private browsing – can be deployed either as a means
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to protect individual privacy or as a means to protest a company that makes money

off of personal information or data labor [Mathur et al.2018a]. Likely, in many cases

the tactic is the result of both motivations at the same time. This overlap highlights

that actions that protect one’s privacy may go beyond simple self-interest and are

affected by complex sociotechnical contexts, e.g. the company’s business model and

public image. It also suggests the reverse: the literature on protests against technology

company has been dominated by a collective action frame, but there may also be highly

self-interested benefits and motivations to these protests. The overlap between protest

non/use and privacy-driven behaviors may additionally present promising opportunities

to leverage existing privacy protection tools for protesting purposes. For example,

AdNauseam, a browser extension that simulates random clicks on ads to obfuscate

tracking by online advertisers, may facilitate protests against technology companies

by automatically generating fake data to create “garbage” inputs to trained models

[Howe and Nissenbaum2017a]. Future work might seek to estimate the economic

and social effects of widespread obfuscation-based protests. Additionally, the reported

privacy-driven behaviors by protest users to avoid tracking by tech companies suggest

that future work may also want to examine protest non/use through a lens informed

by theories of surveillance [Albrechtslund2008, Guha and Birnholtz2013]. In

particular, past work from Albrechtslund has contrasted vertical “Panopticon / Big

Brother” concepts of surveillance (in which there exists a hierarchy of “watchers” and

“watched”) with horizontal “participatory surveillance” [Albrechtslund2008]. The

participatory surveillance framing argues peer-to-peer surveillance by social networking

users is a form of maintaining friendship and thereby empowering, playful, and positive
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[Albrechtslund2008]. These potentially conflicting approaches to conceptualizing

surveillance suggest conceptual complications faced by protest users. Protest users’

obfuscating tactics (e.g. fake data, fake accounts) to resist vertical surveillance may

hinder their participation in social surveillance, as they withhold data from target

technologies. This is particularly interesting when considering protests against social

network companies like Facebook. For example, the Facebook protest users who reported

providing fake data to Facebook in our study may not see certain content with which

their friends have engaged and thus lose the opportunity to participate in the positive

aspects of social surveillance (while simultaneously receiving some protection from the

negative aspects of vertical surveillance). Similarly, the Facebook protest users who

reported entirely halting the use of Facebook (e.g. protest non-use) or contributing fake

content (a protest use tactic we observed), may lack the opportunity to make connections

with people that share similar interests. Future work should further investigate how

protest non/use influences one’s ability to engage with social surveillance.

Protest Users and Intelligent Technologies

Prior work on collective action campaigns suggests that protest users may be par-

ticularly effective at impacting intelligent technologies. Vincent et al.’s work identified

two types of collective action campaigns that have the potential to meaningfully reduce

the performance of highly-profitable intelligent technologies like recommender systems:

“data boycotts” and “data strikes” [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019]. Both of these

campaigns map closely to the phenomena studied here. Boycotts correspond directly to

protest non-use. Some of the behaviors (e.g. anti-tracking) observed in our survey could
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be used to contribute to a data strike. Given the close correspondence of protest non/use,

data strikes, and data boycotts, the observed prevalence of protest non/use should be of

significant concern to companies that use data-driven intelligent technologies. According

to Vincent et al.’s research, boycotts and strikes in which 30% of the user base par-

ticipates - the prevalence of protest users that we observed – can meaningfully reduce

the performance of a recommender system for the 70% of the user base that does not

protest [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019]. As such, given their prevalence, protest users

are already likely reducing the performance of intelligent technologies owned by targeted

companies, even for people who are not protest users. If the scale of protest non/use

grows, Vincent et al.’s work suggests that this effect will continue to increase.

Protest Users and Monopolies

A concerning result in our survey is that many people felt they could not stop or change

their use of a given technology because there were no alternatives to this technology.

This finding provides a data point for the growing discussions about monopoly power

of many of the companies in the technology industry [Herndon2019, Manjoo2018,

Mart́ınez2019, Wright2018]. If a user of a technology cannot “put their money where

their mouth is” due to the lack of competitors, this supports an argument that there has

been a market failure. It may be that much of the protest use we observed would become

protest non-use if there were more competitors available. Indeed, this is the motivation

for Vincent et al.’s “data strike” concept: data strikes allow people to continue to use a

platform while exerting some leverage over it. Overall, it is clear that more research is

needed on the relationship between protest use, protest non-use and market competition.
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Our results provide a useful data point on this relationship, but they come from just one

survey of limited size and scope.

Future Work on Protest Users

At the most basic level, our findings highlight the need for follow-up work that ex-

amines the prevalence and character of protest non/use in more detail. This would in-

volve in-depth qualitative research with protest users (and potential protest users), ex-

amining protest non/use in more diverse geographic contexts (see Limitations below),

and even perhaps running larger-scale surveys. Following prior work on non-use (e.g.

[Baumer et al.2015a, Baumer2018a, Hargittai2007]), social computing research

should also examine protest non/use explicitly through a socioeconomic lens. Our results

suggest that there are complex socioeconomic contours associated with protest non/use.

In particular, there are hints in our results of protest non/use being a privilege of people

who can afford it, with lack of alternatives being the most common roadblock to catalyz-

ing interest in a protest into action. In the terms of Wyatt’s distinction between vol-

untary and non-voluntary non-use [Wyatt, Oudshoorn, and Pinch2003], our study

reinforces that technology use can be non-voluntary as well. That is, our study provides

early evidence showing potential protest users were “stuck” using technologies that they

were interested in protesting. These results call out for future work to further investigate

the role of socioeconomic factors in protest non/use.
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Limitations

A major limitation of our study was that we sampled only adult web users in the

United States. Of course, this population’s protest non/use is of interest to many stake-

holders: this population is both large in absolute number and is an important revenue

source for prominent tech companies [Flynn2018]. However, we observed – as have oth-

ers (e.g. [Hargittai2007]) – that technology non/use behavior varies with respect to

demographics, prominent tech companies vary around the world, and our population is

a small portion of overall web users. Future work should investigate how the prevalence,

motivations, and tactics of protest users change across the globe. The challenges and

roadblocks facing protest users and potential protest users will likely also be another

source of important geographic variation. Although our use of third-party services to

collect nationally representative data was appropriate for our early-stage contribution to

the discussion around protest non/use and is a standard practice in the social computing

literature (e.g. [Baumer2018a]), this approach limits our ability to validate our results.

Given that our major findings are based on descriptive results with large effect sizes, it

seems unlikely that this is a major validity threat. However, any fine-grained results from

our surveys or similar surveys must be taken with a grain of salt and precise estimation

about specific phenomena (e.g. “how many people use Private Browsing to view Facebook

pages?”) are likely inappropriate given the nature of our data. Our major findings relied

on multiple-choice multiple-answer responses. Although we aimed to cover a wide variety

of possible answers motivated by themes in the news media, the literature, and our 2017

free text responses, it is possible we missed certain answers or worded them in a way

that confused respondents. We mitigated this risk through the inclusion of an “Other”
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option in most questions and did not see evidence of major omissions in those responses.

That said, we must assume there is some risk of design error on top of any sampling

error. Finally, it should be reiterated that the design differences in our two surveys pro-

vide important context for any comparison between the 2017 results and the 2019 results.

We adjusted our survey design for the 2019 survey to more directly answer our research

questions about protest users’ motivations and challenges instead of deploying an identi-

cal survey. We also used two different survey companies, each with its own proprietary

sampling approach. As noted above, these decisions led to us placing more emphasis on

the descriptive statistics from the 2019 survey than on any direct comparisons between

the two surveys.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present the results of two surveys that explore if, how, and why peo-

ple stop or change their usage of major technology companies’ products as a form of

protest (we call such people protest users). We find evidence that such behavior is in-

creasingly common (almost half of our respondents were protest users or interested in

becoming protest users), and driven by a variety of motivations, particularly concerns

about privacy and business models that profit from user data. Moreover, our survey

highlights common tactics that protest users employed in protest, and the challenges and

roadblocks that inhibited these protests. This work provides important context for the

growing discussion around the relationship and power dynamics between the public and
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technology companies. We present design implications for new technologies to better sup-

port protest users and highlight important follow-up social computing research into their

protesting behaviors.
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Chapter II: Data Labor - A Taxonomy

Data generated by the public (e.g. behavior logs, user-generated content, and per-

sonal information) is primarily governed by just a small set of large, for-profit tech-

nology companies that consequently reap the bulk of its benefits (e.g. insights, pre-

dictions, and ad sales). Members of the public generate large troves of data in their

daily interactions with technologies, e.g. behavioral logs, user-generated content, and

personal information. Currently, this data is primarily stored by just a small set

of large, for-profit technology companies that reap the bulk of its benefits (e.g. in-

sights, predictions, and ad sales). Those who produce data for the technology in-

dustry have little to no power in deciding how their data is used or who it benefits

[Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018, Lanier and Weyl2018b, Posner and Weyl2019]. The

power imbalance between the public and technology operators has manifested in public

outcries about various industry practices in the tech sector. For example, users have lit-

tle to no power to change corporate surveillance practices and monetization of user data

[Li et al.2019b]. Similarly, those that produce valuable content such as open-source

code and Wikipedia articles have no way to control how the fruits of their labor are be-

ing repurposed by developers of machine learning models like Copilot and large language

models such as GPT-3 [Brown et al.2020b].

Given the public’s lack of power over the data it generates, researchers, policy-

makers, and activists have advocated for rethinking elements of the data economy

so the data-generating public can have a much stronger voice in the use and gover-

nance of data [Viljoen2020, Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018, Lanier and Weyl2018b].

In particular, understanding data generation as a form of labor, or “data
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labor”[Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018] is gaining traction as one potential approach to

achieve this goal. Supporters of this approach have argued that the conceptualization

of data generation labor will help the public to actively leverage their role to influ-

ence technology companies [Vincent et al.2021a]. This proposal has also generated

discussion about how the recognition of data labor may play out over time. Propos-

als include supporting “data unions” [Posner and Weyl2019] or “mediators of indi-

vidual data” [Lanier and Weyl2018b] that negotiate data use terms with technology

firms on behalf of their data-producing ”union“ members [Posner and Weyl2019],

drafting legislation that would grant users greater control over the data they pro-

duce [Por2018, the], and creating tools to support user-driven collective action

[Das et al.2021, Vincent et al.2021a].

Despite these abstract “blueprints” for reconceptualizing data generation as labor,

the research and policy community is missing the transformation of these blueprints into

more concrete and actionable guidelines. Given the myriad of ways that data producers

contribute to data-driven technologies, a clear characterization of data labor is crucial to

guide researchers, data producers, and policymakers to realize their goal: addressing the

power imbalance between the public and large technology firms in the use and governance

of data. More specifically, such characterization will accentuate how different types of

data labor may require different approaches to empower through research, development,

and policy practices.

This paper provides an actionable road map for researchers, activists, and policymak-

ers to empower data producers to shape the use and governance of data by identifying and
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characterizing five key dimensions of data labor: visibility , end-use awareness, collabora-

tion requirement, openness, and replaceability. We focus on data labor that benefits large,

for-profit technology companies because of these companies’ vast accumulation of capi-

tal from monetizing the public’s data and their subsequent influence on social outcomes.

Reviewing the rich HCI/CSCW scholarship on computer-mediated labor and the related

concepts of digital labor, and crowd/gig work, we provide a definition and a characteriza-

tion of data labor. While the prevalent interpretation of labor implies intentionality and

compensation, our definition adopts the HCI/CSCW scholarship’s construction of labor

and encompasses both intentional, compensated data production (e.g. labeling images on

Amazon Mechanical Turk for a computer vision company) and unintentional, uncompen-

sated data production (exposing one’s personal preferences while using commercial recom-

mender systems). The directions our road map provides are informed by complementary

frameworks of empowerment introduced by Schneider et al. [Schneider et al.2018] and

data leverage from Vincent et al. [Vincent et al.2021a].

Our road map of data labor provides a framework for studying and empowering data

producers in sociotechnical systems. Our definition and five dimensions of data labor

do not aim to be all-encompassing; rather, they serve as an important step towards

better conversations about data labor and towards redistributing the decision making

power away from technology companies towards the data-generating public. As un-

packed below, efforts to empower the data-generating public would benefit from HCI
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and CSCW scholars’ knowledge and expertise in understanding, assessing, and organiz-

ing human labor in sociotechnical systems. More broadly, our work is in line with re-

cent influential scholarly efforts in developing taxonomies and frameworks to guide tech-

nology research and development (e.g. [Chancellor et al.2019a, Selbst et al.2019,

Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019, Quinn and Bederson2011]). We discuss opportu-

nities for future work to identify potential dimensions.

Definition and Related Work

Defining Data Labor

Discussions of “data labor” have not yet coalesced on a concrete definition and

largely operate at a conceptual level. In 2018, Arrieta-Ibarra asked “should we treat

data as labor?”, in response to the lack of recognition of users’ role in the advance-

ment of technology and the data economy [Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018]. Recently,

this approach has motivated economists, legal scholars, and computing researchers

to explore potential implications of treating user activities as labor via simulations

[Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan2021]. For example, Jones et al. simulated how grant-

ing users’ rights to the data they produce and allowing the data to be used across firms can

maximize social gains from the data economy [Jones and Tonetti2020]. Others have

taken a step further and recommended establishing third-party intermediaries that are

analogous to labor unions to facilitate the relations between subgroups of users and tech-

nology companies [Lanier and Weyl2018b]. In a similar vein, practitioners have piloted

applications and platforms that allow users to control who has access to the data they
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generate (the Solid project2 and Streamr3). The data labor notion has also been viewed

as a potential means to support fairness and accountability outcomes: vincent2021data

laid out pathways by which data producers can influence the performance of computing

technologies and argued that all technology stakeholders need to recognize and account

for data producers’ role in the booming data economy [Vincent et al.2021a].

Building upon these conceptual proposals that explicitly examine data labor in the

tech industry [Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018, Jones and Tonetti2020], we offer a work-

ing definition of data labor:

Activities that lead to digital records useful for capital generation.

Said differently, an activity must meet two criteria to be labeled as data labor: 1) it

creates or enhances data, and 2) the resulting data helps an organization generate capital.

Correspondingly, those who contribute data labor are “data laborers”.

In this dissertation, we primarily focusing on the data labor that supports for-profit

technology companies, directly or indirectly. Governmental agencies (e.g. census bu-

reaus), research organizations, civil societies, and non-profit organizations also use data

labor to generate capital (see Discussion for details); however, the power inequity between

data labor and technology operators is more prominent in the case of for-profit technol-

ogy companies–the focus of our analysis. Moreover, data labor for for-profit technology

companies is also the primary force contributing to capital generation.

With data playing a more prominent role in technological progress and the tech sec-

tor (e.g. [Brown et al.2020b, Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018]), we foresee that

more and more data generation activities will fall under this definition of data labor. As

2https://solidproject.org/
3https://streamr.network/
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we will discuss much more below, it is possible (and indeed very common) that under this

definition, many people are performing “illegible data labor”, in which it is not apparent

to data producers that data labor is being performed, such as writing comments on social

media.

Beyond Arrieta-Ibarra’s work [Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018], other areas of computing

have explored complementary concepts to data labor and therefore informed the definition

above. Below we relate our notion of data labor to similar concepts of labor and work in

literature.

The Evolving Definition of Labor in HCI and CSCW

The fields of human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-supported cooperative

work (CSCW) have long histories of studying computer-mediated labor across domains,

contexts, and culture. We examined the activities that HCI and CSCW scholars consider

to be labor to inform our definition of data labor. In other words, by examining the

rich tradition of studying labor in HCI and CSCW, can we draw clear boundaries that

delineate “data labor”?

To better understand what activities scholars have considered as labor in HCI and

CSCW, we conducted a literature review of full papers published in CHI and CSCW–two

premier venues for HCI and CSCW–that study human labor in sociotechnical systems.

Specifically, using the ACM Digital Library Search, we examined papers in the CHI and

CSCW conferences and PACM-HCI between 1982 and 2022 that mention the word “labor”

(or “labour”) in their abstracts. Our intention is to capture examples of labor that are
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less obvious/explicit than conventional labor activities such as crowdwork and desk work.

Our search results are by no means an exhaustive list of labor activities as defined by HCI

and CSCW scholars. We manually screened abstracts to determine whether the authors

refer to the human behaviors they studied as labor. We removed papers that do not

explicitly view the studied activities as labor, e.g. merely mentioning “division of labor”.

In the end, our corpus includes 55 papers from CHI and 46 from CSCW (see Supplemental

Material for details about these papers).

Table 5 provides an overview of the types of computer-mediated labor that frequently

appear in our corpus, encompassing both compensated work and uncompensated ac-

tivities and thus informing our definition of data labor. While compensated work is

a common type of labor that researchers study, including deskwork, gig work (driv-

ing for Uber/Lyft), crowdwork (Amazon Mechanical Turk tasks), and low-wage work

[Dombrowski, Alvarado Garcia, and Despard2017], the scope of labor started to

include human activities that occur outside of workplaces or work contexts since the early

2000s and expanded to “settings in everyday life”, ranging from domestic labor, to leisure

activities, to social networking [Crabtree, Rodden, and Benford2005]. For example,

To et al. studied how the act of looking for social support through communicative tech-

nology after experiencing racism is a form of emotional labor among minority students

[To et al.2020]. Using Wikipedia as a case study, Geiger et al. highlighted the immense

number of “labor hours” volunteer editors contributed to the world-wide encyclopedia

[Geiger and Halfaker2013a]. In summary, although the scope of computer-mediated

labor was once hotly debated [Schmidt2011, Crabtree, Rodden, and Benford2005],
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Table 5. An overview of computer-mediated labor

Monetary compensation? Sub-category
Yes Desk work and office work

Gig work and crowd work
Low-wage work and service work

Public service work
Content creation work

No Domestic labor, parenting, household work
Caregiving
Craft work

Volunteer work and civic labor
Emotional labor, self-disclosure labor

the fields of HCI and CSCW have treated a wide range of everyday life activities, com-

pensated or not, witting or unwitting, as labor.

Driven by the evolvement of computer-mediated labor in HCI and CSCW, we de-

fine data labor as encompassing both witting labor activities such labeling images

on Mechanical Turk and uncompensated, unwitting ones such as producing content

on a social network. Moreover, many widely studied instances of computer-mediated

labor are data labor: crowdsourcing [Sannon and Cosley2019a], peer production

[Geiger and Halfaker2013a], and content moderation [Dosono and Semaan2019a]

are all data labor that advances computing technology and, thereby, benefits computing

companies financially. As such, data labor can be seen as a subset of computer-mediated

labor.

Digital Labor

Digital labor is another term that has been used to refer to monetized online activities, re-

gardless of whether they occur at traditional workplaces or whether they are compensated
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[Scholz2012]. In particular, terranova2000free argued that “the Internet is animated by

cultural and technical labor through and through, a continuous production of value that

is completely immanent to the flows of the network society at large” [Terranova2000a].

This work has subsequently inspired in-depth examinations of how online interactions gen-

erated value with the commercialization of the internet, e.g. interacting with YouTube

video[Postigo2016] and managing communities [Matias2019a].

While in most cases, prior work on digital labor is relevant to data labor as we’ve

defined here, there may be some examples of digital labor that are not data labor. For

instance, cultural production activities like writing fan fiction and private communication

activities like private messaging do not necessarily result in improvement of a technology

or capital creation. It is worth noting that as developers of large language models such as

GPT-3 [Brown et al.2020b] and Deepmind’s “Gopher” [Rae et al.2021] collect mas-

sive amounts of content from the internet as training data, more activities will become

data labor (e.g. a piece of fan fiction that was previously not data labor may be scraped

into a language model training dataset). Furthermore, not all types of data labor are

likely to be considered digital labor. Passively produced data such as location data, traf-

fic patterns, and private preference information actively play a role in the improvement

of advertising models, navigation algorithms, and commercial recommender systems –

however, they are not commonly seen as digital labor [Scholz2012].

Crowdwork

Crowdwork is a subcategory of computer-mediated labor in which crowds of distributed
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laborers complete small-scale tasks for payment. Examples include completing image

labeling tasks that enabled the creation of ImageNet [Deng et al.2009] and produc-

ing texts used to train spam filters [Ott et al.2011]. Many instances of crowdwork are

unambiguously data labor, although there may be exceptions: completing behavioral ex-

periments on Amazon Mechanical Turk ran by academic institutes–a prominent type of

crowdwork[Hara et al.2018a]–does not always generate data that leads to an improve-

ment of technology or capital generation, and therefore, may not be data labor.

Data Work in Data Science and Machine Learning

Data work is a relatively new term that emerged to describe data generation, labeling,

and cleaning activities for supporting data scientists and machine learning developers

[Sambasivan et al.2021, Møller et al.2020, D’ignazio and Klein2020]. As ma-

chine learning models and other intelligent technologies such as recommender systems

become more and more pervasive, scholars have called for attention to the data work that

powers these models. In particular, d2020data called for increasing the visibility of data

work in the field of data science, so that those performing this work are recognized and

valued [D’ignazio and Klein2020].

Like digital labor, the term “data work” is very close to data labor, so we will focus

on differentiating how the terms have been used. Sambasivan et al. referred to data

work as data collection, labeling, analysis, and cleaning, but primarily focused on the

activities by those who are “data science workers” (a role discussed at length by Zhang

et al. [Zhang, Muller, and Wang2020]). Thus, what we refer to as data labor here is
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primarily the upstream activity of generation and collection, not downstream activities

like transforming a column and writing database queries.

Frameworks of Power and Data Leverage

To empower data labor, it is critical to adopt an appropriate definition of power, and

what it means to shift more power to data producers. The concept of “power” is a

complex, hotly debated one [Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan1998]. We draw on schnei-

der2018empowerment’s work on HCI and empowerment that is intended to “add struc-

ture and terminological clarity” to the notion of empowerment in computing research

[Schneider et al.2018]. Through a synthesis of studies on empowerment, Schneider et

al. highlight the distinction between two notions of power: power-to and power-over

[Schneider et al.2018]. Power-to corresponds to an individual’s “ability to do some-

thing” (Schneider et al. drew on Arendt’s work for this definition [Arendt1958]). Apply-

ing this notion to data labor, power-to means that people can freely make decisions around

their data labor, i.e. choosing not to participate in activities that are data-generating or

deleting the data resulting from this labor. Power-over refers to “the relation between

multiple actors” [Schneider et al.2018] or in Dahl’s words, “A has power over B to the

extent that he can get B to do something that B would not otherwise do” [Dahl1957]. In

the context of data labor, power-over means that people can influence those who currently

benefit from their labor, i.e. technology operators, around decisions regarding data and

data-driven technology.
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vincent2021data’s framework of data leverage further highlights connections between

power-to and power-over [Vincent et al.2021a]. Data leverage describes how data pro-

ducers may influence technology operators through three “levers”: “data strikes” and

“data poisoning” harm a technology operator, while “conscious data contribution” can

boost up an alternative operator. Each data lever requires collective action to be effec-

tive in which individuals engage via activities like withholding data or manipulating data

as a group. Performing these specific actions requires “power-to” (e.g. a legal or legal

guarantee that users can delete their data contributions). Power-over is achieved only

when a critical mass of participation is reached. In concrete terms, different types of data

labor will allow for different abilities (power-to) and may facilitate or inhibit meaningful

collective action (power-over). Below, we will describe how each dimension interacts with

power-to (the building blocks of data leverage) and power-over (the potential impact of

collective data leverage).

The Dimensions of Data Labor

We describe five key dimensions of data labor: visibility , end-use awareness, collaboration

requirement, openness, and replaceability. While each dimension is a spectrum, we provide

examples of data labor that fall on the ends of each spectrum to show how even a relatively

dichotomous understanding of each dimension can provide immediate usable insights. We

then provide an assessment of how data labor’s position along a dimension is related to

power and discuss potential opportunities to empower data laborers who are at different

positions along the dimension.
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Process of Dimension Construction

Our research team collectively identified prominent examples of data labor based

on prior work and chose core dimensions that can characterize these examples. We

drew from the data leverage framework mentioned above [Vincent et al.2021a], ar-

rieta2018should’s call for rethinking data generation [Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018], and

related discussions [Jones and Tonetti2020, Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan2021,

Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019] to identify what data-generating activities were the fo-

cus of the data labor proposal. We then collectively mapped out what dimensions may

be useful to characterize these data-generating activities and other prominent ways data

producers contribute to data-driven technologies. Our research team then collaboratively

merged, ranked, and chose the dimensions that can clearly delineate the wide range of

data labor activities happening in real life. As mentioned above, these dimensions are not

meant to be exhaustive and given the ever evolving landscape of data-driven technologies,

we expect more dimensions to emerge as the public’s data labor comes in new forms or is

used in novel ways by technology operators.

Visibility: Is the capture of data labor publicly visible?

Data labor can be invisible or visible, depending on whether the capture of this labor

leaves any indication publicly (Fig. 5). When a person’s activity leads to some digital

records being stored privately with no public digital traces, this is invisible data labor.

Examples of invisible data labor include the generation of user interaction logs (for search

engines, ad systems, recommender systems) and the production of image labels when

users complete reCAPTCHA.
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Figure 5. The dimension of visibility: Is the capture of data labor publicly
visible? As in all figures in this section, the positioning of data labor in-
stances on the spectrum is approximate and may vary depending on the
specific case. For example, for those who understand the background of
reCAPTCHA, labeling its images may be visible data labor.

The dimension of visibility.

On the other end of the visibility spectrum exists visible data labor – activities that

people can clearly see as benefiting technology companies. Examples include generating

ratings for rating platforms such as Yelp and Google Maps and completing a crowdwork

image labelling task in which the collection of labels is clearly disclosed.

Power: Visibility is positively associated with data laborers’ power in their rela-

tionship with technology companies. When people do not realize that they are per-

forming data labor, this naturally inhibits their power to withhold or change this la-

bor. This invisibility further limits opportunities for collective action (e.g. a data

strike [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019]) or other types of action (e.g. calling on reg-

ulators). In contrast, people performing visible data labor are most likely equipped

with more power-to than the invisible condition. They may simply choose not to vol-

unteer or complete a task, so they do not produce any data labor as seen in various

non-use cases [Baumer2018b, Li et al.2019b]. There is also early evidence about

those that perform visible data labor exerting their power-over over technology opera-

tors through collective action. For example, Reddit volunteer moderators collectively

negotiated with Reddit for better moderation tools [Matias2016c] and crowdworkers
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leveraged Turkopticon to improve their working conditions on Amazon Mechanical Turk

[Irani and Silberman2013a].

Empowering invisible data labor: Mitigating invisibility – i.e., moving in-

visible data labor to the visible end of the spectrum – is a first step towards em-

powering invisible data labor. Given that increasing transparency of labor value

helps workers’ collective negotiation with employers in traditional labor advocacy

[Khovanskaya et al.2019a], it is likely effective to apply this tactic to invisible data

labor. Researchers and activists may develop tools that measure and communicate the

economic or utility value of data labor, such as the Facebook Data Valuation Tool

(FDVT), a tool that calculates the worth of Facebook users’ attention in real time

[González Cabañas, Cuevas, and Cuevas2017b]. By making data visible, these

tools can better equip data laborers to effectively organize to negotiate with technology

companies. Activists can explore how to leverage existing technologies that disrupt the

collection of data to make invisible data labor more visible. Currently, privacy-preserving

technologies such as anti-tracking browser extensions and protest-assisting technologies

such as ad blockers are actively preventing data labor from being used by tech companies

and have gained a considerable user base [Mathur et al.2018b]. Activists may experi-

ment with providing add-on features to these technologies to highlight the “cost” or “lost

ad revenue” users have caused to highlight the value of data labor (e.g. [Li et al.2018a]

). Additionally, policymakers can play a key role in empowering invisible data labor by

requiring technology companies to disclose their capture of data labor. Such efforts could

be built upon and extend existing legal frameworks that regulate algorithmic transparency
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[gov2019] and data privacy [ccp]. For example, similar to the European Parliament’s rec-

ommendation standards for algorithmic transparency, policymakers may start designing

standards for companies’ communication about the process of data collection.

It is worth noting that making invisible data labor visible does not always translate to

power for data producers. They may not always have the power-to, i.e. control over their

data labor due to external social constraints. For instance, when faced with suspicious,

privacy-violating requests, crowdworkers, who are aware they are performing labor, may

still complete them because of their need for extra income [Sannon and Cosley2019b].

Empowering visible data labor: Those performing visible data labor can immedi-

ately benefit from research and tools that strengthen their power-over through collective

action. Past research has shown through observation [Matias2016c] and through sim-

ulation [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019] that if users collectively withhold their data

labor, i.e. data strikes, they can negatively affect data labor-dependent platforms. Given

this potential, researchers may further study how to help data producers organize collec-

tive action to influence technology operators, answering questions around how different

conditions and techniques affect data producers’ participation and how to create revenue

loss or performance loss for technology operators.

Given the nature of visible data labor, those who perform this type of labor stand to

benefit immediately from policies that grant them stronger control over the data output.

For example, jurisdictions that have already passed privacy regulations such as GDPR

(General Data Protection Regulation) and CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) can

expand the types of data covered by regulations, i.e. from personal data to other types
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of data such as monetized user-generated content and crowdsourced datasets of image

labels.

End-Use Awareness: Do Data Laborers Understand How Labor Is Used?

Figure 6. The dimension of end-use awareness: do data laborers understand
how labor is used? The positioning of data labor instances on the spectrum
is approximate and may vary depending on the specific case.

The dimension of end-use awareness.

While visibility characterizes whether the capture of data labor is visible, end-use

awareness characterizes the degree to which they are aware of how the resulting

data is used downstream (Fig. 6). One can have full knowledge of their labor

being captured, or put another way, perform fully visible data labor, but have no

awareness of their labor’s impact. Currently, a variety of data-driven technology

companies as well as academic disciplines, including HCI, computational social science,

machine learning, and health research, benefit from data labor without the labor-

ers’ knowledge. Examples include Reddit content [Baumgartner et al.2020a,

Chancellor, Baumer, and De Choudhury2019], Flickr images

[Solon2019] , Wikipedia content [McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017a,

Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018], and more. For example, a survey of Twit-

ter users from Fiesler et al. suggests that the majority of users do not realize their

content (i.e. tweets) is being used for research [Fiesler and Proferes2018].
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End-use awareness may change drastically over time as technology operators keep

identifying innovative ways to utilize and monetize data labor. In other words, end-

use awareness is naturally dependent on what end-uses exist. For example, users who

uploaded their images to a social media platform may have high end-use awareness at the

time of their uploading action, i.e. knowing their content will help the platform attract

more web traffic; but this awareness may decrease if the platform later uses the images

for other purposes such as training computer vision models without informing the user.

Moreover, end-use awareness may vary from person to person; for example, for the act of

uploading images to social media platforms, a computer vision researcher has very likely

more end-use awareness than an average user does.

Examples of end use-unaware data labor include producing computer code shared on

GitHub that has now been used to train a powerful “AI programming assistant”, GitHub

Copilot [Chen et al.2021], publishing images on Flickr that have been used for facial

recognition technologies [Solon2019], and upvoting Reddit posts that are later used for

large language models [Radford et al.2019].

Moving to the other end of the spectrum, end use-aware data labor can be seen in

scenarios in which data laborers are directly affected by the technology to which they

contributed labor and, therefore, have sufficient knowledge about how the output of their

labor is being used. Examples of such technologies include targeted advertising, person-

alized newsfeed algorithms, and recommender systems.

Power : In general, end-use awareness is likely to lead to more power to data labor.

If one knows the downstream impacts of the data they help generate, it is possible to
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alter such labor purposefully. For example, users reported that they would be demoti-

vated if their contribution to Wikidata, a structured, public access database analogous

to Wikipedia, were to be used primarily for profits [Zhang et al.2022]. Collectively, a

group may have the power-over to shape how these data-driven technologies are developed

and deployed. For example, whitney2021hci showed how increasing end-use awareness of

data labor assisted community organizations in influencing the City of San Diego’s deci-

sion on deploying smart city technologies [Whitney et al.2021].

Empowering end use-unaware data labor: While it is understandable that tech-

nology operators have incentives to keep their data-dependent technologies proprietary

and reveal few details (i.e. what data they use, and for what purposes), this practice

tends to reduce end-use awareness and, therefore, disempowers the public. Thus, a key

direction for researchers and activists is to increase end-use awareness where possible.

For instance, such a tool might tell a Wikipedia contributor that their edits on a par-

ticular article appeared in Google’s knowledge panel. Policymakers can also play a role

by mandating end-use awareness, particularly for sensitive data such as biometric data

and personal information. Future policies on data use may focus on requiring technology

companies to disclose how such data will be used downstream.

Relatedly, understanding how moving end use-unaware data labor to the

other end of the spectrum may affect data labor-dependent technologies is

also a fruitful area for research. Data producers’ concerns about the end use

of data labor may disincentivize the production of data labor. As such, in-

creases in end use-awareness may inadvertently reduce the utility of technologies

that are currently providing enormous benefits to the public, e.g. Wikipedia
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[McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017a, Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018],

mental health communities [Chancellor et al.2019b], and review platforms

[Li and Hecht2021], a potential risk that warrants further investigation.

Empowering end use-aware data labor: For end use-aware data labor, given

that there already exists significant public use awareness of certain types of data la-

bor in targeted advertising and social media[Center2019], researchers and activists

may be interested in focusing on these types of data labor and investigating how to

transform current end-use awareness to collective action. For example, activists may

consider developing tools that make straightforward how end use of data may be af-

fected negatively by data producers collectively withholding or poisoning data. Specif-

ically, such tools may draw from proof-of-concept studies in HCI such as AdNausem

[Howe and Nissenbaum2017b] and Out of Site [Li et al.2018a] and illustrate the

downstream effects of data strikes or data poisoning (e.g. “deleting your data would in-

cur loss of ad sales to Facebook”). Of course, end-use awareness need not translate to

collective action, if data laborers are content with the current data usage practices.

Additionally, future research should further explore what specific tactics may be of

use in facilitating collective action among those who are aware of data labor’s end use.

By working with community organizations, whitney2021hci highlighted tactics effective

for influencing local governments’ decision-making about data-driven technologies such

as conducting independent data analysis and contesting claims [Whitney et al.2021].

Researchers and policymakers may extend their work and examine what tactics may be im-

pactful in the private sector. Researchers and policymakers may also consider strengthen-

ing existing legal frameworks that allow users to limit how data is being used downstream.
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For example, users may be able to choose clauses such as “Do not use for surveilliance”

in addition to “Do not share with third parties” as part of the terms of service for the

data they produce [Contractor et al.2022].

Collaboration Requirement: Does Data Labor Involve Coordination?

Figure 7. The dimension of collaboration requirement: does data labor in-
volve collaboration? The positioning of data labor instances on the spec-
trum is approximate and may vary depending on the specific case.

The dimension of collaboration requirement.

Data labor activities can be mapped onto a spectrum from non-collaborative to col-

laborative, based on the extent to which data laborers work together (Fig. 7). This

dimension is informed by the distinction between team work and individual work in

computer-mediated labor. The first wave of HCI sought to improve how users complete

tasks on desktop computers individually, while the second wave of HCI shifted its focus

on “groups working with a collection of applications” [Bødker2006]. Similarly, in the

context of data labor, data-generating activities can be performed in isolation or involve

communication and coordination with other people.

Non-collaborative data labor activities are those that data producers perform in iso-

lation, often with tasks being assigned by technology companies, such as completing a

reCAPTCHA and completing data labeling tasks on platforms like Amazon Mechanical
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Turk. Other examples include using a search engine or recommender system, as data

laborers individually generate data on their own.

When users’ data-generating activities involve elements of deliberation, communica-

tion, and other forms of teamwork, this is collaborative data labor. This type of data

labor is prevalent in social computing systems in which data laborers actively commu-

nicate with each other and make decisions about division of labor themselves. As such,

technology companies play a less prominent role in shaping data producers’ activities than

the non-collaborative condition. For example, writing posts and comments, a prominent

form of data labor that benefits Reddit (and operators of language models such as GPT-

3 [Brown et al.2020b]), is largely driven by data producers’ intrinsic motivation to

produce content and interact with other community members. The posts Reddit users

produce depends on their individual interests and background; Reddit as the technology

operator has little direct say over such outcome.

Power: The relation between power and collaboration requirement is complicated by

the fact that social connections between data laborers can facilitate coordinated collective

action but also incur costs to withholding data labor. Data laborers who perform non-

collaborative data labor can easily stop performing their tasks without worrying about

losing connections with their peers or endangering a collaborative project. However,

because of the lack of collaboration in this data labor, users lack shared identity, mak-

ing it difficult to organize collectively and gain power to influence technology operators.

Conversely, those who perform collaborative data labor can theoretically leverage their

network for collective action against their “employers”, i.e. technology companies. For
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example, historically, Reddit users coordinated their exit from the platform due to dis-

agreements with the platform’s changing policies [Newell et al.2016]. However, they

may face social cost to exert power-to by withholding or changing their labor if those in

their close network are not doing so simultaneously. For example, a Wikipedia editor who

does not want their data labor being exploited by for-profit companies and contemplates

leaving Wikipedia may fear losing connections with their community members.

Empowering non-collaborative data labor: One step towards empowering non-

collaborative data labor is to create connections between users to pave the way for col-

lective action. In traditional labor organizing and crowdworker organizing, workers ben-

efited from having a shared professional identity to pave the way for collective action

[Gray and Suri2019]. As such, to lay the ground work for labor empowerment, re-

searchers and activists may explore when it is possible to foster a sense of community

among users who perform non-collaborative data labor such as Amazon product review-

ers. Moreover, activists may benefit from prior HCI research on overcoming challenges

associated with collective action by a dispersed, or very loosely connected labor force.

For example, by studying crowdworkers’ collective labor advocacy efforts, Salehi and col-

leagues identified two key issues–losing momentum and community frictions–and made

corresponding suggestions for design to mitigate these issues [Salehi et al.2015]. This

prior work can serve as an exemplar to inform future research on how non-collaborative

data labor can be effectively organized to advance data producers’ shared goals.

Additionally, policymakers may explore regulation proposals that grant data producers

collective ownership of the data they produce. Currently, the individual voice and concerns

of those that perform non-collaborative data labor have particularly little bearing on
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companies’ practices and decisions. By establishing collective ownership, data may be

governed more democratically by those that produce the data labor. One proposal for

doing so comes from the California Data Dividends Working Group’s recommendations:

those that perform non-collaborative data labor may benefit from the establishment of

“data relations board“, public entities that are tasked to advocate for public interest when

companies use massive data labor [Feygin et al.2021].

Empowering collaborative data labor: For collaborative data labor, researchers

and activists may explore how to grant data producers greater control over their la-

bor while still contributing to their teams and communities. This may be achieved by

building alternative technologies that allow users to migrate but stay connected with

the old technology in some way. Prior work by fiesler2020moving on fandom com-

munities’ platform migration have provided some concrete guidance on this direction

[Fiesler and Dym2020]. Specifically, they have recommended that alternative tech-

nologies allow cross-posting and support data import by users who have had extensive

history and interactions on their previous technologies. Policymakers may also be able to

play a meaningful role in empowering data labor by mandating or otherwise supporting

data portability so data laborers could more easily travel across technologies with their

communities.

Openness: Is the Data Resulting from Data Labor Open for Use?

Data labor’s openness is characterized by how accessible the downstream data is to

the public (Fig. 8). This dimension is informed by how computer-mediated labor and, in

particular, labor that supports open source projects [Geiger, Howard, and Irani2021]
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Figure 8. The dimension of openness: is the data resulting from data labor
open for use? The positioning of data labor instances on the spectrum is
approximate and may vary depending on the specific case.

The dimension of openness.

creates open downstream products. Openness in data labor ranges from being completely

enclosed to completely open. Data labor captured by enclosed systems to benefit spe-

cific individuals or groups and excludes others is enclosed, whereas data labor in sys-

tems that adopt copyleft licenses and make the fruits of data labor public is consid-

ered open (e.g. Wikipedia[McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017a], OpenStreetMap

[Anderson, Sarkar, and Palen2019], and WikiData). Generally, openness of data la-

bor is determined by the sociotechnical systems in which labor occurs, though researchers

and policymakers may make data generated in some enclosed systems open, such as Ama-

zon reviews 4 and ride-hailing records.

Examples of enclosed data labor include generating browser logs, querying information

in search engines, and moving around with a device that records location data. In each

of these cases, the resulting data output is guarded carefully by technology operators.

Examples of open data labor can be widely seen in academic computing re-

search. For example, the Pushshift Reddit dataset, which provides open ac-

cess to Reddit content, was used by researchers to create automated modera-

tion tools and language models [Baumgartner et al.2020a]. Other prominent

examples of datasets created by open data labor include the Movielens dataset

4https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html
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[Harper and Konstan2015], Wikipedia dumps, ImageNet [Deng et al.2009], Open-

StreetMap datasets [Anderson, Sarkar, and Palen2019], and U.S. census records.

Power: It is possible to gain power-to for enclosed data labor because public access to

enclosed datasets is limited. For example, once users have permanently deactivated their

Facebook accounts or deleted ratings they have published on review platforms, technology

operators will lose at least part of the value from such data labor. Regulations such as

GDPR in the European Union [Por2018], the CCPA in California [ccp], and a variety

of similar initiatives have laid the groundwork for the public to exercise their power-to,

e.g.removing data from technology operators’ records.

Moving to the other end of the spectrum, open data labor, by design, has pro-social

goals such as making knowledge accessible to all and incentivizing innovations; how-

ever, this openness makes it difficult for data laborers to control who can benefit from

their work. Once the aggregated datasets are made publicly available for download,

those who produced this open data labor have little power-to exclude technology com-

panies from benefiting from their labor. Even in situations in which users can request

to delete their data (e.g. the Pushshift Reddit API), their requests are unlikely to affect

all downloaded copies of open datasets that are being re-purposed by private technology

companies. At the extreme, when a whole dataset is retracted, technology operators,

practitioners, and researchers may still have access to and use its copies, without need-

ing permission or seeking input from those involved with the creation of the dataset (see

[Peng, Mathur, and Narayanan2021] for an overview).

Empowering enclosed data labor: There have existed extensive efforts from

the research community, activists, and policymakers to make more privately-held data
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publicly available, i.e. transferring enclosed data labor to open data labor. Exemplar

outcomes include University of Michigan’s data archive[ICP], New York University’s ad

observatory [NYU], and City of Chicago’s repository of public ride-hailing records 5.

These are meaningful steps towards highlighting enclosed data labor; however, researchers

and activists need also to pay attention to how to make data open without sacrificing

power-to, that is, how to give individual users control over the data they contributed to

such public data repositories.

Data cooperatives [Pentland and Hardjono2020] are particularly well suited to

empower enclosed data labor given the potentially sensitive nature of the output data.

Such proposals help members of the public to gain power-over technology companies

via collective bargaining about data usage. Moreover, this approach does not require

making the outcome of enclosed data labor completely public, and, therefore, preserves

data laborers’ power-to if they wish to control how data is being captured and used

downstream. Additionally, policymakers may establish other channels through which data

producers can collectively and democratically shape the future of their labor. Similar to

how shareholder meetings are required for publicly traded companies, policymakers may

mandate operators of data-driven technologies to have public channels of communication

with users who produce enclosed data labor for them.

Empowering open data labor: To empower open data labor, we first need

a more comprehensive understanding of the myriad ways open datasets power private

technologies. Gaining this knowledge will help to identify which open datasets un-

derpin today’s digital infrastructure and therefore inform activists and policymakers

5https://data.cityofchicago.org/Transportation/Transportation-Network-Providers-Trips/m6dm-c72p
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of what kinds of open data labor can be potentially leveraged. There existed sev-

eral studies that have laid the foundation for this research direction, using Wikipedia

datasets. Specifically, researchers have studied how Wikipedia data benefits Google

Search [Vincent and Hecht2021, McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017a], Reddit,

and StackOverflow [Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018], and commercial websites in

general [Piccardi et al.2021a]. As Wikipedia datasets become commonly used in large

language models, researchers may further investigate other economic and social benefits of

Wikipedia editors’ open data labor. Researchers may also be interested in broadly explor-

ing other prominent open datasets whose implications on the tech industry have not been

extensively investigated, e.g. OpenStreetMap [Anderson, Sarkar, and Palen2019,

Veselovsky et al.2022].

The tension between openness and technology companies’ value extraction from labor

calls for extensive efforts from activists and policymakers to build mechanisms that can

support data openness but also give users the rights to the fruit of their labor. Specifically,

there exists an opportunity for activists and policymakers to collaborate and build data

licensing infrastructure [Contractor et al.2022] that let users decide how their data

labor could be used in the future at the time when the labor is performed. This would

be similar to open software licenses that allow software to be “freely used, modified, and

shared” [osl] or Responsible AI Licences [aaa2020] but give users the flexibility to set

constraints on who can use this data in the future.
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Figure 9. The dimension of replaceability: Is data labor replaceable? The
positioning of data labor instances on the spectrum is approximate and may
vary depending on the specific case.

The dimension of openness.

Replaceability: Is Data Labor Replaceable?

Like computer-mediated labor, data labor may require certain background, knowl-

edge, skills, or contextual aspects to perform, making it irreplaceable (Fig. 9). Re-

placeability can also be thought of similarly to the conceptions of skill in labor

economics that emphasize modeling workers “endowments” to perform certain task

[Acemoglu and Autor2011].

There are many examples of data labor that are highly substitutable in the sense

that many people, with a variety of backgrounds and contexts, could perform the data

labor. Prominent examples include instruction-based labeling tasks, or simple tasks such

as fixing typos in Wikipedia articles.

For the majority of data-dependent systems that involve modeling the behavior and

preferences of people, model performance will have some degree of specificity to the people

who contributed data. A system that models geography will perform better for people

in places with more training data [Johnson et al.2016b], and a system that models

language will likely perform better for languages with more data available.
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Power: Data laborers responsible for less replaceable data will have more ability to

directly impact technology performance. This means a group of people capable of gener-

ating data that is currently underrepresented (e.g. people who can write in languages not

currently captured in existing training data) may have more power over those that benefit

from their labor. This dynamic is ultimately very similar to how translators who speak a

rare language may demand higher wages. From the perspective of advancing responsible

AI goals, this dynamic may be useful to leverage. In situations in which technology com-

panies wish to capture the totality of data generated by the public, members of groups

currently unrepresented in existing datasets will have more power. It is important to note

that the operative decision as to whether data labor from underrepresented groups has

above-average or below-average replaceability depends on how technology companies plan

to evaluate and deploy their technology (i.e. the choice of “training set”).

For data labor that is easily replaceable (primarily, very structured and instruction-

based labeling tasks), wielding influence will be harder, and in particular will require

larger group sizes. Those who perform easily replaceable data labor (e.g. fixing typos,

reporting spam) will only gain influence with exceptionally large-scale collective action.

Empowering replaceable data labor: Researchers and activists may look for ways

that help users become irreplaceable, such as identifying and developing unique skills and

knowledge as recommended by crowdwork researchers [Kittur et al.2013]. Additionally,

policymakers should take into consideration the role of societal inequities that prevent data

producers from becoming irreplaceable, such as lack of means in gaining digital literacy for

certain groups of the public[DiMaggio et al.2004]. In other cases, the most efficacious

approach may be scaffolding collective action amongst a large pool of people who perform
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replaceable data labor. For instance, anyone who clicks search engine links is part of

the massive pool of search engine trainers. This could be turned into an advantage by

building global solidarity around this type of data labor, i.e. in pursuit of a “general data

strike” [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019].

Empowering irreplaceable data labor: Researchers and activists may be inter-

ested in leveraging the irreplaceability of certain types of data labor to reduce the power

differential between these data laborers and technology companies. This may be achieved

by recruiting expert users and niche groups in data strikes against data-driven technolo-

gies, such as asking those who are fans of certain movie genres to remove their ratings

from recommender systems [Vincent, Hecht, and Sen2019].

Discussion

The five dimensions we identified and articulated above are only a starting point for

understanding the rich variety of data labor activities. When comparing any two kinds of

data labor, there are likely to be subtle differences along each dimension. Critically, these

dimensions are immediately useful in that (1) they provide a framework to help people

outside of tech companies – such as people performing data labor – to reason about data

labor and (2) we can draw on existing knowledge to map out opportunities to organize

and empower different kinds of data labor. The dimensions above suggest certain cases in

which a data labor lens will be particularly useful to researchers, activists, or organizers;

there may be “low hanging fruit”, for instance where small design changes can make data

labor more legible. Conversely, the dimensions above suggest certain data laborers may
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be very unlikely to gain power over technology companies, such as those perform open

data labor.

While we have painted a broad picture of data labor, many, if not most, computing

systems are complex and opaque to the public. As such, there may exist other dimensions

that characterize data labor from technology companies’ perspective. Below we discuss

two such data labor characteristics that are potentially important for technology com-

panies. Additionally, we discuss how researchers may support data labor in their own

research practices.

Data Labor from a Technology Company Perspective

The outputs of data labor can take different forms based on how technology companies

choose to process and manage it, e.g. databases, digital records, models, predictions.

Here, we discuss additional considerations regarding data labor that arise from taking the

perspective of a technology company or other data-dependent technology operators (i.e.

an organization holding data as capital [Sadowski2019]). These factors are important

to explore in future work, but compared to the core dimensions above are currently

challenging to study because they will require comprehensive knowledge about how data

is being collected, processed, managed, and used behind closed doors.

Revenue Generation: The particular causal link between data labor and firm revenue

will vary depending on companies’ business models. For example, as Google provides API

services to directly sell user-generated reviews from Google Maps, the data labor involved

with writing reviews is closely tied to the API revenue. In contrast, the data labor involved

with using Google Search is indirectly tied to revenue because it has to be processed and
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aggregated in order to improve search quality, which in turn leads to increased ad revenue.

Given the growing use of AI technologies as general enhancements to “free” services (e.g.

autocomplete in Google Docs, photo categorization in Apple Photos), there are many

cases for which directly tying data labor to revenue will be challenging. Nonetheless, the

existence of these technologies suggests the underlying data labor is valuable.

Quantifying data labor’s relationship with revenue will be key for researchers’ and

policymakers’ abilities to understand and support the data-generating public. Equipped

with methods to assess data’s impact on revenue, researchers and policymakers would

be able to empirically assess the economic equity between data producers and tech-

nology operators and, subsequently, make informed policy recommendations. More-

over, this framework would also assist technology operators in assessing to what extent

their business is being subsidized by data producers and, thereby, gaining a more ac-

curate quantitative understanding of their business. Recent research in this area has

made great strides in examining specific revenue streams of data; researchers have as-

sessed Wikipedia’s value to search engines [McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017a],

online communities [Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018], and commercial websites

[Piccardi et al.2020]. However, many other instances of data labor remain under-

investigated due to the opacity and complexity of the ways data labor generates revenue

for companies. One important and urgent area for future work would be to comprehen-

sively quantify data labor’s value for technology companies.

Shelf Life: Organizations that capture data labor may have specific requirements for

how frequently new data labor must be captured, i.e. the ‘shelf life’ of data labor. For

instance, systems that model real-time variables (e.g. misinformation classification and
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traffic estimation) need to collect data constantly, whereas some computer vision models

may be able to use very old training data (e.g. ImageNet).

An issue with studying ‘shelf life’ is that public research, by necessity, often uses

large datasets without regard to whether the data may have “expired”. For example,

researchers have provided evidence showing that the Yelp Open Dataset, widely used in

location recommendation research, may include data on permanently closed businesses

[Li and Hecht2021]. In some instances, researchers simply lack access to relevant in-

formation about the time frame of datasets. For example, the exact collection time of

the BookCorpus dataset, an influential dataset in language models, is hard to determine

[Bandy and Vincent2021a].

When data labor outputs do not have an expiration date, this is likely to reduce the

leverage of data laborers, because it is very difficult in practice to redact a dataset, at

least under current laws in most jurisdictions [Peng, Mathur, and Narayanan2021].

In recent years, policies that strengthen data producers’ right to data, such as GDPR

and CCPA [Por2018, ccp], have laid the ground work to allow for data producers to

delete data if they wish to, providing a venue that is particularly helpful to leverage

data with a short shelf life. In the long term, to empower data labor, it may be fruitful

to limit for how long data could be used, so data laborers can gain some leverage over

technology operators over time. For example, GDPR has mandated that technology

operators minimize the time period for which personal data is stored [Por2018]. Future

policymaking efforts may further expand such mandate from personal data to other types

of data. However, the effectiveness of this approach will depend on technology operator

choices and details about how often companies retrain models or re-collect data are often
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kept private. Ideally, with the adoption of practices around the documentation of datasets

[Gebru et al.2018], data’s “shelf life” may also become visible so that data laborers can

account for shelf life.

Data Labor outside of Large, For-Profit Technologies

Our road map largely focused on empowering how data labor is valuable for large,

for-profit technology companies. However, there exists data labor that generates revenue

through improving a technology for other types of entities and organizations such as

nonprofits, governmental agencies, and small businesses (e.g. a small store that collects

order preferences from its customers to improve its ordering system). For example, open

and free knowledge production in Wikipedia allows the Wikimedia Foundation to launch

the Wikimedia Enterprise API [wik2022]. This API service provides easy access to high

volume data with a cost and currently has Google and Internet Archive as key customers.

By repackaging Wikipedia editors’ data labor, the API generates revenue to support the

operation of the system. Future analysis may explore how such data labor outside of our

scope may fall onto the five dimensions discussed above to explicate potential ways to

empower data laborers valuable for nonprofits and governmental agencies.

Reflections for Computing Researchers

Empowering data laborers means that computing researchers need to be more re-

flective regarding their own data collection and use. There exists an ongoing discussion

on the negative impacts of computing research [Hecht]; researchers, across the subfields

of computing, e.g. privacy and security, HCI, and AI, have advocated for responsible

innovation [Bates et al.2019, mon]. Our dimensions pave the way for researchers to
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pragmatically consider the treatment and recognition of the human labor involved in

their innovations. In addition to asking “does my system violate user privacy and au-

tonomy”, researchers may also ask themselves, “does my system recognize and value all

labor involved?” One promising direction for researchers to recognize data labor is to

include those who generate data in the design and development of data-driven technol-

ogy, so data producers can play a role in deciding how the fruits of their labor are used.

This approach would be similar to algorithm design and governance frameworks in which

stakeholders and communities collaborate with researchers, e.g. value-sensitive algorithm

design [Zhu et al.2018], participatory algorithm design [Chancellor et al.2019a], and

democratic algorithmic governance [Lee et al.2019]. Researchers who currently benefit

from data labor may draw from these frameworks and engage with data producers to

ensure that their use of data labor is consistent with data producers’ values.

Moreover, as laid out in the dimensions section, there exist ample opportunities for

HCI and CSCW researchers to design and test tools to inform and empower data laborers

at both the individual and collective levels. This is the key motivation for us to call for

HCI and CSCW scholars’ attention to the emerging discussion around data labor.

Conclusion

Through a synthesis of theoretical discussion about data and literature on various types

of labor, we introduce a roadmap for empowering data producers by constructing a formal

definition and five core dimensions of data labor. For each dimension, drawing on the

frameworks of empowerment and data leverage, we prescribe pathways for researchers,

activists, and policymakers to empower the millions of people who generate data for
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large, for-profit technology companies but currently have no say about the governance

and use of data.
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Chapter III: The Visibility of Data Labor

The invisibility of data labor poses an formidable barrier for data laborers to gain

control over their contribution to data-driven technologies. As such, I focus on exam-

ining the invisibility of data labor in the next two chapters. Data laborers are crucial

to the success of prominent commercial social platforms, such as Reddit, Twitch, and

Facebook Groups. Beyond all the publicly visible labor they do generating content, data

laborers also perform managerial tasks behind the scenes such as content moderation,

fact-checking, and norm-setting. This labor ensures the health and vibrancy of social

platforms and is essential for maintaining online communities.

Despite data laborers’ utmost importance to many social platforms, they are not al-

ways the group that platforms prioritize in design and development, especially for volun-

teer content moderators. Prominent news outlets have reported that social platforms pow-

ered by volunteer moderators such as Reddit and Facebook prioritize revenue-generating

user engagement over meeting volunteer moderators’ needs [Peck2019, Post2020]. Mod-

erators often feel under-appreciated, under-supported, and under-compensated by the

platforms that rely on their labor [Gilbert2020, Matias2016b, Postigo2009]. This

tension between moderators and the platforms they support boils over into public disagree-

ments and disputes, e.g. “blacking out” popular communities on Reddit by making their

content private and class-action lawsuits against AOL [Centivany and Glushko2016,

Matias2016b, Postigo2009].
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To properly support moderators and preserve the online communities they main-

tain, the design and development of social platforms must be rooted in a com-

prehensive understanding of this labor. Existing approaches to researching con-

tent moderation at a large scale focus primarily on moderator activities that

leave public visible traces, i.e. removing content and communicating with com-

munities publicly, e.g. [Chandrasekharan et al.2019, Fan and Zhang2020a,

Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a]. However, new research shows that additional

work happens behind the scenes such as managing user behavior and maintaining com-

munity settings [Gilbert2020, Lo2018]. Without accounting for moderator labor as a

whole, developers and researchers of social platforms risk undervaluing and driving away

these volunteers and potentially undermining their platforms.

In this chapter, we seek to more completely quantify and characterize moderator be-

haviors on Reddit. Working with Reddit moderators directly, we collected private moder-

ator logs, called mod logs, from over 900 moderators of 126 subreddits. Private mod logs

capture many more moderator actions in addition to the publicly visible ones mentioned

above. As such, our dataset allows us to study the work that has fallen through the cracks

of prior work and to build a taxonomy of visible and invisible work in content moderation.

This broader lens shows that content moderation work is heterogeneous across both the

subreddits and across moderators who work on the same subreddit. Moreover, despite

being the main area of inquiry for moderation research, comment removal does not paint

the full picture of content moderation; it may account for as little as 2% of total human

labor across subreddits.
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For research efforts on content moderation and online communities specifically, our

study complicates prior assumptions about moderator behavior and highlights the limita-

tions of analyzing only visible moderation work. Our work also highlights the richness and

scale of the volunteer labor that has helped to enable research and development beyond

Reddit by improving user-generated data, e.g. large language models and mental health

research [Brown et al.2020a, Chancellor, Hu, and De Choudhury2018]. We dis-

cuss potential ways for researchers, developers, and labor advocates to understand and

support this hidden labor in computing more comprehensively.

Related Work

Human Labor in Computing Systems

Science and Technology Studies (STS) literature has long argued that understanding

and supporting workers is the precursor for successful and sustainable computing systems

[Grudin1988, Star and Strauss1999]. These labor practices have been a core area of

interest in social computing [Geiger and Halfaker2013b].

For our interests, background labor has been identified as both vital to platform health

and simultaneously challenging to study. Background labor is work that is essential for

the daily operation and maintenance of systems but is often obscured or ignored by the

same systems [Star and Strauss1999]; content moderation work is a prominent type of

background labor. To understand background labor, researchers commonly use qualita-

tive methods, such as ethnography, interviews, and self-reported survey data. Suchman

provided an example of how ethnography around “document coding”—document work
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completed in a law firm to support attorneys and often misperceived as unskilled, “mind-

less” labor—unveiled the skills and expertise required [Suchman1995a]. More recently,

Kriplean called for researchers interested in Wikipedia editor activities to study back-

ground labor on the site such as administrative actions and providing social support

[Kriplean, Beschastnikh, and McDonald2008].

Using content moderation as a case study, we build on the valuable insights in prior

qualitative work to characterize background work. Although ethnography provides rich

details about work activities, this method does not easily scale to massive remote collabo-

ration across thousands of people. Similarly, interviews and surveys cannot provide gran-

ular insights into action-level work activities and also have limitations with self-reporting

biases [Ernala et al.2020]. , we collaborated with Reddit moderators to collect private

mod logs to provide a more expansive picture of their work patterns and practices.

Content Moderation in Social Media

Three branches of the growing literature on content moderation informed our work

and guided our analysis.

Invisibility is a known characteristic of content moderation and complicates research

of social platforms. Moderator actions are made visible to users through changes to the

content of a site. For example, removing a comment will leave traces to non-moderators,

because the comment’s text will be replaced with “[removed]”. Conversely, some moder-

ator actions are not publicly visible on the site. There are limited data traces that signal

the occurrence of these actions and corresponding work. For example, when moderators

ban users from a subreddit, this action is only visible to the affected users and invisible
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to the broader community. Qualitative studies have highlighted that much moderation

work is made invisible to non-moderators by platform affordances and design decisions

[Gilbert2020, Lo2018]. This leads to an important observation – what specific actions

are not visible to public-facing people (like researchers) and how do they compare to visi-

ble work in volume? Given mod logs’ expansive coverage of visible and invisible moderator

activities, our study lays out a classification of granular visible and invisible actions in

Reddit content moderation and quantifies their volume.

Makeup of human moderation work at a granular level is another area of inquiry that

has been challenging to study due to the lack of quantitative data about moderators’ spe-

cific activities. Because comment removal is publicly visible, most community members

perceive human moderation work as primarily being content removal [Myers West2018].

In contrast, qualitative studies have described the richness and heterogeneity of human

moderator labor [Jhaver et al.2019b, Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor2020,

Seering et al.2019]. Our work further validates these assumptions and qualitative find-

ings with an action-level analysis of moderator behaviors. Workload is another key area

of inquiry in moderation research [Chandrasekharan et al.2019, Lin et al.2017a].

The amount of work that moderators perform is hard to quantify due to the invisibility

of their activities. To understand what types of moderators face heavier workloads and

could benefit from tooling support, researchers have relied on self-reported information

and proxy measures [Matias2019b]. In our study, we mapped our dataset of mod logs

onto each subreddit’s posts and comments and in doing so, we provided a quantification

of moderators’ workload per post and comment.
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Background and Methods

Background

On Reddit, each community (called a subreddit) is run by a team of volunteer mod-

erators. Reddit moderators can take many kinds of actions on a subreddit, including

approving and removing comments and posts, modifying the visual style of a community,

and banning users, among others. All actions that a moderator takes using the built-in

moderator functions on Reddit are recorded through moderator logs, or “mod logs”. Red-

dit mod logs are a private record of moderation actions. These logs are only accessible to

a subreddit’s moderators through the Reddit user interface or the Reddit API. Mod logs

are not editable and are updated in real-time as actions occur.

Data Collection

We collected mod logs from two sets of subreddits: 1) a subset of subreddits affiliated

with u/publicmodlogs and 2) subreddits recruited by our research team. u/publicmodlogs

is a Reddit bot that publishes all mod logs of subreddits to which it is installed. We in-

cluded 84 subreddits from this list that were active at the time of our data collection, i.e.

having at least one user post per day and one user comment per day when we gathered

our data between June 2020 and January 2021). Because these 84 subreddits often cover

niche topics (cryptocurrency, Not Safe for Work [NSFW] communities, and those with

strong anti-censorship views), they may provide limited information about Reddit mod-

erator behaviors more generally. In particular, this dataset does not include any large

subreddits. To address this limitation, we directly recruited subreddits to contribute mod
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logs. We randomly sampled 400 subreddits using Reddit’s r/random function and con-

tacted their moderator teams through moderator mail, a private message channel that

reaches all moderators on a subreddit. 42 subreddits’ moderator teams shared their mod

logs to support our research. This set of subreddits included three large communities

that have over one million subscribers. We worked with moderators to determine what

types of information should be anonymized or omitted during our data collection. We

make available our data collection script for those interested in advancing the study of

mod logs. This part was reviewed by our Institutional Review Board for human subject

research.

Given the sensitive nature of mod logs and the subsequent challenges in collecting

this data, it was not realistic to capture a perfectly representative sample of moderators.

Instead, we sought to develop a dataset that could catalyze progress towards unveiling

and characterizing moderation work that may have been overlooked by researchers and

developers previously. We note that in another study conducted using the same dataset,

we compared the active moderators in our sample with the whole active moderator pop-

ulation using several publicly available activity metrics such as number of distinguished

comments and account age. Although K-S tests show the distributions of these metrics

differ between our sample and the population, means and medians are close. And the

minimum and maximum values in our sample suggest that it also provides reasonable

coverage in values (see Li et al., 2022 for more details). Put simply, our sample is an

imperfect but somewhat representative sample of the moderator population.
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Dataset Overview

Our final dataset of mod logs includes over three million actions from 126 subreddits

and over 900 moderator accounts (including both human and bot accounts). The dataset

captured 64 types of moderation actions that go beyond approving and removing content

actions and included editing subreddit Wikis or rules, adding flairs to posts, banning

users, etc. To avoid confusion, we use the term “moderation” or the verb “moderated”

to indicate that one of these 64 action types has been taken on posts or comments. We

use the term “removed” to refer to posts or comments being removed by moderators.

Table 6. An overview of our 126 subreddits’ subscriber count, activity met-
rics, and data collection span.)

Dataset overview.

Table 6 provides descriptive statistics about subreddits’ subscriber count, daily post

and comment counts, and timeframe. To protect moderators’ and subreddits’ anonymity,

we reported all subreddits with an anonymized identifier. This is a combination of a

subreddit’s rank in subscriber count in our dataset and the category of its topical interest

(out of news, gaming, politics, NSFW, and others). For example, r/1humor is the largest
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subreddit in our dataset and focuses on humor-related content. The mean number of

actions per day across the 126 subreddits is 25,812.

Accounting for Invisible Work - A Taxonomy

We began our analysis by determining what work is visible for non-moderators. The

outcome of content moderation may be discovered through API services like the Reddit

API and Reddit’s interface directly such as comment content being replaced with “[re-

moved]”. However, many moderation actions are not easily detected by users (if at all),

and for those that can be detected, the impact of those changes may fade in a user’s mem-

ory. For example, changing a subreddit’s visual styles would be noticed only by users who

recall that there was a previous version of the design; newcomers to a community would

not “notice” this change at all. Such changes are not publicly logged anywhere except for

the visual style itself, and it is likely that they would be “forgotten”.

To help distinguish these levels of visibility, we create a taxonomy of visible and

invisible labor. We draw on prior work by social computing scholars in social translu-

cence [Erickson and Kellogg2000] and visibility as it applies to organizational systems.

Specifically, Treem and Leonardi defined visibility as “the amount of effort people must

expend to locate information” [Treem and Leonardi2013]. Their definition of visibil-

ity is relevant to content moderation because, similarly, technology design affects how

visible moderators’ work is to others who are not immediately privy to moderation ac-

tions. In such systems, accessible information that requires substantial efforts to retain is

functionally invisible because people will be unlikely to look for it.
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Following this approach, two authors of this paper consulted a content moderation

researcher to classify each of the 64 moderation actions in terms of its visibility to non-

moderators. Both authors involved are Reddit users and are very familiar with the overall

UI of Reddit and APIs. One of the authors is a moderator of a medium-large community

on Reddit. The content moderation researcher we consulted is also a moderator on a

medium-large community on Reddit and has also worked closely with Reddit moderators.

Table 7. A taxonomy of invisible and visible moderation actions

A taxonomy of invisible and visible moderation actions by human moderators and bots
(some rare actions are omitted for space reason).
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Table 7 shows our taxonomy of invisible and visible moderation work on Reddit.

Following Treem and Leonardi (2013)’s definition of visibility, the two authors and the

researcher collectively mapped all moderation actions onto a three-point Likert scale.

The scale corresponds to the amount of effort required for regular Reddit users as well

as designers and researchers to know that a moderator action happened. An action is

considered invisible (or rated a 3) if it is almost impossible for non-moderators to find

any trace or the amount of effort required to get this information is impractical. For

example, a user may be able to determine if a post was approved if it had appeared

as “[removed]” before and they also remembered it. However, many posts are removed

by u/AutoModerator immediately after their submission on the Reddit UI and API,

making the task of tracking approvals functionally impossible. As such, we considered

the “approve post” action to be invisible. In contrast, an action is rated as visible, or 1, if

there are direct affordances in the Reddit UI and API that make the action obvious to all,

like distinguishing comments or locking threads. Between invisible and visible actions,

there exists a category of actions that are not immediately visible to users and researchers

but may become visible with some investigative efforts, which we rate as 2. For example,

post removals, although not shown on the front page of a subreddit, can be detected if

users and researchers specifically search for removed posts via Reddit APIs or visit the

post’s URL.

Furthermore, under each level of visibility, the research team clustered actions based on

what function they achieve, as also shown in Table 2. Under invisible labor, there are two

thematic clusters, 1) approve content—actions that keep comments and posts up, and 2)
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manage users—actions that determine who could engage with a subreddit. Under poten-

tially visible labor, there are 1) removing posts, 2) edit flairs/labels—actions that assign

posts categories but are not clearly labeled as moderator actions to users, and 3) change

settings. Under visible labor, there are 1) remove comments and 2) engagement with

communities. Because automation is a key strategy for moderators to batch-moderate

content, we separate bot actions from human moderators by drawing on prior approaches

to bot detection [Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a]. We identified prominent

bot accounts in our moderator lists such as u/AutoModerator and accounts whose names

included words such as “bot” and “auto”. In addition to this dictionary-based approach,

we also identified extremely active accounts that performed more than 3000 moderation

actions in one day, and manually inspected their profile pages to determine whether they

were a bot. Many accounts identify themselves as bots in their posting history or profile

page. For accounts about which we were uncertain, we contacted subreddits’ moderator

teams to ask if the account was a bot. In total, we classified 39 accounts as bots out of

a total of 967 moderator accounts. Bots accounted for the majority (73%) of the 25,812

daily actions captured in our dataset.

Visible and Invisible Labor

Next, we move to examine the volume of invisible labor; in doing so we test prominent

assumptions about moderator labor with this dataset. In this and the following sections,

we use the format of stating prominent unknowns or assumptions from prior work and

using our dataset to provide new insights or analyze whether the assumption holds.
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Who Does Invisible and Visible Work?

Unknown: Qualitative evidence from interview studies has suggested that much of hu-

man moderators’ work is invisible [Dosono and Semaan2019b, Gilbert2020]. How-

ever, these findings are based on interviews with moderators from one or a few sub-

reddits and it is unclear whether these findings apply to a large, diverse set of subred-

dits. Prior work has also found visible traces of bots such as removed comments and

removal explanations in comment threads [Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a,

Jhaver et al.2019b]. However, it remains unclear if bots are used for less visible types

of work.

Across subreddits, the share of invisible work for human moderators ranges from 9%

to 94% with a median of 43%. Put another way, for half of the subreddits in our dataset,

invisible work accounts for no less than 43% of human moderator labor. This quantitative

evidence, therefore, supports prior qualitative findings on the invisibility of human labor

in content moderation on a much larger scale [Gilbert2020, Lo2018]. Conversely, the

share of visible work varies from 2% to 68% with a median of 23%. For half of the

subreddits in our dataset, visible work accounts for less than a quarter of all human

labor. These results suggest human moderators indeed perform a significant amount of

invisible work in addition to visible work.

With respect to the visibility of bots’ work, we find that across subreddits, bots indeed

perform visible work predominantly and are rarely used for invisible work. On average,

56% of bots’ actions are visible (Median=62%) and only 6% (Median=2%) are invisible.

Bots’ focus on visible moderation actions further highlights the need for comprehensive

analysis of human labor – if researchers and developers only examine visible work occurring
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in online communities such as removal, they may inadvertently count bots’ work as human

labor and overlook most human actions.

Work Makeup

To gain a more granular understanding of moderator labor, we further investigate

the makeup of work by bots and human moderators, respectively. Assumption: Bots

are primarily used to remove comments and posts and engage with comment threads.

Prior work has found that bots predominantly perform two categories of tasks: 1) remov-

ing comments and posts and 2) engaging with comment threads through distinguishing

and/or “stickying” selected comments (distinguished comments will appear along with a

moderator badge and stickied comments will appear at the top of the comment thread)

[Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a, Jhaver et al.2019b]. However, it is un-

clear if bots perform any additional work.

Result: Our dataset confirms this assumption and suggests that bots are rarely used

for other types of moderation work. Across the total 18,843 daily bot actions (73% of

25,812 actions per day), removing comments and posts account for 38% of actions, and

engaging with comment threads is 56% of bot work. The vast majority (94%, 118/126) of

subreddits use bots to remove comments or posts, and just over half (52%) of subreddits

use bots to automate distinguish/sticky actions to engage with comment threads. While

there exist individual incidents of bots automatically updating subreddit wiki pages, this

is rare in our dataset.

Our dataset provides additional insights on what types of subreddits have bots working

on both content removal and engagement with threads. Notably, the subreddits that use
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bots for both purposes—content removal and engagement with threads—have a higher

median subscriber count (Median=150,000+) than the subreddits that only used bots to

remove comments or posts (Median=80,000+). A Mann-Whitney U test indicates that the

difference was statistically significant (U=3079.0, p<0.05). Put simply, larger subreddits

are more likely to use bots to automate both content removal and distinguish/sticky

actions than smaller subreddits. Taken together, our analysis suggests that bots’ use

in content removal and engagement with comment threads is especially common among

large subreddits.

Figure 10. The distribution of human moderation work
The distribution of human moderation work across the seven categories of moderation

actions. (a)the distribution per subreddit. (b) the distribution per moderator

Figure 10(a) plots the percentage of each thematic cluster (defined in the Accounting

for Invisible Work – A Taxonomy Section) relative to a subreddit’s entire human mod-

eration work for twenty subreddits. For a comprehensive overview of all the subreddits’

makeup of human labor. The left ten subreddits in the Figure are the ten largest subred-

dits in our dataset by subscriber count (all with over half a million subscribers). We also

included ten subreddits that have the highest volume of moderator activities relative to
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subscriber count, on the right. We focus on these ten subreddits because their moderator

teams are the most active per subscriber and, therefore, offer distinctive insights into

heavily moderated subreddits.

Content Removal’s Share of Human Labor

Assumption: Content moderation labor primarily consists of comment and post

removal. Prior work has shown that community members and the public perceive

moderators’ main responsibility as removing content [Myers West2018]. Public dis-

course and media reports about content moderation also largely focus on removal and

rarely touch on other aspects of this work [Facebook2021, Wired2014]. More-

over, much prior work in supporting content moderation prioritizes removal, e.g.

[Fan and Zhang2020b, Jhaver et al.2019a]. In doing so, researchers and developers

inadvertently reinforce the assumption that content removal is the primary component of

moderation work.

Result: We find that comment and post removal accounts for 17% (r/9others) to

74% (r/2humor) of human labor among the ten largest subreddits in Figure 10(a) and

2% to 94% across all subreddits in our dataset. On more than half of all subreddits,

comment and post removal accounts for less than 61% of overall human labor. These

numbers complicate the assumption that comment and post removal is moderators’ major

responsibility because of how much it varies on subreddits. Furthermore, prior work that

used removal-based traces of moderator labor such as removed comments is likely to

underestimate “moderation volume” [Lin et al.2017a].
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Team-Level Heterogeneity

Assumption: Content moderation work is heterogeneous across subreddits. While

large social platforms such as Facebook have focused on developing generalizable

tools to facilitate content moderation work, researchers have found that modera-

tors of different communities have different values and approaches to their work

[Chandrasekharan et al.2018, Fiesler et al.2018, Seering et al.2019]. For exam-

ple, Fiesler et al. (2018) found that communities often express and enforce diverse rules,

which imply different moderation practices behind the scenes. Whether this assumption

holds has direct implications on what tasks researchers and developers of moderation tools

focus on facilitating [Chandrasekharan et al.2019].

Result: Returning to Figure 10(a), human moderators engage with diverse types of

actions with different emphasis across subreddits. Specifically, each cluster of moderation

actions makes up vastly different proportions of overall moderator labor across subreddits

as seen in Figure 10(a). For example, approving content, ranked at the top among nine

subreddits’ human moderators of the twenty subreddits in Figure 10(a), and 43 subred-

dits across our dataset (out of 126), accounts for as much as 92% in some subreddits’

overall human labor, with a median of 34%. Similarly, engagement with community is

ranked as the cluster accounted for the greatest percentage of actions on 16 subreddits

in our dataset, with a range of 1-78% of human labor (median=6%). Moreover, un-

like bots whose actions fall under removing posts and comments and engagement with

communities primarily, human moderators cover all seven clusters of actions, regardless
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of to which subreddits they belong. These findings provide concrete evidence support-

ing prior work’s finding on the diversity of moderator activities across subreddits, e.g.

[Fiesler et al.2018, Jhaver et al.2019b, Seering et al.2019].

Individual-Level Heterogeneity

Assumption: Moderators of a given subreddit may perform different activities. Prior

interview studies with moderators have provided early evidence that moderators take on

different roles [Jhaver et al.2019b, Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor2020]. For

example, Seering et al. (2020) find a diversity of approaches in moderators’ self-described

philosophies. Therefore, it stands to reason that moderators may perform different types

of actions in their day-to-day practices.

Result: Because larger subreddits tend to have larger moderator teams, we calculate

the daily occurrences of the thematic clusters of actions per moderator for the five largest

subreddits in our dataset and plot them in Figure 10(b). We find evidence supporting

this assumption among these subreddits. On r/1humor, while all moderators remove com-

ments from this subreddit, some also take on other types of work, showing preferences

towards removing posts (e.g. mod8 and mod9), some towards approving content (e.g.

mod4), and others towards editing flairs/labels (e.g. mod8). On r/3humor, human mod-

erators consistently focus on editing flairs/labels and approving content; however, mod3

and mod5 also remove comments.

Underlying Workload

Content moderation workload is an important metric that can inform future efforts to

reduce human labor [Chandrasekharan et al.2019]. However, because moderation
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work leaves limited traces in public datasets, non-moderators have not yet comprehen-

sively measured the volume of moderation work when studying community dynamics

[Lin et al.2017a]. Prior work has done so with proxy measures, like content removals

in [Chancellor et al.2016b, Lin et al.2017a]. In this section, we use mod logs to im-

prove our understanding of the amount of work that bots and human moderators perform

behind the scenes. We do so by comparing our log data with all posts and comments

returned by the Pushshift Reddit API.

Varied Workload for Bots

Unknown: To what extent do bots’ workloads differ? In previous work, some human

moderators have reported that they emphasize reducing false negatives rather than false

positives when using automation tools (i.e., using automation tools to catch as many posts

and comments as possible) [Jhaver et al.2019b]. However, we have no current evidence

about how this strategy plays out across subreddits.

Result: Overall, bots act on from 0% to 96% of posts and 0% to 45% of comments

across our dataset. These wide ranges suggest that bots’ role in shaping posts and com-

ments varies greatly across subreddits.

Figure 11(a) plots the number of actions bots perform per post (left) and comment

(right) among the same twenty subreddits from Figure 10. We find evidence showing

moderators’ extraordinary attempt to use bots to reduce false negatives on a few subred-

dits. On r/43others, AutoModerator takes 0.90 remove comment actions per comment

submitted. This means that most comments submitted to this subreddit were removed
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Figure 11. Workload for bots (a) and human moderators (b).

automatically and then manually screened for approval. In extreme cases, moderators

may configure bots to manage all posts and comments on their communities.

Furthermore, we find that bots’ workload varies between posts and comments; bots

performed more actions per post than per comment with a few exceptions (such as

r/5others and r/43others). Of the 109 subreddits in our dataset that use bots to moderate

both posts and comments, 97 of them have bots performing more actions per post than

per comment. We speculate that posts are more prominent than comments on Reddit’s UI

and, therefore, of higher stakes when moderators configure bots [Jhaver et al.2019b].

Varied Workload for Human Moderators

Unknown: To what extent do human moderator teams’ workloads differ? Like bots,

the workload of human moderator teams’ is hard to measure due to a lack of visibility into

their actions. This hinders researchers’ and practitioners’ ability to concretely quantify

the amount of human labor involved in supporting online communities.
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Result: Figure 11(b) plots the number of actions human moderators take per post

and comment, respectively, for the same twenty subreddits. Of the ten largest subreddits,

r/5others’s human moderation workload is the heaviest, with each comment correspond-

ing to 0.5 human actions and each post corresponding to 1.2 human actions. Across

subreddits, human moderators perform, on average, 0.5 actions per post and 0.06 actions

per comment. Human moderators have a material influence on posts and less influence on

comments. This may be because actions on comments are more limited or that subreddits

have more stringent rules for posts than for comments.

Like bots, human moderators’ workload varies between posts and comments; humans

focus their efforts on posts over comments relatively. On 120 subreddits, human mod-

erators perform more actions per post than per comment. The disparity in workload

in Figure 3(b) suggests that with the same amount of increase in posts or comments,

different human moderator teams face different amounts of work.

Who Faces Greater Workload?

Assumption: Human moderators of larger subreddits face a greater workload per

post and comment. Knowing who performs more work is crucial for researchers and

developers to prioritize and meet moderator needs. Prior work has argued that moder-

ator work on larger subreddits is more important because of its potential to affect more

Reddit users [Matias2016b, Matias2019b]. Research efforts in understanding and

supporting moderators also focus on larger subreddits [Chandrasekharan et al.2019,

Jhaver et al.2019b]. However, we do not know if human moderators of larger sub-

reddits have heavier workloads per post or comment than those from small subreddits.
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Result: We did not observe evidence supporting this hypothesis that larger subreddits

have more human labor per post or comment. The workload of human moderators per

post or comment is not associated with a subreddit’s subscriber count (post: spearman’s

rho = -0.02, p>0.05; comment: spearman’s rho = -0.08, p>0.05). Put another way, large

subreddits’ moderator teams do not have a heavier workload per post or comment than

those of smaller subreddits, though they are likely to have a heavier workload absolutely

(post: spearman’s rho = 0.64, p<0.001; comment: spearman’s rho = 0.67, p<0.001).

Distribution of Workload

Unknown: How equally is moderation work distributed within a moderator

team? Prior interviews have offered insight into the different levels of involve-

ment moderators have with their teams such as “the head mod” vs. “the janitor”

[Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor2020]. However, this prior work did not identify

how equally they distribute work among themselves. Currently, in data-driven research

on online communities, researchers treat all moderators equally by using moderator count

in their analysis [Kiene and Hill2020, Matias2016b]. However, there may exist mod-

erators who perform little work adding noise to such models.

Result: Returning to Figure 11(b), we find the distribution of moderation work among

a subreddit’s moderators is highly unequal. We further calculate the Gini index on mod-

erator actions, a measure of inequality, for each of the 36 subreddits with ten or more

human moderators. The Gini index values ranged from 0.47 to 0.90 (median = 0.74).

Most prominently, in Figure 2(b), r/4 news’s most active moderator, mod 0, was respon-

sible for 72% of all the moderation work on the subreddit. Taken together, a subreddit’s
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moderation work likely concentrated on a few moderators, with the rest performing com-

paratively few actions.

Discussion

Implications on Content Moderation Research

Our findings on the invisibility and heterogeneity of content moderation complicate

existing research approaches that rely on publicly available datasets to study moderators’

labor activities. As human moderation actions are not always visible, methods that

only assess publicly visible work, e.g. removing comments, will very likely leave out a

significant portion of work that happens behind the scenes. They may also overlook

differences in work makeup and workload across subreddits. Future work must contend

with the invisibility and heterogeneity of moderation work if they wish to meaningfully

engage with the full scope of moderator labor.

How could research build on our findings? For quantitative studies that character-

ize moderator engagement, researchers may take our taxonomy as a starting point to

investigate invisible labor. Our results suggest that with more investigative efforts into

collecting traces of moderation actions, researchers’ ability to “see” these actions has the

potential to improve accordingly. Additionally, our study suggests that researchers need

to ensure the validity of moderator activity metrics across subreddits in their modeling of

moderator behaviors given the heterogeneity of moderation labor. For example, metrics

that signal strong moderator engagement on one subreddit (e.g. number of distinguished

comments) may not work as well on another.
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For qualitative work, our findings amplify complementary perspectives about the

multiplicity of moderator work that moves beyond content removal [Gilbert2020,

Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor2020]. Future work may focus on moderator be-

haviors that have not yet been fully understood or supported by existing moderation

tools. For example, moderators may benefit from tools that automatically approve cer-

tain content or users or edit flairs to ease some of their burdens. Our findings suggest that

the landscape of content moderation is vastly diverse; no two subreddits are alike. Future

work may further explore different ways of content moderation and construct archetypes

of moderation strategies.

Implications on Computing Research

Our work highlights the labor supporting the creation of large-scale Reddit

datasets and the research communities that rely on Reddit for knowledge production.

Reddit data is influential in computing and beyond [Baumgartner et al.2020b,

Bevensee et al.2020], supporting research on topics such as political extrem-

ism [Chandrasekharan et al.2017, Farrell et al.2019] and mental health

[Chancellor, Hu, and De Choudhury2018, Choudhury and Kiciman2017],

as well as contributing to powerful machine learning models such as GPT-3

[Brown et al.2020a]. When researchers leverage large-scale, user-generated datasets for

scientific research, the moderator labor involved in the production and curation of these

datasets is poorly understood and documented, even though moderator labor directly

influences posts and comments and potentially research outcomes. This documenta-

tion (and lack thereof) is especially worrisome when datasets are used for high-stake
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decision-making [Bandy and Vincent2021b, Gebru et al.2020, Geiger et al.2020,

Proferes et al.2021]. Gebru et al. have cautioned that without proper documentation

of datasets, researchers may make false assumptions of representativeness or generaliz-

ability and research outcomes [Gebru et al.2018]. Proferes et al. further pointed out

that in the case of Reddit, two prominent contextual factors—community culture and

demographics—may influence model generalizability [Proferes et al.2021]. Indeed, at

one extreme, r/43 others’ moderators filtered the bulk of the comments submitted to this

subreddit and, therefore, greatly influence what content is available on this subreddit.

But r/43 others is no singular or novel outlier - as seen in Figure 3, there are several

subreddits whose moderators frequently made decisions about what content to remove or

approve and thereby, affect their subreddits’ content availability. These findings affirm

moderators’ role in shaping user-generated content and highlight the importance of

accounting for content moderation in dataset documentation and research more generally.

Supporting Labor in Social Platforms

Our findings also problematize existing approaches that examine only the visible part

of background labor—work that is essential to systems’ operation and maintenance but

often overlooked by those involved [Star and Strauss1999]. Currently, data about the

invisible part of background labor is largely held behind closed doors of private companies

and is difficult to access for researchers.

Our data collection and analysis point to some potential directions for researchers

to resolve these tensions. First, researchers may collaborate with workers directly (like
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moderators) and deploy tools that collect their log data with strict privacy protec-

tion. In the crowdwork domain, tools have been developed to allow crowdworkers to

see their hourly wage and simultaneously quantify invisible, unpaid labor for researchers

[Hara et al.2018b, Toxtli, Suri, and Savage2021]. Future work may explore how

this approach could benefit uncompensated digital labor, such as volunteer content mod-

eration and peer production while helping moderators conduct their own “time studies”

[Khovanskaya et al.2019b].

Second, our results on the sheer volume of volunteer labor necessary to maintain

online communities further highlight the importance of recognizing and supporting vol-

unteer labor. Reddit moderators have long needed better support for their work as

well as protection against the risks associated with their role such as online harassment

[Gilbert2020, Matias2016b, Matias2019b]. One factor contributing to their lack of

negotiation power in their relationship with platforms is the invisibility of their labor

and an inability to quantify their contributions (Li et al., 2022). Designers of comput-

ing systems could consider improving the visibility of moderation work to correct these

misperceptions and focus internal resources to support invisible work [Suchman1995b].

This could be done through interface changes or public reporting such as “this subreddit’s

moderator team has worked 18 hours for the community in the past week”. However, we

strongly caution against wholescale attempts at making all invisible moderation work vis-

ible given the risks of social surveillance and harassment by bad actors [Gilbert2020].

Any attempt that seeks to increase the visibility of moderation work needs to contend

with the importance of moderators’ privacy, safety, and wellbeing.
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Limitation

Although mod logs provide expansive coverage of moderator activities, there still exists

invisible moderation work that is not present in mod logs. Two prominent examples

are responding to mod mails and deliberation within moderator groups. Prior qualita-

tive work has noted both the importance of this work and the challenges in capturing

it [Dosono and Semaan2019b, Gilbert2020]. Our study did not characterize such

activities given mod logs’ limitations. There are other opportunities to understand, char-

acterize, and support these untraceable moderator activities—a fruitful area for future

research. One may explore working with moderators even more closely by conducting

diary studies to address this limitation.

Conclusion

Using Reddit moderation logs, we complicate prior assumptions about content moderation

work and highlight how moderator labor has been partially overlooked or misunderstood.

Specifically, we expose the amount of invisible labor in moderation and uncover heteroge-

neous work makeup and varied underlying workload. Our study highlights the importance

of accounting for obscured human labor in content moderation and computing research

in general that relies on Reddit data.
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Chapter IV: Making Data Labor’s Value Transparent

In this chapter, I sought to measure the monetary value of data labor, as a step

toward further highlighting the important but often invisible labor force going into data-

driven technologies. Data labor underpins some of the greatest technological innovations

and advances in recent computing history. In addition to non-profit and open-source

initiatives such as Wikipedia and Linux, data producers like online volunteers also sup-

ports highly valued technologies such as Stack Overflow (a question-and-answer website

sold for 1.8 billion in 2021). Similarly, social media platforms such as Facebook Groups,

Reddit, and Discord prominently depend on fleets of volunteer moderators to build and

manage communities with millions of users and, thereby, keep these platforms viable

[Gilbert2020, Matias2019b]. For years, this business model seems fair and plausible

because data producers receive free or low-cost services in return, e.g. search engines,

online space to communicate with others, and personalized recommendations.

But with data being increasingly valuable and powerful for businesses, ques-

tions arise about the legitimacy and fairness of monetizing data producers. Put

another way, the business model once seemed to be equally beneficial to data

producers may be exploiting data producers. Moreover, volunteer-supported, for-

profit technologies set up inequitable power structures in the technology sector.

Data producers who provide the crucial labor supporting these companies are sub-

ject to worsening working conditions [Matias2016b], monetization without consent

[Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018, Li et al.2019a, Vincent et al.2021b], and potentially

exploitation [Terranova2000b]. More broadly, online volunteers often have little power

to shape the technology they co-create with for-profit companies [Vincent et al.2021b].
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From a policymaking perspective, online volunteer work creates new labor mechanisms by

subsidizing actual compensated labor [Postigo2009], and scholars have suggested that

companies profiting from this free work may be contributing to an industry-wide decline

in labor share (the proportion of business income allocated to wages) and, subsequently,

exacerbating income inequality [Arrieta-Ibarra et al.2018, Posner and Weyl2018]

To form a more equitable relationship between technology companies, data produc-

ers, and policymakers, we need transparent and rigorous evidence about the value of

privatized data production. Without evidence about their work’s monetary value, data

producers remain uninformed and disadvantaged when seeking to shape the technologies

they co-create with companies. This disadvantage has posed a drag on volunteer pro-

ductivity and business growth historically, as seen in the class-action lawsuit by AOL

moderators in 1999 [Postigo2009] and the collective protest by Reddit moderators in

2015 [Matias2016b]. More broadly, opacity in online volunteer work’s value hinders the

public’s abil-ity to address corporate influence on the technological eco-system that is

powered by members of the public [Vincent et al.2021b]. Lastly, policymakers, despite

making an effort to account for the privatization of online volunteer work in financial

regulations [Au-Yeung2019, Commission2017], have not yet had sufficient evidence

and knowledge to make pragmatic policy recommendations. In short, assessing the value

of online volunteer work is a first step toward supporting volunteers, the public, and

policymakers in enabling more equitable power structures in the technology sector.

In this study, we empirically assess the value of a particularly prominent

type of data production work—Reddit volunteer moderation. Reddit is one of

the most visited websites in the U.S., with fifty-two million daily active users
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[Patel2020], and the website actively plays a role in the public’s news consump-

tion [Stoddard2015], topical discussions [Gilbert2020], and social support for men-

tal health [Chancellor et al.2019c, Chancellor, Mitra, and De Choudhury2016,

Choudhury and Kiciman2017]. Reddit is organized into thousands of topical commu-

nities, called subreddits. Each subreddit is run by its own volunteer moderators, who make

daily decisions about community rules, who may participate, and what content will stay

online. Although Reddit moderators have reported the benefits of volunteer moderation

models such as independence and tailored community experiences, many also experience

frustration about their labor not being recognized and supported by the platform they

help to maintain [Gilbert2020, Matias2016b, Matias2016a].

To assess the value of work contributed by Reddit moderators, we use a novel dataset

of private moderator logs (“mod logs”) that we collected from 126 communities by work-

ing with moderators themselves. This dataset provides more comprehensive coverage

of moderation activities than any existing datasets (such as publicly available datasets

of removed comments) and allows us to infer the minimum amount of time moderators

volunteered. Using linear mixed-effect regression, we estimate that the whole volunteer

moderator population on Reddit spent at minimum 466 hours every day performing mod-

eration actions in 2020. Using the median hourly rate among U.S. commercial content

moderators on UpWork ($20/hr), we estimate these labor hours amount to 3.4 million

USD a year, equivalent to 3% of Reddit’s revenue in 2019.

Our work provides the first empirical estimate of the value of data production that

powers Reddit, a highly valued social networking site. In doing so, we contribute a better

understanding of data producers’ role in technology companies’ financial success, and,
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ultimately, help to inform collective negotiation, public debates, and policy recommen-

dations. Additionally, our ability to draw the estimate is unlocked by our novel method

that can be generalized to different types of online volunteer work.

Related Work

Online Volunteer Work and Its Impact

Online volunteer work, ranging from open-source projects to peer production to con-

tent moderation plays a crucial part in the day-to-day function of prominent computing

systems. In recent years, as the output of online volunteer work is repurposed for tech-

nological innovation such as language models, online volunteers become a digital labor

force that is more important than ever. For example, revolutionary language models

such as GPT-3 depend on texts volunteered by Wikipedia editors and Reddit users alike

[Brown et al.2020b]. Similarly, GitHub’s Copilot, a technology that assists program-

mers in programming is built upon codes published on GitHub. And prominently, many

commercial companies and, in particular, cloud computing platforms, benefit from Linux

volunteers’ work tremendously.

While online volunteer work plays a central role in open-source and commercial

computing systems, how to value this work remains unresolved. Researchers have

examined how specific outcomes of online volunteer work such as Wikipedia links

have benefited technology companies (e.g. [Heald, Erickson, and Kretschmer2015,

Piccardi et al.2021b, Vincent, Johnson, and Hecht2018]); however, there has not

been a way to comprehensively assess the entirety of human labor. Our work takes a
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first step towards solving this problem by focusing on labor hours, as described in detail

below.

Content Moderation

Content moderation work on Reddit is a prominent case of online volunteer

work. Reddit relies on its volunteer moderators to manage thousands of online

communities to keep its business viable. These moderators perform a wide range

of tasks such as setting up community rules, approving content, removing harm-

ful content, and providing explanations for content removal (e.g. [Gilbert2020,

Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a]). Moderators also regularly communicate

with their peers and community members to discuss and shape community norms

[Dosono and Semaan2019b, Gilbert2020]. However, much of this work does not

leave any publicly visible traces on Reddit [Li, Hecht, and Chancellor2022]. Mod-

erator logs, a type of private data that is only accessible to a subreddit’s moderators,

provide an opportunity to more comprehensively capture moderation activities than us-

ing publicly visible traces such as removed comments. Although mod logs do not capture

all moderator activities, they are a step forward in accounting for the invisible part of

moderator labor.

The volunteer-driven approach to content moderation is not the only one em-

ployed by social platforms; another approach commonly seen in the technology indus-

try is to hire commercial content moderators who moderate content for compensation

[Roberts2019, Seering2020]. Compared to the volunteer-driven approach, commercial

content moderators have a set of platform guidelines to follow and, therefore, potentially
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have less independence in managing online communities. However, both groups of modera-

tors perform similar activities; Ruckenstein and Turunen argued that “commercial content

moderation has similar aims as community moderation, seeking to support and nurture

the online conversation with situated practices” [Ruckenstein and Turunen2019a].

Methods

Data Collection

Estimating the amount of time all Reddit moderators spend on moderation is very

difficult because there is no publicly available, comprehensive data about moderator ac-

tions and activities. Prior work has inferred moderator activity from the amount of pub-

lic content removed to approximate overall moderation labor [Chancellor et al.2016a,

Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, and Leskovec2015, Lin et al.2017b]. How-

ever, this removal-based approach underestimates the amount of work volunteer mod-

erators complete because content removal is known to be a fraction of their activities

[Gilbert2020, Lo2018].

To address this major impediment to capturing online volunteer labor, we used private

moderator logs (“mod logs”) mentioned in the previous chapter. Despite being the most

comprehensive digital record about moderator activities, mod logs do not capture the

entirety of the work moderators do and provide an estimate of the minimum amount of

time spent by moderators. We discuss this limitation below.

Because we are only interested in human moderators in estimating volunteer hours, we

removed automated moderator accounts or bots from the dataset, drawing from methods

used in prior work [Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019a, Johnson et al.2016a,
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?]. After removing bot accounts, this dataset contains over 800,000 actions from over 900

human moderators.

Estimating Moderation Action Duration

To infer how long moderation work took for each moderator based on mod logs, we

followed the process from prior work on Wikipedia session analysis of editor activities

[Geiger and Halfaker2013c]. Figure 12 provides an overview of our approach. Mod

logs only give information on the end timestamp of an action. To estimate how many

seconds each action took, we identified “streaks” of actions and calculated how many

seconds have passed between each action and its prior action. A “streak” of actions is

a series of actions taken sequentially by a subreddit’s moderator. Following prior work

[Geiger and Halfaker2013c], we capped the interval between two adjacent actions’

end timestamps at 60 seconds or less. Put another way, if 60 seconds have elapsed

between two adjacent actions taken by one moderator, these two actions will be classified

as belonging to two separate streaks. Because no prior actions exist for isolated actions or

the first action in a streak, we assigned each such action the median value in how long the

corresponding moderator spent on performing this type of action in general. Finally, we

calculated moderation session duration at the moderator level by aggregating our dataset.

Limitations

Our sample of moderators is not a random sample of the overall moderator population

on Reddit. To access one moderator’s mod logs from a subreddit, Reddit’s API requires
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Figure 12. An overview of our approach to assessing how long each moder-
ation action took

our bot to be granted access to mod logs of all the moderators on the subreddit. As such,

it is not realistic to randomly sample moderators on the site and collect their mod logs,

especially given moderators’ privacy concerns about sharing access to this type of data.

Below, we compared our sample of active moderators with the whole active moderator

population. We found that despite statistically significant differences in several activity

metrics such as daily distinguished comment count, our sample’s means, medians, and

standard deviations do not meaningfully deviate from those of the whole active moderator

population.

As mentioned earlier, mod logs do not include all moderator activities. For example,

replying to moderator mail and deliberation, two types of moderation work reported in

prior work [Dosono and Semaan2019b, Gilbert2020] do not appear in mod logs. As

a result, our estimate of moderation duration is designed to be a lower bound estimate.

Although we provide an underestimate, our work serves as a first step towards quantifying

this labor and paves the way for future work to comprehensively quantify moderation

hours.
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Final Mod Logs Dataset

After collecting mod logs and inferring moderation action duration, we aggregated

the dataset to estimate the amount of time moderators spent moderating per day, what

we call daily moderation duration. In our sample, daily moderation duration is widely

dispersed. This is in part due to a very long tail of inactive moderators – the median

in daily moderation duration is 10 seconds (Mean=68 seconds). The number of minutes

moderators in our dataset spent every day amounts to 1023 minutes and the top 10% of

moderators are responsible for 68% of the daily total, spending between 3 to 40 minutes

daily on moderation. The top 20% of moderators spend more than one minute per day

and are responsible for 82% of the daily total, which approximately follows the Pareto

principle (the 80/20 Rule). For a breakdown of moderation actions, see our in-depth

analysis of the makeup of moderator labor using this dataset.

To provide further insights into daily moderation duration, Table 8 provides the cor-

relation matrix for main publicly available activity metrics. These metrics are from

the metadata, posts, and comments collected from Reddit’s official API service and the

Pushshift Reddit API, a volunteer-led repository of Reddit comments and posts used

widely in scientific research [Baumgartner et al.2020b]. Most prominently, more ac-

tive moderators, i.e. moderators who work longer daily, are more likely to leave distin-

guished comments (comments that are posted by a moderator and publicly marked with

a badge icon or a “[M]” label) on their subreddits (spearman’s rho=0.60, p<0.001). They

are also somewhat likely to be in subreddits with more posts daily (spearman’s rho=0.26,

p<0.001) and more active moderators (spearman’s rho=0.21, p<0 .001).
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Table 8. Correlation matrix for main publicly available activity metrics.
Note: p<0.05; ***p<0.001.

Statistics about Hourly Rates for Comparable Commercial Content Modera-

tion Service

To estimate the value of the hours moderators spent on moderation work, we sought

to collect statistics about the hourly “wage” or payment rate for comparable paid work.

Currently, official wage data sources such as the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics do

not offer statistics about commercial content moderators, possibly due to this position

being a relatively new occupation. To generate an alternative source of comparable

wage data, we turned to UpWork, a crowdwork marketplace in which content moder-

ation experts publish their hourly rates to potential clients. We used UpWork because

it is a prominent crowdsourcing marketplace and a frequent subject of research, e.g.

[Foong and Gerber2021, Foong et al.2018].

We found 160 commercial content moderators on UpWork by searching for keywords

related to content moderation and community management services such as “content mod-

eration” and “community manager”. We used a new account to minimize personalization

in search results. Commercial content moderators’ rates varied widely, from 3/hrto160/hr,

and have a long-tailed distribution (Median=10.0/hr,Mean =14.6/hr, all in USD). Out of
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the 160 workers, 31 are located in the United States and their median hourly rate is $20/hr

(Mean=$26/hr). The Philippines, where many U.S.-based social media platforms such

as YouTube and Facebook employ many commercial content moderators, has the largest

number of workers in our dataset, 50, and the median hourly rate is $6/hr (Mean=$10/hr)

for this population. Reddit moderation work may differ from commercial content moder-

ation services at a granular level; however, they are somewhat comparable given the two

roles sharing similar goals and activities [Ruckenstein and Turunen2019b]. As such,

the hourly rate for commercial content moderation can serve as a reasonable proxy for

volunteer moderation’s market value.

Modeling Moderation Duration

To estimate how many hours of moderation work occurred on Reddit site-wide, we

built a linear mixed-effect regression model to extrapolate from our sample of moderators

to Reddit’s overall moderator population. Specifically, we regressed sampled moderators’

daily moderation duration onto their publicly available activity metrics and then applied

the model to the overall moderator population.

As mentioned above, our sample is not a truly random sample of moderators. Before

proceeding to modeling, we first verified that the moderators in our dataset are at least

a somewhat representative sample of the whole active moderator population on Reddit

such that findings from our sample can be reasonably generalized. We defined active

moderators as moderators who left at least one distinguished comment between November

2020 and January 2021 on the subreddit they moderate. This definition is motivated

by the fact that distinguished comment provides high recall for active moderators in our
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sample: the 378 moderators who have left at least one distinguished comment contributed

97% of the actions in our dataset. We identified 21,522 active moderators on Reddit in

2020 using this technique.

Table 9. A Comparison of Our Sample and the Whole Active Moderator Population

Table 9 shows the comparison between our sample and the population of active mod-

erators using publicly available key activity metrics. The differences in these metrics’

means and medians are either insignificant or small—i.e. although the differences are

significant, the effect sizes are minimal. However, notably, all two-sample K-S tests reject

the null hypothesis that our sample’s distributions of these activity metrics follow those

of the whole population. Therefore, we expect models derived from our sample would

reasonably but imperfectly generalize to the whole population. Put another way, while

our sample provides a novel and deep look into moderator activities, this insight requires

a moderate sacrifice in sample-population alignment, which is a common limitation in

situations in which representative sampling is difficult to implement, e.g. (Killingsworth,

2021).

We regressed daily moderation duration onto publicly available subreddit and mod-

erator activity metrics, using a linear mixed-effect regression model with the 378 active

moderators in our sample. We use log-transformed moderation duration as the dependent
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variable so that the model has normally distributed residuals. The distribution of mod-

eration duration among a subreddit’s moderators varies across subreddits. In particular,

the Gini index for the 32 subreddits with no fewer than ten human moderators ranges

from 0.23 to 0.94 (median = 0.76), suggesting different levels of inequality in workload

distribution across subreddits. As such, we chose the best fitting covariance structure to

address heterogeneity in residuals (Zuur et al., 2009).

We added a subreddit-specific random intercept to account for the hierarchical struc-

ture of our dataset, i.e. moderators being grouped into subreddits. We also added a

random slope for distinguished comment count due to the potential variability in its asso-

ciation with daily moderation duration across subreddits. While distinguished comment

count is strongly correlated with daily moderation duration overall, the relationship be-

tween distinguished comment count and moderation duration may be subreddit-specific.

These varied slopes justify a random slope for distinguished comment count per subreddit

in our model, which indeed significantly improved our model fit as measured by AIC.

Table 10 shows the coefficients of the explanatory variables from the model, with the de-

pendent variable being log-transformed daily moderation duration. Controlling for other

moderator and subreddit activity metrics and for random variability at the subreddit

level, with 1% of increase in distinguished comment count, moderators spend 0.8% more

time on their moderation duties. This association points to a promising proxy for future

research that seeks to understand and model moderation workload on Reddit. Using a lin-

ear regression model with distinguished comment count as the only explanatory variable,

we observe that this metric explains 44% of the variance in daily moderation duration
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Table 10. Numeric results of the linear mixed effect regression. *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, *** P<0.001

across moderators. Future work that seeks to study and identify active moderators may

use distinguished comment count as a key indicator.

Results

Applying our model to all the active moderators on Reddit in 2020, we estimate that

moderators spent a total of 466 hours per day performing moderation actions.

As a robustness check for our extrapolation, we calculated the sample’s weighted

mean in daily moderation duration as a proxy to the population mean. We followed

the propensity score weighting approach. We first calculated each moderator’s propensity

score, i.e. the probability of being included in our sample with a logistic regression model.

We then used the inverse of propensity score as each moderator’s weight. This weighting

process yielded a mean value of 80 seconds per day. This weighted mean corresponds
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to a sum of 359 to 611 hours by the whole population at the 95% confidence interval,

encompassing the point estimate derived from our regression model.

Applying Hourly Rates

The value of the 466 labor hours is contingent on the market rate for content mod-

eration. We take two approaches for our estimation. In our first approach, we assume

that companies in the market for content moderation services always hire workers who

charge the least. In our case, the 59 such workers (466/8, assuming that each worker can

work eight hours a day) charge $3/hr to $12/hr with a mean of $8/hr. As a result, this

approach leads to an estimate of 1.4 million USD for the 466365 estimated moderation

hours, equivalent to 1% of Reddit’s revenue in 2019 (120 million USD).

In our second approach, we assume that companies looking to hire content moderators

offer a fixed rate. We consider several rates from the UpWork dataset in addition to the

$15 hourly wage strongly advocated by scholars and crowdworers (Rolf, 2015; Whiting

et al., 2019) and the U.S. federal minimum wage (given the U.S.’s status as the primary

market for Reddit (Statista, 2021)). The value of Reddit volunteer moderators’ labor

is 3.4 million USD (3% of Reddit’s revenue in 2019) if calculated with the median rate

of U.S.-based UpWork workers and 4.4 million USD (4% of Reddit’s revenue in 2019) if

calculated with the mean. Additionally, we consider the Philippines, the country with

a prominent labor force of content moderators (Roberts, 2019); the amount of work

volunteer moderators completed on Reddit is worth 1 million USD using the median rate

of Philippines-based workers and 1.9 million USD using the mean.
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Discussion

Our work quantifies the value of labor subsidy volunteer moderators contribute to Reddit,

a highly valued technology company. There exist many other prominent, highly valued

technology companies and products that rely on volunteer labor, such as Google Maps,

Yelp, and Facebook Groups. In this section, we first explore how our results can assist

important stakeholders—online volunteers, the public, and policymakers—in ensuring

online volunteers are adequately supported and recognized by these companies. We then

discuss how future research may further improve this estimate.

Implications for Online Volunteers

Moderators have already voiced their displeasure over poor support for their labor.

In 2015, Reddit moderators made thousands of subreddits inaccessible to the public in

a protest against inadequate tooling and administrative support - this protest blocked

much public web traffic to the site [Matias2016b]. Historically, tensions between volun-

teers and companies have spilled into legal disputes. In the late 1990s and early 2000s,

America Online (AOL) moderators filed a class-action lawsuit to dispute the company’s

management of moderators [Postigo2009].

Our estimates highlight potential opportunities for online volunteers and companies

to form a better, more sustainable relationship that can maintain the health and vibrancy

of the technologies they co-created like Reddit. Our study quantified the important value

Reddit moderators bring to the company, and volunteer moderators could highlight this

value in their conversation with Reddit to advocate for resources needed to successfully

manage online communities. For example, as research and prior historical examples have
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shown that Reddit’s existing moderation tools fail to support volunteer moderators’ work

[Matias2019b, Postigo2009, Seering et al.2019], moderators could use the value we

describe here as a talking point to demand software engineering efforts that is equivalent

to their collective volunteer hours to improve these tools.

More broadly, knowing the amount of this labor subsidy they supply to Reddit can

help volunteer moderators to advocate more strongly for decision-making power in the

platform’s day-to-day operation such as updating site-wide content policies and division

of responsibilities between themselves and the site [Matias2019b]. Our finding on the

long-tailed distribution of moderation work suggests that a small share of moderators

might have particularly strong negotiation power. This raises the question for future

work about how (or whether) to ensure that any collective negotiation with Reddit is

representative of the diversity of Reddit moderators rather than being driven by a few

active moderators.

Our work also raises interesting questions about how Reddit may react to moderators’

protests, such as making their subreddits private or quitting. What if Reddit decides to

hire commercial content moderators rather than spending time and resources addressing

volunteer moderators’ concerns? Given volunteer content moderators’ close connection

with communities and in-depth knowledge about community dynamics, it is unlikely for

Reddit to replace volunteer content moderators altogether. However, some subreddits’

moderators have expressed interest in asking Reddit to hire commercial content modera-

tors to supplement their labor. A fruitful area of research would be exploring how to bring

volunteer and commercial content moderators together to manage online communities.
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Implications for the Public

By measuring online volunteer work’s role in supporting businesses like Reddit, our

work can better inform the public of ways to meaningfully shape the technology land-

scape. Currently, as technology companies that rely on volunteer labor gain more and

more power in the technology realm, there exists evidence of their business development’s

negative impact on the public, e.g. monopolistic practices [Kim and Luca2019, ?] and

lack of transparency in data use [Sadowski, Viljoen, and Whittaker2021]. By mak-

ing explicit technology companies’ dependence on volunteer labor, our work points to

an opportunity for the public to collaborate with online volunteers to mitigate compa-

nies’ influence over the technological ecosystem. Currently, online volunteers and, more

broadly, members of the public supply valuable time, data, and knowledge to for-profit

technologies such as social media platforms and rating systems but have little say over how

these technologies are designed and developed. Our study highlights a potential direction

that the public may take to mitigate this power imbalance. For example, the public may

join online volunteers’ in stopping their use of a technology or migrating to competing

technologies—what Vincent et al. coined as “data leverage” [Vincent et al.2021b], to

directly divert the crucial data and labor away from certain companies.

Implications for Policymakers

Finally, our work can assist policymakers in drafting regulations that can ac-

count for unpaid labor subsidies for for-profit technology companies. Economists have

noted the sector’s declining labor share and exacerbating income inequality [?, ?,

Posner and Weyl2018]. Our method that estimates online volunteer work’s value based
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on the work’s comparable market rate could be adapted to different privatized online vol-

unteer work, ranging from user-generated ratings to image labels. Previously, the mone-

tary value of online volunteer work was difficult to estimate in part due to the complexity

and opacity of the large, for-profit technologies it supports. For example, how much ad

revenue volunteer moderators bring to Reddit when they remove a harmful post remains

nebulous and may require sophisticated experiment design if at all possible. Our method

is generalizable to other types of online volunteer work (see more details in Future Work)

and could help policymakers understand how much value technology companies benefit

from online volunteer work [Au-Yeung2019, Commission2017]. To more equitably

distribute the profits of volunteer-powered technologies, just as tax assessors evaluate a

property’s market value to determine its owner’s tax bill, policymakers could start as-

sessing technology companies’ “volunteer-dependence” tax based on the amount of online

volunteer work calculated in a similar fashion to this paper.

Policymakers may also fund third-party “volunteer labor auditors” that conduct in-

dependent time studies to advocate for union members. Such entities could collect and

analyze time logs from volunteers while preserving their privacy. Their findings would then

assist volunteers in collective negotiation with companies that benefit from this labor.

Reflection on Data Collection

Our work is made possible due to the generosity of volunteer moderators who shared

their mod logs and the openness of subreddits whose mod logs are made public. Given the

sensitive and private nature of our data, we took special caution in our data collection,

storage, and analysis. For those subreddits we recruited ourselves, we made our data
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collection script accessible to moderators so they could directly see what information we

would anonymize and collect. In accordance with our IRB protocol, we cannot make mod

logs we collected through our own recruitment public because mod logs contain extremely

sensitive information about moderators’ behaviors such as who removed what content.

During recruitment, several moderators contacted us to confirm that only our research

team would have access to their mod logs. Even if we anonymized all target links and

account names, other information such as timestamps and action type may still risk mod-

erators being identified. For the mod logs we collected from u/publicmodlogs, we cannot

publish them because the mod logs are no longer publicly available. u/publicmodlogs only

publishes the past three months’ mod logs from its affiliated subreddits. By the time of

this writing, all the mod logs we collected from u/publicmodlogs are no longer accessible

online. We respect this setting to preserve the integrity of what moderators may have

agreed to in adding u/publicmodlogs to their subreddits.

Future Work

Future work could extend our study in at least three directions. First, although our

dataset is the most comprehensive dataset about moderation work on Reddit, our esti-

mate is conservative. This estimate could be improved with more tracking of moderator

behaviors. Moderator logs do not include time spent on untraced activities like responding

to moderator mail, debating about moderation decisions on other platforms like Discord or

Slack, and developing moderation bots. Additionally, our estimate only considers moder-

ators of public Reddit communities because data about private communities’ moderators

is not accessible. Therefore, our estimate of moderator labor is a floor of the true amount
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of time Reddit’s moderator population spends moderating on the site. Future work may

enhance our estimate by analyzing moderator activities across tools and platforms from

both public and private communities. Second, the hourly rate of commercial content mod-

eration service from UpWork may underestimate moderation work’s worth. Prior research

on Amazon Mechanical Turk shows that monopsony power drives down crowd workers’

wages [Dube et al.2020], which may also occur on UpWork to a lesser degree. Future

work may collect more wage data to improve our estimate. Nonetheless, this approach

can provide an important starting point about the value of online volunteer work. Third,

our analytical method may be generalized to other types of online volunteer work to un-

derstand the amount of “labor subsidy” online volunteers supply to additional for-profit

technology companies. Future work could explore the value of the labor hours online vol-

unteers spend on writing reviews for products and services, providing implicit and explicit

feedback for intelligent models’ output, and producing answers on QA websites. For ex-

ample, to assess the monetary value of the ratings volunteers provided on platforms such

as Google Maps, one could first construct a reasonably representative sample of online

volunteers and conduct a large-scale data collection to infer the hours they spent. Then

researchers could model these volunteers’ hours with publicly available user metrics such

as years active and number of ratings written and use the model to extrapolate to the

whole population for an estimate of the total volunteer hours. Finally, since providing

ratings is a type of crowdsourcing task on Amazon Mechanical Turk, researchers could use

the corresponding wage rate to estimate the monetary value of the estimated volunteer

hours.
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Conclusion

Using Reddit moderation as a case study, we estimate the monetary value of the online

volunteer work completed by all Reddit volunteer moderators. This estimate may assist

companies, volunteers, and policymakers in proactively upholding the volunteer-driven

business model, the foundation of many successful technology companies and technological

advancements. Our estimate is enabled by a novel method that projects online volunteer

work’s value based on equivalent, commercial services, and has the potential to be adapted

for volunteer work beyond content moderation.
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Chapter V: Out of Site - Opportunities for Collective Protests by Data

Laborers

As protests by data producers have been increasing in both prominence and num-

ber, a growing number of activists are using the Internet to leverage the collective pur-

chasing power of consumers. However, despite the attention given to recent online boy-

cott campaigns, their success has been impeded by a number of significant challenges

[Friedman2002, G King2011]. For instance, it can take a great deal of individual

cognitive effort to conform to the campaign’s goals, with individual participants having

to remember a large, potentially changing blacklist of companies before every purchase

[Carrigan and Attalla2001]. This can be even more difficult if, as is often the case, the

target of a boycott owns a web of subsidiaries and a diverse array of brands. Additionally,

it is often unclear to both organizers and participants how effective a boycott has been,

with no way to track prevented or diverted purchases. This confusion and lack of visibil-

ity add to the already-significant sociotechnical obstacles associated with organizing any

collective action campaign online, boycott or otherwise [Klein, Smith, and John2004,

Ling et al.2005, OLSON2009, Rashid et al.2006]. To address these and other chal-

lenges to online boycotts, this paper contributes a new system called Out of Site. A

prototype of a new class of applications that we call boycott-assisting technologies, Out

of Site uses lightweight automation to eliminate some of the obstacles to successful online

boycotts. Through this automation, Out of Site is also able to track the effectiveness of

a boycott and share this information with all campaign organizers and participants. This

allows online boycotts to much more easily benefit from social computing’s large litera-

ture on incentivizing participation in online communities [Cheng and Bernstein2014,
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Kraut et al.2012, Ling et al.2005, Rashid et al.2006, Zhu et al.2013]. Out of

Site is implemented as a Chrome and Firefox web extension that allows users to join in

any number of boycott campaigns. Once a user has joined a campaign, key campaign ac-

tions are automatically handled by the extension. For instance, when searching Google,

Out of Site automatically hides or flags search results pointing to websites owned by

a targeted company. Similarly, while shopping on Amazon, Out of Site hides or flags

products manufactured by a targeted company. We designed Out of Site such that cam-

paigns are easy to design by non-technical users, democratizing access to this new type

of automation-assisted boycott.

Figure 13 shows a screenshot from a user who has joined the Out of Site campaign we

implemented for GrabYourWallet. GrabYourWallet is a boycott community that seeks to

exert economic leverage on U.S. President Donald Trump, particularly in response to the

Access Hollywood tape scandal [Wom] and the subsequent sexual assault and harassment

allegations [Grab]. In Figure 13’s screenshot, which captures a query for “Hobby Lobby”

(a company targeted by GrabYourWallet), one can see that Out of Site filtered out links

to the company’s website and removed the locations of its physical stores from the in-

cluded map. To understand how users interact with boycott-assisting technologies like

Out of Site, we deployed Out of Site with members of two existing boycott communities:

GrabYourWallet and the animal rights campaign Stop Animal Testing. Our deployment

consisted of two phases: an 18-day study of our first version of Out of Site and a follow-up

four-week study of an improved second version of the system. During the first study, we

gathered log, survey, and interview data from 42 participants from these two communi-

ties. Following this first study, our research team integrated participants’ feedback and
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Figure 13. Left: A screenshot of unaltered Google search results for “hobby
lobby”. Right: The same query with Out of Site running the GrabYour-
Wallet campaign (in “High” mode; see below). Note that almost all of the
search results have changed, with the top results on the right all going to
Hobby Lobby competitors. The links that made it through Out of Site’s
filters are discussed below.

additional design implications from the literature to improve Out of Site. We then de-

ployed a second version of the system and collected more log data from the 26 first-study

participants who kept the extension installed and did the same for 19 new participants

that we recruited. The results of our deployments show that Out of Site had a meaningful

impact on our participants’ web experiences, with hundreds of webpages affected. We saw

evidence of participants’ traffic being redirected to the websites of competitors of targeted

companies. More generally, participants expressed excitement about the idea of boycott-

assisting technologies, although they revealed diverse preferences regarding the specific
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implementations of key components of these technologies (e.g. whether targeted content

should be hidden or simply flagged). Interestingly, however, we also observed (and were

able to interview our participants about) occasional intentional non-conformance behav-

iors. Specifically, some participants chose to whitelist certain targets, such as Amazon,

or found workarounds to access targeted companies’ websites. While the primary contri-

bution of this paper is the Out of Site system and its approach to online boycotts, this

paper also makes a secondary contribution in the design approach we used to implement

Out of Site. Computing researchers have recently come under increasing criticism for

considering only the positive impacts of a paper’s contribution in cases when the litera-

ture and current events make it clear that the contribution will have predictable negative

impacts (e.g. [AIG2018, Bigham2018, Frauenberger et al.2017, Griffith2017a,

Parikh2018, Vardi2018]). Using a traditional design approach for Out of Site would

have made this project quite liable to this critique. For instance, a system that empow-

ers just any boycott could easily enable a powerful boycott against African American-led

businesses or against businesses owned by religious minorities. Out of Site could also be

used to severely bolster a user’s filter bubble [Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson2005],

isolating the user from any new information that might change the user’s opinions about

a boycott target.

To address these and other predictable anti-social uses of Out of Site, we developed

a very straightforward design approach that we call heuristic preventative design (HPD).

The goal of this approach is to, with minimal burden on the researcher or developer,

meaningfully mitigate the negative impacts of a given system or contribution. HPD

involves using the literature and current events to identify a blacklist of uses of a given
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system and, early in the design process, making design decisions to make those uses much

more difficult. We describe how we used HPD to put obstacles in the way of the above

uses of Out of Site (and others) while at the same time ensuring that Out of Site supports

a diverse array of values and perspectives. We also highlight how the HPD process is

sufficiently simple – it does not require specialized knowledge or extensive training – that

it should be immediately accessible to a broad range of the computing community.

Below, we first present work from several disciplines that helped to motivate the idea

and design of Out of Site. Next, we walk the reader through our design process. Finally, we

present the findings from our deployments and discuss the implications of these findings.

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the prior work that helped to motivate Out of Site and its

design. This work emerges both from social computing as well as from several other

domains, including consumer studies and political science.

Consumer Boycotts

Consumers use boycotts both to serve economic objectives, such as lowering

prices, and to fulfill political and societal objectives, such as supporting fair trade

[Atkinson2012]. In political science, boycotting is understood as a form of po-

litical consumption, i.e. people making purchasing decisions for political or eth-

ical reasons [Micheletti, Follesdal, and Stolle]. Multiple studies provide evi-

dence showing that political consumption has become a prominent form of politi-

cal participation and civic engagement [Andorfer and Liebe2012, Barnett et al.,
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Stolle, Hooghe, and Micheletti2005]. Indeed, political consumption research sug-

gests that there is a large population of potential users for systems like Out of Site. For

instance, in a recent U.S. survey , more than 28 percent of respondents reported engag-

ing in at least one form of political consumption [Newman and Bartels2011]. Similar

studies in European countries have also observed substantial interest in political consump-

tion, e.g. 35However, despite the popularity of boycotts among consumers, many barriers

to successful boycotts still exist. To understand these barriers, it is useful to consider

the consumer behavior literature on boycotts. Specifically, this literature has identified

two types of potential boycott participants: (1) the “caring and ethical” type and (2)

the “confused and uncertain” type [Carrigan and Attalla2001]. “Confused and uncer-

tain” consumers are those who attempt to join a boycott but are often overwhelmed with

messages they perceive to be contradictory and do not receive enough guidance regarding

specific actions [Klein, Smith, and John2004]. Out of Site was designed to reduce the

cognitive burden on “confused and uncertain” boycott participants by streamlining and

automating boycott actions (see Section 3). Out of Site also mitigates barriers to success-

ful boycotts for “caring and ethical” consumers. These consumers are known to struggle

to integrate new information about boycott targets [Boulstridge and Carrigan2000]

and, as described below, Out of Site performs this integration automatically. Aside from

facilitating boycotts, Out of Site can also be understood as a system that supports a

related political consumption strategy: the technique known in the political consump-

tion literature as the “buycott” [Hawkins2010]. While boycott participants avoid pur-

chasing goods, buycotts involve consumers purposefully purchasing goods from desired
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businesses, e.g. purchasing fair trade products [Andorfer and Liebe2012]. While boy-

cotting adopts a conflict-oriented strategy to punish bad companies, buycotting is centered

around a cooperation-oriented strategy to reward good companies [Friedman2002]. Out

of Site improves consumers’ exposure to non-target companies by deprioritizing boycott

targets in search results, e.g. the relationship between Blick Art and Hobby Lobby in

Figure 1. Through this approach, Out of Site combines some of the benefits of buycotts

with those of boycotts. Many modern political consumption campaigns are initiated by

individuals online and later attract collective attention [Bennett and Segerberg2012].

One successful example is the deleteUber hashtag. This boycott started when a Twitter

user called people’s attention to an Uber promotion that took place in the context of a

taxi driver strike related to changes in U.S. immigration policy [Isaac2018]. The hashtag

became trending in the U.S., which led Uber to make a public apology and set aside

funds to support Uber drivers who were affected by the immigration policy [Sta2017].

The success of the deleteUber campaign, however, is an outlier. Researchers have stud-

ied multiple cases of individual-initiated online boycotts and found that these grassroots

boycotts rarely become effective in terms of posing economic harm to the targeted com-

panies. Out of Site was motivated in part to improve this success record, and to do so,

this research suggests that adopting approaches from the collective action literature will

be necessary. We discuss how the collective action literature helped to motivate Out of

Site’s design below in the sub-section that follows. While Out of Site is by far the most

advanced boycott-assisting technology of which we are aware, there are some basic tools

available whose design helped to inspire Out of Site. In particular, a number of boycott
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campaigns have searchable databases of targeted companies and products on their web-

sites. Out of Site effectively integrates these databases directly into participants’ web

browsing experiences and automates key boycott actions based on these databases. Sim-

ilarly, there are a few lightweight applications that provide different interfaces to access

these types of databases. One interesting such application is Buycott [Buy] (not to be

confused with the formal term from the political consumption literature). Buycott is a

mobile app that uses bar codes to query targeted product and company databases. How-

ever, Buycott is “read-only”; it does not attempt to automate any boycotting actions as

in the key features of Out of Site.

Collective Action

Social computing researchers have examined how well-organized online collective ac-

tion has led to policy changes [Matias2016d], social awareness [Dimond et al.2013],

successful crisis response [Starbird2013], and other positive outcomes. While not di-

rectly related to boycotts, the lessons learned in the social computing collective action

literature has many applications to the boycotting context. In particular, in offline boy-

cott campaigns and existing online boycott campaigns, the number of participants and

the aggregated economic impact are often not visible. As such, boycott participants

have no way to know whether a campaign is gaining traction or has made a differ-

ence [Klein, Smith, and John2004]. The collective action literature in social com-

puting (and other fields) suggests that increasing the visibility of collective progress

incentivizes sustainable participation and can potentially lead to larger impacts (e.g.
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[Ling et al.2005, Shaw et al.2014, Vasi and Macy2002]). To implement this de-

sign implication, Out of Site measures and provides real-time feedback to users about the

collective progress of their boycott campaign(s). Specifically, as described in the “Design”

section, the extension keeps track of how many participants have joined a boycott and the

aggregate impact on participants’ web experiences. There is, however, one well-known

caveat to the observed benefits of group feedback: at the beginning of a collective effort,

seeing that only a few people are participating can provide a strong individual disincen-

tive to participate [Cheng and Bernstein2014, Granovetter1978]. This creates a

well-known “chicken and egg” problem for online communities [Kraut et al.2012]. To

address this problem, many design strategies have been proposed, ranging from paying

professional users to attracting endorsements from prominent individuals (other strate-

gies include creating scarce resources for early adopters, deploying bots; see Resnick et

al. [Kraut et al.2012] for an overview). To address this problem, we implemented a

version of the former strategy (professional users) by including boycott statistics from

our pilot testers prior to the first phase of our formal deployment. In addition to

practical online community design, this approach also had the benefit of ecologically

validity: boycott campaigns in Out of Site will almost always be first used by indi-

viduals in the organizations that design them (see below) before they are successful

with the general public. An issue related to the “chicken and egg” problem is the

“free rider problem” [OLSON2009], which broadly describes when an individual gains

the benefits of a group effort without making proportional individual contributions.

Prior work has shown that making visible individual contributions to group progress

can mitigate (and even reverse) this problem in online collective action contexts (e.g.
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[Ling et al.2005, Rashid et al.2006]). Based on this literature, we designed Out of

Site to prominently highlight individual boycott contributions as well as displaying group

progress. Another well-known challenge in collective action is coordination, especially

when collective action campaigns reach the large scales they often need to have a de-

sired effect [Oliver, Marwell, and Teixeira1985, OLSON2009]. Out of Site has a

number of features that are designed to help mitigate this challenge. For instance, the

list of campaign targets is maintained server-side, meaning that changes to targets by

organizers will be quickly propagated to campaign participants. Finally, when consid-

ering collective action in online contexts, one type of technology that cannot be over-

looked is social media. Extensive literature has demonstrated how social media can help

catalyze successful collective action campaigns (e.g. in crowdfunding [Lu et al.2014],

social movements [Bozarth and Budak2017, De Choudhury et al.2016], crisis

response [Starbird2013]). Additionally, political consumption studies suggest

that social media users are more likely to participate in boycotts and buycotts

[Becker and Copeland2016, de Zúñiga, Copeland, and Bimber2014]. To lever-

age the power of social media, Out of Site contains a social sharing feature (described in

more detail below) that enables users to directly engage with their social networks around

their participation in Out of Site campaigns.

Browser Extension Research

Our decision to implement Out of Site as a browser extension was motivated

in part by several recent projects that have highlighted how browser extensions can
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be used to alter the black-box behavior of private technologies (e.g. search algo-

rithms) and can assist with online activism more generally. For instance, in an ef-

fort to understand how much Google depends on Wikipedia links to satisfy user in-

formation needs, McMahon et al. [McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017b] built

a browser extension that silently removed Wikipedia links from Google’s search re-

sults. They deployed the extension in a small study, finding that Google search per-

formance dropped substantially in many cases when Google could not surface Wikipedia

links. This research highlighted for us the power of altering the search experience and

helped to motivate the related functionality in Out of Site, although Out of Site al-

lows campaigns to customize the search experience in a much more extensive fashion.

Browser extensions’ advantages are not limited to altering search experiences; other

studies have implemented browser extensions to address other power imbalances in so-

cial computing systems [Howe and Nissenbaum2017a, Irani and Silberman2013b,

Munson, Lee, and Resnick2013]. Turkopticon [Irani and Silberman2013b], built

on top of Amazon Mechanical Turk, is an activist system that helps workers to publi-

cize and evaluate requesters, a function that AMT does not natively afford. In a similar

vein, Howe and Nissenbaum built an extension that allows users to directly act against

online advertisers by obfuscating clicks on ads [Howe and Nissenbaum2017a]. The

extension, AdNauseam, extends the idea of ad blockers and simulates random clicks on

the blocked ads to confuse trackers. These systems demonstrate the potential of browser

extensions in empowering users to contest powerful entities, an idea that is central to

boycotts. Our decision to use a browser extension-based approach was most directly
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motivated by GrabYourWallet’s launch of its own very lightweight browser extension ap-

proximately one year ago. The GrabYourWallet extension, which was a popular request

from GrabYourWallet participants [Graa], has a single, simple function: it alerts the user

when the user has gone to a website of a company that is on the GrabYourWallet target

list. Out of Site can be viewed as a generalizable, much more powerful version of the

GrabYourWallet extension. While Out of Site also can notify users when they attempt

to visit a targeted website (we intentionally subsumed the functionality of the GrabYour-

Wallet extension), it also does the difficult and critical work of customizing Google and

Amazon search results pages (e.g. to benefit the millions of people who purchase through

Amazon rather than going directly to company websites), works on a product-by-product

basis rather than blocking entire websites, and has the extensive list of additional func-

tionality outlined in the Design section below. Moreover, Out of Site additionally adopts

design implications from the literature mentioned above (e.g. political consumption, social

computing) to better facilitate collective action from interested participants. Our hope

was that by subsuming the functionality of the GrabYourWallet extension while building

a qualitatively more powerful system, we could build on the enthusiasm surrounding the

extension to attract participation.

Design

The primary contribution of this paper is a system and, as such, the primary method-

ological challenge of the paper was the design and implementation of the system. In this

section, we outline our design process and provide details about how our implementation

was motivated by related work. We also discuss how we developed and utilized heuristic
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preventative design (HPD), our lightweight design approach that integrates the mitigation

of some negative uses of a technology directly into the design process. Finally, as Out of

Site is a system that has been publicly deployed and thus has required frequent iterative

design improvements, we also highlight the many more minor changes we have made to

the system directly in response to user feedback.

Design Objectives

After studying the online boycott ecosystem and the existing literature, we developed

three design objectives for Out of Site. The first two objectives directly address major

problems in existing approaches to online boycotts, as discussed in the Related Work

section above. The third objective emerged out of increasing calls for the computing

community to pay more attention to the potential negative uses of the technologies it

develops (e.g. [AIG2018, Frauenberger et al.2017, Hecht et al.2018, Parikh2018,

Vardi2018]). More specifically, our three objectives are as follows: 1. Conformance to

Boycott’s Goals: Help people individually conform to the goals of a boycott by offloading

to an automated system the logic of figuring out which items are boycotted and acting on

these items (as discussed in Section 2.1 above). 2. Collective Action: Help people both

act collectively and track the progress of a boycott (as discussed in Section 2.2 above)

3. Avoiding Negative Impacts: Achieve goals 1 and 2 while minimizing significant and

predictable negative impacts. Below, we organize our discussion of our design decisions

using the framework provided by these three objectives. We then close by discussing

iterative improvements to Out of Site that were motivated by user feedback rather than

the literature.
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Design Approach

Conformance to Boycott’s Goals: As discussed above, a major challenge faced by

boycott campaigns is the tremendous cognitive effort associated with successfully partic-

ipating in a campaign [Carrigan and Attalla2001, Newholm and Shaw2007]. This

is a problem regardless of whether boycotters fall in the “confused and uncertain” category

or the “caring and ethical” category (see Section 2.1). Boycott participants in the former

category struggle to keep track of current targets and to recollect all of these targets’

various subsidiaries and brands. In this sense, Out of Site needs to onboard this cognitive

effort by identifying targets accurately and correctly in real time, and then help these par-

ticipants take action on this knowledge. Out of Site also benefits consumers in the latter

category, who face challenges in integrating new information at the point of every purchase

[Klein, Smith, and John2004, Newholm2005]. As such, Out of Site needs to closely

and timely integrate any target changes into the system. In standard human-computer

interaction terms, these issues can be understood broadly as placing excessive burden on

users’ recall capacity, and we know that computing technology excels at reducing recall

burden [Dingler2016]. As such, this major challenge to successful boycotts seemed par-

ticularly well-suited to address using computing technology. The decision to implement

Out of Site as a browser extension emerged directly from this design goal, along with

the prior work in browser extensions discussed above. Browser extensions can observe

and change virtually any web experience (e.g. [Kim, Hullman, and Agrawala2016,

McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht2017b, Munson, Lee, and Resnick2013]), and

thus can easily monitor, for instance, when a user is on a shopping website or is us-

ing Google to search for a product. They can then intervene accordingly, requiring no
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user recall. This event-driven behavior, however, only assists the user in remembering

to act on the boycott when they are engaging in commercial behavior. To address the

recall issues associated with keeping an up-to-date copy of all brands and subsidiaries

owned by all targeted companies in a given boycott, we implemented Out of Site with a

server-side backend that keeps track of this information and can be updated at any time

by campaign organizers. The backend is implemented as a straightforward set of key-

words and web domains. These keywords and domains are currently specified manually

by the campaign organizer (although we are planning a system that would automatically

generate these with minimal human input). For instance, one of GrabYourWallet’s target

companies is the G-III Apparel Company. For this company, the set of keywords include

“Calvin Klein” and “Tommy Hilfiger” and the set of domains include “tommy.com” and

“calvinklein.us”.

Out of Site uses the lists of keywords and domains as the primary inputs to its six

intervention types: filter, rerank, gray-out, call-for-action, block, and redirect. The filter

intervention type removes DOM elements whose content contains any of the keywords in

a campaign dataset or, in the Google case, contains links to any of the domains (filter is

the intervention type featured in Figure 1). Filter requires non-trivial custom engineering

to provide a good user experience on a given website, and as such, support is limited

to Amazon and Google (although expanding it to sites like Wal-Mart, eBay, and Bing

would simply require following the same development process we used for Amazon and

Google). The main engineering challenge comes from special cases, e.g. Google’s Local

Search results; these require unique treatment relative to other types of DOM elements.
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The rerank intervention type works on search results output by Amazon and allows

campaign organizers to place a targeted search element at the bottom of a ranked list on

a webpage rather than filtering it out entirely. Similar to filter, this is an intervention

type that can be extended to other websites with search engines, but it does require some

custom engineering. The gray-out intervention type works quite similarly to filter, but

instead of removing the targeted DOM element, it places a semi-transparent box over

the element. This intervention type also shows a message indicating that the element

contains a link or product that is targeted by a given campaign. Our implementation

of gray-out is supported for both Amazon and Google. The call-to-action intervention

type builds on top of gray-out, but instead of modifying the DOM element, the extension

injects a campaign’s call-to-action (e.g. sending an email to the company’s PR team)

around the element. This intervention aims to help boycotts that encourage participants

to be vocal and directly communicate with targeted companies. For instance, for the

GrabYourWallet campaign, when this intervention type is used on Google, the following

moderately-sized text appears above a targeted DOM element: “Company is targeted

by the campaign GrabYourWallet.” It then asks the user to “consider contacting the

company” to express dissatisfaction with company behavior. Call-to-action also provides

a link to an e-mail pre-addressed to the company’s e-mail address (as suggested by the

GrabYourWallet campaign). The user only needs to press “send” in their e-mail client to

complete the action.

The block intervention type is the most straightforward: it simply blocks users from

going to a specific targeted domain, providing a message that the domain is inaccessible

due to the Out of Site campaign (and provides the campaign’s call-to-action). The redirect
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intervention type is similar to block, but instead of blocking the site, it redirects the user

to the boycott campaign homepage after showing a message. In both these intervention

types, users’ visits to a targeted domain are interrupted only once within an hour. After

the interruption, users can access the targeted domain without any interruption for one

hour if they choose (see below).

Collective Action: As described above in Related Work, Out of Site was de-

signed from the ground up to incorporate several key design implications from the so-

cial computing literature on collective action. Here, we provide more details about our

approach. Communicating group progress and individual contributions are crucial for

collective action success (e.g. [Ling et al.2005, Rashid et al.2006, Shaw et al.2014,

Vasi and Macy2002]). Out of Site provides two types of feedback about group progress:

the number of current campaign participants and the potential total impact of the cam-

paign. Calculating the number of participants is a simple server-side measurement, and

this information is displayed in the main drop-down menu of Out of Site (see Figure

4). Calculating the impact is more difficult and varies across types of campaigns. For

instance, GrabYourWallet calls for participants to eschew shopping at the targeted com-

panies. As such, for GrabYourWallet (and campaigns with similar goals), the extension

highlights in its main drop-down interface how many visits to targeted websites have

been blocked and how many search results to targeted websites have been altered (Fig-

ure 4). The goal of Stop Animal Testing is to avoid buying specific products. As such,

for this campaign (and campaigns with similar goals), the extension displays the total

number of products that have been hidden on Amazon (Figure 4). Because prior work
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has shown that highlighting individual contributions to group progress will increase par-

ticipation in group activities (e.g. [Ling et al.2005, Rashid et al.2006]), Out of Site

also displays each user’s contributions to group progress for both types of campaigns.

A new social sharing feature was implemented for the second phase of our deployment.

This feature was motivated by the literature on social media and online collective ac-

tion (e.g. [4,72)], and was also developed in response to user feedback that encouraged

leveraging social media. By clicking on a button in the Out of Site interface, a pre-filled

template message is presented that users can edit or post as-is to Twitter or to a user-

selected group of e-mail addresses (implementing support for other social networks would

be relatively straightforward). Determining the best design for our template message was

the subject of some literature review. In both collective action and personal informat-

ics, researchers found that sharing active status reports are better received by audiences

[Epstein et al.2015, Flores-Saviaga, Keegan, and Savage2018]. Relatedly, in ex-

isting studies about collective action on social media, hashtags have been identified as

important in building and facilitating online communities [Bozarth and Budak2017,

De Choudhury et al.2016]. Wikipedia researchers have also found that messages that

highlight specific actions more successfully increased contributors’ attention to a desired

task [Zhu et al.2013]. As such, our template message includes (1) personal contribu-

tions to a campaign, (2) appropriate hashtags, and (3) a specific call for followers to join

the Out of Site boycott campaign. For example, a GrabYourWallet user’s message might

appear as follows: e.g. “I boycotted 47 websites to support GrabYourWallet using Out

of Site (a Chrome extension). Join me now: http://bit.ly/2IkmxCq. Read about the

campaign: http://grabyourwallet.org.”
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Avoiding Negative Impacts: Our review of the literature and current events made

it clear to us early in the design process that there are a number of obvious ways that Out

of Site could be used by nefarious or well-intentioned actors to create negative impacts.

These predictable negative impacts include the creation of severe filter bubbles and the

use of Out of Site’s boycott-assisting power by hate groups or extremists, e.g. neo-Nazis

wanting to boycott all companies with Jewish and African-American CEOs.

The default approach in computing research – as was recently highlighted in a proposal

from the ACM Future of Computing Academy [Hecht et al.2018] – is to consider the

prevention of negative impacts like those above to be out of scope for a technical paper.

That is, under the computing research status quo, the responsibility of the computing

researcher who develops a new technology is the development of the technology, not

mitigating the predictable negative impacts of that technology. For instance, those who

develop generative models for audio and video are not expected to find ways to mitigate

the disruptions to democracy that may be caused by these models [Dee2018].

With Out of Site, we wanted to try to do something different. Specifically, we sought

to find a tractable design approach by which we could treat preventing predictable neg-

ative impacts as a first-order design concern rather than as an afterthought. Because of

the urgent need for such an approach in a wide variety of computing research projects

[AIG2018, Cummings2006, Hecht et al.2018, Vardi2018], we also sought to iden-

tify a generalizable process rather than one specific to this project.

As Hecht and colleagues and Parikh note [Hecht et al.2018, Parikh2018], one

reason why computing researchers fail to engage with the negative impacts of their
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research is that the effort associated with making a technical contribution in com-

puting is already very extensive. Computing researchers have also argued (e.g.

[Bigham2018, Cummings2006, Parikh2018]) that computer scientists are usu-

ally not trained in the diverse array of social science methods and critical the-

ory necessary for a more complex engagement with these negative impacts (e.g.

[Frauenberger, Rauhala, and Fitzpatrick2017, Hayes2014, Muller2003b]). For

this reason, our goal was to develop a low-cost, very straightforward design approach

that can address a non-trivial subset of negative impacts. While quite incomplete, such

a design approach would still be a substantial improvement over current practice and

would be much more easily adoptable by a wide range of computing researchers. This

is similar to the logic that motivates the extremely well-known user interface evaluation

technique called heuristic evaluation [Nielsen and Molich1990]. Heuristic evaluation

gives designers a portion of the benefits of costly user studies, but is much quicker, sim-

pler, cheaper, and more straightforward. This makes it accessible to a much wider group

of computing professionals and much wider set of computing projects.

The design approach we developed we call heuristic preventative design (HPD),

and it was inspired both by the pragmatism of heuristic evaluation and a debate

that has occurred in the literature on value-sensitive design (e.g. [Cummings2006,

Friedman, Howe, and Felten2002, Howe and Nissenbaum2017a]). With respect

to the latter, an early view of value-sensitive design was based on an assumption of

universal values between designers and nearly all users, with designers encouraged to

incorporate these values into systems [Friedman1997, Friedman and Kahn2003].

Le Dantec et. al. later advocated for a different understanding of value-sensitive
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design, one that problematized the notion of most values being universal and in-

stead advocating that we design our systems to conform to the values of their users

[Le Dantec, Poole, and Wyche2009]. HPD leans heavily on the latter interpretation,

but includes a critical, heuristic evaluation-like component of the former.

Like more recent interpretations of value-sensitive design, HPD asks designers to sup-

port and enable a wide variety of user values. For Out of Site, this means making it

possible for a diverse set of boycott organizers with a diverse set of values to gain the

benefits of the system (e.g. politically progressive or conservative boycotts). The heuristic

prevention emerges in the form a specific, small set of blacklisted uses of the system that

is developed by the research team. This blacklist amounts to a heuristic for the negative

impacts of the system. The definition of “negative” here comes from the research team,

as per the traditional understanding of value-sensitive design. The team then modifies

the system design to specifically prevent the blacklisted uses.

A key component of HPD is the method one uses to develop the set of blacklisted uses.

As per the pragmatism of heuristic evaluation, we suggest (and took) the following light-

weight approach: following the completion of the literature review process, the research

team had a meeting to brainstorm a list of potential misuses of Out of Site that could

be predicted by the literature review. Given the prominence of the negative impacts of

computing systems in current events (including those of social computing systems), the

team also engaged with relevant recent news stories as well. Finally, motivated by the

even more pragmatic approach of guerrilla usability testing [Nielsen1994a], we also dis-

cussed the topic of potential negative uses of Out of Site with several colleagues. Within

a very short period of time, we had developed a list of four potential negative uses of our
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system that could be easily predicted from prior work and current events. These uses and

how we sought to prevent them are discussed in more detail below. We also discuss below

how individual project blacklists could be aggregated into a global list that would further

reduce barriers to HPD application.

As discuss earlier, HPD partly relies on an older understanding of value-sensitive design

in which there is some universal value set that researchers can use to make decisions

about what is “use” and what is “misuse”, who is a “nefarious” actor and who is a

“virtuous” actor, what is a “negative” impact and what is a “positive” impact. While

it is an (intentionally) imperfect assumption, the assumption of HPD is that there is a

large set of uses of technology that would be considered misuse by enormous segments of

the population. Examples prominent in current events include disruptions of democracy,

technology addiction, and undetected and severe violations of privacy. While some may

object to designing technology to prevent these broad uses, most would not. The same

is true, for instance, regarding the neo-Nazi uses of Out of Site. In other words, HPD

favors pragmatism over perfection in this respect. HPD is not the only approach to utilize

this large-majoritarian approach; ACM leveraged a similar approach when it developed

its new ethics guidelines [ACM].

Ultimately, however, if a researcher or user disagrees with a blacklist choice, she or

he can develop a similar technology that supports these uses. We expect that if there

is a reasonable argument for the mistaken inclusion of a use on a blacklist, this would

be a good motivation for a new and successful research project. However, if no such

argument exists, time, money, and other factors (e.g. social costs as discussed by the

FCA proposal [Hecht et al.2018]) will act as significant barriers to this type of activity.
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These barriers could perhaps be strengthened even further through the use of intellectual

property law – e.g. patents – which may give researchers and designers the legal power

to exclude others from the use or reimplementation an invention for a period of time.

Under current practices, these barriers to blacklisted uses do not exist, and, as a result,

computing researchers are effectively subsidizing these uses.

We emphasize that HPD with its small set of blacklisted uses is not intended to replace

a more rigorous consideration of negative impacts that engages much more seriously with

the social sciences and with critical theory. Instead, HPD is intended merely to replace the

default status quo: doing nothing. Our expectation is that the HPD approach can be a

stepping stone to more advanced, more complete approaches that require more training.

For instance, action research [Hayes2014], participatory design [Muller2003b], and

ethos building [Frauenberger, Rauhala, and Fitzpatrick2017] may be appropriate

more advanced approaches for projects in which HPD is used. However, as can be seen

with our implementation of HPD for Out of Site (described immediately below), even this

stepping stone can result in real and concrete changes to a technology.

Implementation of Heuristic Preventative Design (HPD) in Out of Site: As

discussed above, HPD can be broken down into three key steps:

(1) Ensuring that a system is adaptable to a diverse set of user values. (2) Building

a blacklist of system uses that is motivated by the literature and current events. (3)

Designing of the system to prevent the uses on the blacklist.

Our approach to implementing the first step was to ensure that boycott campaigns

are very easy to create and highly adaptable to boycott organizer preferences. Organiz-

ers can choose arbitrary keywords and domains and can decide what happens to DOM
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elements and sites that match those keywords and domains on a customizable basis. In-

deed, our boycott campaigns are implemented as simple JSON objects that describe the

various intervention types that are desired and for which websites. No campaign-specific

code is included in the extension itself. For instance, an organizer seeking to boycott

Vista Outdoors (whose brands were recently dropped by REI because they also own a

gun manufacturer) could simply enumerate the keywords associated with the campaign

(e.g. “camelbak” and “giro”, two brands owned by Vista) and the domains targeted

by the campaign (e.g. “camelbak.com”). They would then select the interventions they

wanted, e.g. on Google, use filter; on Amazon, use re-rank. Campaign organizers can

also define the meaning of the “strength” levels (see below). All of these settings could

easily be enumerated using a simple web wizard, for which we have built a prototype.

However, we stopped development of that prototype for the reasons described below and

we designed our two campaigns for our deployments using the raw JSON. The process

we used to develop the blacklist for Out of Site was exactly the very lightweight process

we described above. Following the completion of this process, we had developed a list of

four blacklisted uses. We describe these uses in detail next. We couple our description

of each blacklisted use with our implementation of the third step in HPD (altering the

design of the system for that specific blacklisted use). Blacklisted Use 1 – Enhanced

Filter Bubble: While there is some debate in the literature about where and when filter

bubbles exist (e.g. [Nguyen et al.2014]), most scholars agree on the negative impacts of

filter bubbles that do exist (e.g. [Dillahunt, Brooks, and Gulati2015, Pariser2012,

Resnick et al.2013, Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson2005]). This is problematic for

Out of Site, as one could easily leverage Out of Site as a way to block out all undesirable
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information about a topic, instantly inducing a sort of “filter bubble on steroids”. For

instance, an Out of Site a campaign could easily be built to remove all information from

search results about oil companies, including removing important news stories about these

companies. Similarly, one could use the infrastructure of Out of Site to remove all infor-

mation from search results about a political party one does not support (e.g. a supporter

of the U.S. Democratic party could block out all search results that mentioned a member

of the Republican party in a campaign with the appropriate keywords). We made specific

design choices to prevent this “filter bubble on steroids” use of Out of Site. In particular,

the simplest way to implement our Google SERP filtering would certainly have been to

simply treat all search results in the same way, filtering out those that include targeted

domains and keywords and allowing those that do not to surface to the user. However,

to prevent this blacklisted use of Out of Site, we treat search results in a more nuanced

fashion and Out of Site only supports the targeting of certain types of search results.

In particular, Out of Site only targets search results when those results can be assumed

to have a commercial intent. For instance, we do not target Wikipedia content, news

stories, or any elements that are part of Google’s news carousel. This means that a user

who is boycotting oil companies would not see the websites for oil companies, but would

see news related to the oil companies. This is particularly important in a boycotting

context: news may emerge about a boycott target that might change a participant’s view

of the target. This news could take much longer to reach the participant without this

adaptation. Another adaptation we made to prevent this use is the introduction of boy-

cott “strength” levels that are customizable by participants. Out of Site allows campaign

organizers to set three different levels of intervention types, and users can switch between
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these levels. The “High” strength level is intended to be the most invasive configura-

tion (e.g. frequently using filter). “Medium” and “Low” are designed to move towards

less invasive intervention types like re-rank and gray-out. The strength level adaptation

allows users greater exposure to targeted information if they want it, e.g. rather than

search results disappearing, they would have a call-to-action around them. Below, we see

that some users in our deployment moved Out of Site from the default “High” setting

to the more moderate “Medium” setting. Blacklisted Use 2 – Use by Nefarious Groups:

Our initial plan for Out of Site was to develop an easy-to-use wizard to help any person

create a campaign and to support the distributed dissemination of campaigns between

users. However, given recent studies on hate speech [Hine et al.2017], misinformation

[34], and trolling [Flores-Saviaga, Keegan, and Savage2018] (and related topics), it

was clear that such an approach could be co-opted by hate groups to implement cam-

paigns with clear negative impacts, e.g. the campaign mentioned above targeting Jews

and African-Americans, and similar campaigns targeting companies owned by women. To

make this use much more difficult, Out of Site now requires all campaigns to go through

server-side activation. If Out of Site were to become popular, this would allow a gate-

keeper to use a public policy to determine which campaigns would be supported. When

instrumenting this server-side-only approach, we identified several concrete restrictions

that could be included in this policy, e.g. (1) the organizer cannot be a hate group as

defined by the Southern Poverty Law Center [Gro], (2) the campaigns can in no way

selected targets defined by protected classes as defined by U.S law (supplemented by sex-

ual preference and gender identity) [Typ], and (3) the extension cannot be used by a

state actor. We note that such a gatekeeping approach is not novel to Out of Site. For
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instance, Apple’s App Store takes a similar approach, in part for similar reasons [App].

Blacklisted Use 3 – Excessive Removal of Autonomy from Users: One controversial impact

of computing systems that has attracted substantial attention is that they these systems

are taking autonomy away from humans, especially in informational contexts. Ample

research has shown how search engines, Facebook, and Newsfeed have impacted users’

decision making (e.g. [Epstein et al.2017, Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock2014,

Lokot and Diakopoulos2016]). Out of Site in the most extreme cases could exacer-

bate this concern. Our strength levels were designed as a protection against this concern.

Additionally, as the filter intervention type directly removes content from users’ web ex-

periences, we insert cues in users’ webpages to indicate some content has been hidden.

Such cues include a short sentence stating “Out of Site has hidden some results because

of the campaign name campaign” and the inclusion of the number of hidden items above

the extension’s icon in browser (see the top of Figure 4). Additionally, we allow users

to whitelist individual targets with small in-context cues displayed on affected webpages

such as “Whitelist company name — Whitelist another company name”. We also allowed

users to whitelist boycott targets by using the extension’s detailed settings. Blacklisted

Use 4 – Causing Undue Harm: In Out of Site, the call-to-action intervention type provides

easy-to-use instructions for actions users can take to support a boycott, e.g. sending an

e-mail to a boycott target. Such an affordance allows boycott participants to be vocal

about their opinions, but if exploited, may cause excessive harm to targets (e.g. SPAM).

In our implementation, we set a maximum number of daily call-for-actions that users

could execute. Additionally, some of the design implications that emerge from our user
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study raise critical issues related to undue harm, and we highlight these issues in the

Discussion section.

Iterative Design

Aside from the updates of Out of Site mentioned above, we have made several addi-

tional improvements to the extension in response to user feedback and usage data. Below

we describe a few of the more significant of these improvements (all changes listed were

made in time for the second deployment phase). Treatment of Third-Party Commercial

Content: Initially, we considered information about companies on third-party commercial

platforms to be non-commercial content, e.g. we did not filter or gray-out Yelp reviews.

After all, many of the Yelp reviews could be poor, and regardless, Yelp reviews may

might provide new, third-party information to consumers (as is the case for news arti-

cles). However, we noticed in users’ search results that the costs to boycott campaigns of

this approach almost certainly outweighed the benefits. For instance, in Figure 1, in an

earlier version of Out of Site, a relatively positive Yelp review of Hobby Lobby appeared

prominently in the post-filter results. As such, Out of Site now considers all prominent

third-party commercial platforms to be commercial content and treats them accordingly

(e.g. Yelp.com, coupon websites, links to app stores). Campaign Contribution Metrics:

Originally, only when Out of Site was set to “High” were users’ contributions to cam-

paigns counted towards campaign progress metrics. However, users gave us feedback that

when they use “Medium” setting, Out of Site still helps them to avoid the target, and

thus “Medium”-level interventions should be counted as contributions. Based on this

feedback, we updated this counting mechanism. Simplifying Contribution Metrics: Some
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users in our first deployment phase expressed confusion about the granular campaign and

individual progress metrics that the first version of Out of Site provided. To avoid this

confusion, Out of Site now presents the simplified metrics shown in Figure 4.

Installation Wizard: Our interviews following the first deployment phase made it

clear that many users were not aware of some of the features in Out of Site, nor were

they aware that they could opt-out of any of the installed campaigns. As such, for the

second deployment phase, we implemented an installation wizard that had users opt in

to campaigns and, for each campaign, choose the “High”, “Medium”, or “Low” setting.

This change also had the added benefit of allowing more users to be exposed to the

Amazon.com features in the Stop Animal Testing campaign (see below).

To better understand how people interact with Out of Site and boycott-assisting tech-

nologies more generally, we conducted an in-the-wild user study. To do so, we released

Out of Site into the Chrome and Firefox Web Stores for participants to download. We

then recruited people interested in our two proof-of-concept boycott campaigns to install

Out of Site. We collected survey data, interview data, and log data from participants.

The study was developed in concert with the research team’s local IRB and was even-

tually determined to be exempt due to relatively strict anonymization procedures and

restraint in the data that was captured. Below, we first provide more detail about our

two proof-of-concept campaigns and why they were selected. We next discuss the context

and approach of our user study, which emphasized in-the-wild, exploratory observation.

Finally, we present our quantitative and qualitative results, which are organized together

into four themes that were established through an affinity diagramming process.
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Proof-of-Concept Campaigns

For our user study, we implemented Out of Site campaigns for two existing boycott

communities: GrabYourWallet and Stop Animal Testing. The GrabYourWallet boycott

is a grassroots effort aimed at companies that have any connection or businesses with U.S.

President Donald Trump and/or his family. The boycott has a list of targeted companies

on its website and a team of organizers monitors the companies on this list and updates

the list when necessary. The Stop Animal Testing campaign is led by People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA). This campaign highlights a list of cosmetic and

household products that it suggests people avoid due to the animal testing that was

used to develop these products . We selected these two campaigns because they have

attracted a large number of participants. This meant that we would have a large potential

population of extension users. While choosing this combination of campaigns provided the

benefit of integrating with two well-established boycotts, this combination also presented

a few challenges. In particular, the GrabYourWallet campaign is boycotting Amazon as

a company (as well as many of the companies that sell products on Amazon.com). As

such, in our first deployment phase, for users who accepted our default settings, their

Amazon links in Google Search were filtered out and some of their visits to Amazon were

redirected to the GrabYourWallet campaign website. This likely reduced users’ visits

to Amazon.com, which are already much lower than those to Google, and prevented us

from gathering as much data about interaction with Amazon.com and the corresponding

intervention types as we expected. In the case of our first deployment, the limited data

we did gather from Amazon.com came from users who turned off the GrabYourWallet

campaign, set its strength to “Medium” or “Low”, went to Amazon.com more than once
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in an hour, or whitelisted Amazon.com. The installation wizard mitigated these issues in

the second deployment, although interestingly it did not lead to a major increase in data

from Amazon.

User Study: An Exploratory and In-the-Wild Approach

Following the deployment of Out of Site to the Chrome and Firefox stores, we sent out

recruitment materials to existing online communities and message boards that are related

to the GrabYourWallet and Stop Animal Testing boycotts. For instance, we advertised in

Facebook groups and sub-reddits that are dedicated to women’s rights issues and animal

welfare. We also recruited members of our local community interested in these topics.

As noted above, this paper reports the results of two separate phases of deployment. In

between the two phases, we did extensive development based on feedback and log data

from participants in this first phase, as described in the Design section. We use the term

“first version” and “second version” to distinguish between the versions of the extension

used in each phase. Our first deployment phase had 54 installations, with 42 people using

the extension more than one day. This first phase lasted three weeks and average usage

time was 6.7 days (although this was substantially attenuated by users who signed up

midway through the first phase, leaving less time in the phase for usage). The second

phase lasted four weeks and included 26 users from the first phase who had continued

using the extension (the in-between phase data was not considered), as well as 19 new

users who were recruited through a new round of advertising (21 new installations; two

used the extension less than one day). The average usage length in the second phase was

10.0 days. We restrict our log analyses to people who used the extension for more than
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one day, although we analyze the available data on less-than-one-day users as well to gain

a better understanding of non-use. Immediately after installation, users were asked to fill

out an optional survey about their prior experiences supporting boycotts and other civic

campaigns. The 48 users who completed the survey (36 from the first phase; 12 from the

second phase) reported that, as predicted by the political consumption literature, many of

them (46) had already been incorporating company ethics into their consumer behaviors

and have had experiences with boycotting a variety of organizations, including the NRA

(39), Uber (33), and Wal-Mart (18). In the first phase, the extension’s default settings

enrolled users into both the GrabYourWallet and the Stop Animal Testing campaigns,

with both campaigns’ strength level set to “High”. However, users were able to customize

their enrollment and settings freely and could turn off one or both of the campaigns

easily. In the second phase, users were walked through these key settings in an installation

wizard. The log data we collected through the extension was limited to two types: (1)

how participants interacted with the browser extension itself, e.g. turning it on and off,

whitelisting targets, and changing strength levels and (2) statistics from web pages that

are affected by the extension. These log data were then uploaded to our database every

24 hours. In an effort to protect our users’ privacy and in accordance with our IRB, our

extension only collected information about visits to pages it had modified. Specifically,

only altered Google SERPs, altered Amazon pages, and direct visits to targeted websites

were recorded by the extension. For similar reasons, we also did not collect identifying

information in the log; no experimenter is able to directly tie any specific user to their

log data (although research has shown log data can be used for deanonymization with

some effort [35]). To collect qualitative feedback, we reached out to participants via email
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with a request to interview them during the first deployment (e-mail addresses were not

tied to log data). Seven users responded to our emails and were interviewed over phone

or via text messages for approximately 30 minutes on average. Interviews were open-

ended to elicit both generic feedback about the boycott-assisting technologies concept

and granular feedback about Out of Site’s settings and features. Each interviewee was

compensated with a $10 electronic gift card, which was sent out via email at the end

of the interview. Participants were permitted delete the extension from their browsers

whenever they desired. When a user uninstalled the extension, an optional exit survey

was shown to elicit any final feedback that users might have.

To understand our results, we first combined our (1) interview data (which we tran-

scribed), (2) our survey data, and (3) written observations from an exploratory log data

analysis. We then conducted a standard affinity diagraming process. Affinity diagram-

ming is a popular approach among HCI researchers and practitioners to identify themes

in heterogeneous data (e.g. [7,8,31,67]). Specifically, to execute the affinity diagramming,

two members in our team created codes stemming from our three sources of data. We

conducted two sessions of diagraming and iteratively refined our themes as new data be-

came available. The final output of the affinity diagramming process was a set of four

themes that cut across our quantitative log data and our qualitative survey and interview

results. Data from our second deployment were combined into these four themes later to

support or contrast with our previous findings. The four specific themes are: (1) Out of

Site had a meaningful impact on users’ web experiences, (2) there was a tension between

automating action and automating awareness, (3) participants had positive reactions to
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collective action features, and (4) there was some non-conformance to the campaigns’

goals.

Out of Site had a meaningful impact on users’ web experiences

Out of Site affected 660 and 480 web pages in the first and second deployment phases,

respectively. Across both deployment phases, the vast majority of the web pages were

changed because of the GrabYourWallet campaign (655/660, 480/490). This distribution

is not unexpected: the Stop Animal Testing campaign was a much more targeted cam-

paign, only affecting Amazon and only a limited number of target companies (a portion

of this effect is also likely due to the interaction between the campaigns discussed above).

The GrabYourWallet campaign had a truly substantial impact on participants’ Google

search experiences; search engine results pages (SERPs) were the venue for the vast ma-

jority of the campaign’s interventions (539 of 655 pages / 440 of 480 pages). Across both

deployment phases, the filter intervention removed a total of 165 advertising links, 207

“knowledge graphs elements” (e.g. information boxes on the right side of search results

[52]), 27 links to Twitter.com and over a thousand (1,065) standard search links. In the

second deployment, Out of Site additionally filtered out 37 links to third-party commercial

websites (e.g. Facebook, Trivago, coupon websites, Yelp). GrabYourWallet participants

who used the “Medium” setting also saw consequential changes to their Google SERPs,

although they were of the call-to-action intervention type rather than filter. Across both

deployment phases, 214 search result links (of all types) were marked with a call-to-action

on a total of 164 SERPs. We also saw a few users experiment with the call-to-action links

that provide users an e-mail to send to the targeted companies. We only saw four users
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total use the “Low” setting in the GrabYourWallet campaign. Content-wise, the majority

of the Google links affected were those to e-commerce websites. Amazon was by far the

most impacted website. However, Macy’s, Wal-Mart, Bed Bath and Beyond, Papa John’s

and Chewy.com were also affected in decent numbers. Indeed, examining the results, it

is clear that Out of Site had its greatest effect for transactional queries [70] (e.g. “New

Balance 530”, “Papa John’s”). This is the type of query most associated with commercial

purchases in Rose and Levinson’s three-part search query schema [70], meaning that Out

of Site is having the intended effect of intervening in potential commercial transactions.

Correspondingly, the SERPs that had fewer affected links usually were the result of “navi-

gational” or “informational” queries, the two other types of queries in Rose and Levinson’s

schema. For instance, the query “chromebook video showing green” only had an Amazon

link to a Chromebook affected. Similarly, the query “6.5 us to cm” resulted in a SERP

that only filtered out a link to 6pm.com. Outside of Google, in the first deployment phase

for GrabYourWallet, 116 direct visits to companies’ websites were either redirected to

GrabYourWallet’s website (redirect intervention type; “High” setting) or blocked (block

intervention type; “Medium” setting). The second phase saw a total of 40 redirected or

blocked pages. Although the Stop Animal Testing campaign did not generate a large

amount of log data, we observed that 40 animal testing products were affected on Ama-

zon.com across 13 search queries in the first deployment phase. Similarly, 40 products

across 10 search queries were affected in the second phase. As an example, one query

for “Skinfood fresh fruit lip” resulted in the removal of products from ChapStick and

Maybelline, two brands that were targeted by the campaign. Importantly, with respect

to Out of Site’s supporting of “buycotts”, we observed evidence from both deployments
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that Out of Site diverted clicks to competitors of targeted companies. For example, in

our first deployment, a user searched for “america’s first civilization michael coe” and

received a SERP that had Amazon.com links removed. This user then actively engaged

with multiple alternative search result links, including to Barnes Noble and abebooks.com

(an online book store). Similarly, in our second deployment, a user searched for “Mihelcic

and Zimmerman, 2nd edition” and received a SERP with filtered-out Amazon.com links.

This user then visited a variety of online book stores such as abebook.com and wiley.com.

With respect to our interview data, participants expressed almost exclusively positive

opinions of the extension’s impact on their browsing experience (although this result is

of course subject to observer-expectancy effects, novelty effects, and sampling bias). One

interviewee (P4) tested the extension immediately after installation and was “excited to

see it worked so well”. Similarly, another interviewee (P6) remarked with excitement that

Out of Site is a “passively active approach” that “allows people make a social impact

without having to do anything”. Another interviewee said of the GrabYourWallet cam-

paign “It’s difficult to constantly keep track of all the businesses you interact with that

oppose your values. . . It looks like [your] list is (automatically) updating.”

Tension between automating action and automating awareness

We saw significant evidence of users altering the strength settings (i.e.,“High”,

“Medium”, “Low”) of their campaigns. In the first phase, five participants switched

the GrabYourWallet campaign to “Medium”, one did so for Stop Animal Testing, and

five users experimented with different strength settings and returned to the default “High”

setting. In the second phase, because of our installation wizard, a number of participants
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(7/19) chose to use “Medium” or “Low” settings (“Medium” was far more popular). From

our interviews, it is clear that some users appreciated that the “High” setting automated

their boycotting actions, while others felt that this setting was too invasive and instead

wanted the extension to automate their awareness, i.e. by flagging targets when they en-

countered them. This latter group found the “Medium” setting to be the most effective.

P7, a member of the group who remained on the “High” setting spoke very positively of

its ability to automate actions: “I signed up for PETA’s mail list and followed a couple of

advocates on Twitter. I usually look for information online, like looking into news arti-

cles, just Google it. I really like the Stop Animal Testing campaign. . . It (the extension)

has been something I am looking for. It filters out things automatically.” Two of our

interviewees set the extension to “Medium”. One of these participants (P2) remarked,

“I want to know what is blocked and when, so I don’t miss anything important. . . the

information will still be there if I need it.” Seen in an HPD light, this user benefited from

and appreciated the intervention we implemented to prevent the filter bubble use case.

The other participant (P1) who switched the extension to the “Medium” setting did so

to become more familiar with the extension before trusting it to take action on her/his

behalf: “I am a tinkerer. I used [the] ‘Medium’ setting to get familiar with what the

extension does. I need some time to go on [the] ‘High’ setting.” Overall, these data reveal

a tension in how to implement Out of Site’s boycott-assisting automation: some users

appear to want actions automated (e.g. content filtered out). Others simply want the

extension to automate the awareness process, helping them to understand when content

from targeted companies is surfaced, but allowing them to take their own actions. For
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now, this suggests that Out of Site’s implementation of a user-configurable setting is ad-

visable, but there is likely more that can be done to navigate this tension. We return to

this point below in Discussion.

Collective action features caused excitement

As predicted by the social computing collective action literature, participants reacted

quite positively to Out of Site’s collective action features. For instance, one interviewee

(P6) echoed the findings in this literature that increased visibility of group progress in-

centivizes individual participation: “I like that information showing how many people

joined you and how many products were hidden. It shows people are making progress.”

Similarly, another interviewee (P1) pointed out that the visibility of campaign progress

could also help the campaign achieve its action-oriented goals: “If such thing snowballs,

it could make a bigger impact. The effects of economic boycotts aren’t often immediately

visible. This could make the impact visible to large corporations.” Furthermore, inter-

viewees envisioned how the extension could be integrated with existing organizations and

online communities to coordinate collective action: “I hope there would be a way I can

communicate with others, like I can directly contact the organization if I have any ques-

tions.” (P6). Similarly, other interviewees expressed the need to leverage social media to

disseminate calls-to-action. As described above, this feedback was in part what motivated

us to integrate social media features into the second version of Out of Site.

Non-conformance was observed

Participants in our study at times attempted to evade the automated boycotting

assistance provided by Out of Site to meet an immediate need. To do so, some users
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employed the customization features that were provided by the extension. For instance,

in our first deployment phase, out of five users who chose the “Medium” settings for the

GrabYourWallet campaign, three of them changed their setting to “Medium” after failure

to retrieve needed results from Google search. One interviewee (P5) emphasized what

he believed to be the necessity of having the strength features in the extension for this

purpose: “I think the simplicity of this extension itself is a good tool, but sometimes

‘Medium’ would be better if there’s only one company making a thing on amazon, or if

you just need to get some papa johns for whatever reason, especially because they have a

big discount for college students.” In addition to lower strength levels, users also employed

the whitelist feature as a workaround for accessing targets. 17 users leveraged this feature

in total across both deployment phases, 16 of whom whitelisted Amazon (other whitelisted

targets include Papa John’s, chewy.com, Bed Bath and Beyond, Wal-Mart, US Bank, and

Belk.com). We also saw evidence that some of the users who uninstalled the extension

(see above) did so for reasons related to non-conformance. For instance, in one of our six

exit survey responses, one user mentioned that the extension blocks shopping websites

and causes inconvenience: “The few times I needed to shop online I couldn’t use normal

sites at least not for a while.” We also wondered if users who engaged with the extension

for less than one day dropped out for the same reason (14 users in total), but were unable

to infer more information from their log data. The majority of these users only opened

the settings of the extension once and did not otherwise engage with the extension.
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Discussion

Our deployments provided early evidence that Out of Site’s vision of boycott-assisting

technology has significant potential. Below, we first detail a number of implications for the

design of boycott-assisting technology that arise from our research. Next, we discuss ideas

for advancing our approach to HPD. Finally, we close by highlighting several important

limitations of our research.

Design Implications

Customization Capabilities are Important: Our qualitative data suggests that partic-

ipants valued and benefited from the customization capabilities included in Out of Site.

In particular, in our user study, we observed that users have very different preferences

between automating awareness and automating actions, and customization allowed them

to adapt Out of Site to their preferences. Future work could take one step further and

provide users with even more choices. For example, a feature could be added that allows

users to set dates and times of participation, e.g. Mondays through Fridays or 10:00-14:00

every day, which may reduce campaign drop-out rates. SERPs are an Effective Site of

Action: Another major insight from our user study is that the adaptation of search engine

results pages (SERPs) can be a very effective mechanism for boycott campaigns. In our

two short deployments, Out of Site made well over 1,000 changes to our participants’

SERPs. Boycott-assisting technologies – and likely other collective action campaigns –

are likely well-served by focusing development effort on contesting the information de-

livered in SERPs. Automation and Activism: At a high level, our user study provides

evidence of the promise that automation holds for boycott-assisting technologies, as well
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as for activist and civic technologies more generally. Although our results suggest that

this automation should be paired with significant user customization capabilities, it is

clear from our qualitative data that the automation in Out of Site enabled our partici-

pants to action their values at scale in a way that they found empowering. Out of Site

is part of a family of automation-assisted activist and civic technologies (e.g. ResistBot

[Res]), and our results suggest that this family should grow. Such automation strat-

egy has been widely applied to other fields such as computational journalism to monitor

events and produce content [Lokot and Diakopoulos2016]. In a similar vein, activists

could benefit from automation technology that helps to monitor social and political issues

and take simple actions (e.g. advocating on social media). Community Functionality is

Desired: Although Out of Site currently does not have a social aspect, multiple intervie-

wees requested the ability to directly communicate with campaign organizers and other

participants. Existing platforms that mobilize collective efforts such as change.org and

gofundme.com provide a space for campaign participants to share their personal stories

and motivations, as well as for campaign organizers to provide periodic feedback. It could

be useful to integrate similar functionality either into Out of Site or on an associated web-

site. How to Scale Up?: As discussed above, our HPD process revealed a major tension

between the capability of Out of Site to support basically any boycott by any community

and our desire to ensure that Out of Site is not used by hate groups and related organi-

zations. This resulted in us pausing development of the easy-to-use wizard that outputs

the JSON object that defines each campaign. Moving forward, it would be ideal to have

this wizard in place and hosted online, but to couple this with the sociotechnical develop-

ment of the gatekeeping process described above. This would make Out of Site resemble
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Apple’s App Store: like Apple’s SDKs, our wizard would provide the capability to easily

build a powerful tool, but we would also have a rigorous submission and approval process

before the tool is launched. Another factor to take in consideration while scaling up such

boycott-assisting technology is how to deal with conflicts between campaigns, e.g. the

issue related to Amazon in our deployments. One way to address these types of issues is

for users to be able to rank their campaigns by priority. Out of Site could then use these

ranks to help users resolve these conflicts. Automated Keyword/Domain Identification:

As noted above, one of few non-trivial tasks associated with building a campaign for Out

of Site is identifying the set of keywords and domains associated with targeted companies’

subsidiaries and brands. GrabYourWallet’s official extension addresses this challenge by

blocking all the domain names that are listed on their campaign website. However, we

noticed that as many of the targets are conglomerates, such as Amazon, their subsidiaries

sometimes are not flagged as targets in the extension. In the process of developing Out

of Site, we identified conglomerates’ subsidiaries using data from Wikipedia and pub-

lic records. This was not much of a burden even for GrabYourWallet, which has many

targets, and many of these are conglomerates. However, we did find that the manual

approach was somewhat error-prone: in our first deployment, we accidentally missed a

few of Amazon’s subsidiaries (e.g. IMBD and Goodreads). Although this was easily

fixable as keyword and domain tracking is managed on the server side, this also high-

lighted for us the importance of developing an automated keyword/domain generation

tool. Using such a tool, an organizer could simply add the company names of which the

organizer is aware and the relevant keywords and domains for all subsidiaries and brands

would be output automatically. This is likely a tractable problem given the increasing
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availability of semantic web data (e.g. Wikidata) that contains subsidiary and brand

relationships. Indeed, this problem is currently on the development shortlist for Out of

Site. Addressing Non-Conformance: Above, we saw examples of participants who found

ways around Out of Site’s boycott guardrails to engage in activity not encouraged by

the targeted boycotts. Prior work has found boycotts are most likely to succeed when

purchasing the targets’ goods or services is a highly visible action [Friedman2002]. This

visibility is much weaker in online settings, where other participants cannot see a person

walk into a targeted store or walk out of a store with a targeted item. Fortunately, by

mediating the online experience, Out of Site is well-situated to address this downside

of online boycotts. This will have to be done with care, however. To shame individual

users publicly would almost certainly result in supporting our blacklisted use related to

undue harm, although in a new way (as can be predicted by the online harassment liter-

ature [Basak et al.2016, Jhaver, Chan, and Bruckman2018]). One more positive

approach might be to show an anonymized, aggregated statistic in our group progress

display that indicates how many non-conforming visits and purchases have occurred in

total. Replacement Discovery: Our interviewees reported cases in which alternative sites

or products to those targeted by a boycott were not available, which is consistent with

prior studies in the boycott literature [Friedman2002]. If alternatives are not available,

boycott participants do not have any options other than purchasing from the boycott’s

targets. Fortunately, some campaigns have started aggregating alternative options to rec-

ommend to their participants. For example, PETA has a large database consisting of

“cruelty-free” brands that do not use any animal testing based on their research. Eth-

icalconsumer.org provides a list of companies’ ethical rating that takes multiple factors
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into consideration (e.g. environment, social responsibility). Out of Site could use these

databases to power a recommender system that could be integrated into Amazon and

Google search results as a new intervention type.

1. Advancing Heuristic Preventative Design

While we have enumerated how we utilized HPD for our project above, it is useful to

briefly consider how it might be operationalized for other projects to explore its general-

ity. We believe that for nearly all the research domains mentioned in the FCA proposal

[Hecht et al.2018], HPD could provide useful insight and likely mitigate some negative

impacts. For instance, in the case of the generation of audio and video with neural net-

works, HPD would likely result in a blacklist that includes the use of the neural networks

to make propaganda. This would then encourage the research team to find ways to build

watermarking or related approaches into the core of their approach (rather than treating

it as a separate problem). Similarly, a research project that advances brain-computer

interfaces might generate a blacklist that includes unwanted read/write access to specific

parts of the brain. They would then work to prevent that use case within the initial

contribution. Finally, a research team building a tool that semi-automatically tracks food

consumption and encourages healthy eating would likely want to blacklist a use in which

people with eating disorders co-opt the tool to advance their disorder. If HPD were to

spread in popularity, a clear and important next step would be the creation of an ag-

gregate list of well-motivated potential problematic uses of various types of computing

innovations. This list would be an analogue to the standard heuristics used in heuristic

evaluation [Nielsen and Molich1990, Nielsen1994b] and would serve as a key input
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to project-specific blacklists. Such a list would additionally further reduce the burden on

researchers and developers employing HPD, potentially adding to HPD’s broad accessi-

bility. However, one challenge here would be adequate summarization and navigability,

as this list could grow unwieldy over time.

Limitations

Although (and perhaps because) Out of Site advances social computing’s understand-

ing of a new problem space – automation-assisted boycotts – our research is subject to

some limitations. First, as is often the case with deployed systems, Out of Site had a few

bugs, especially in the first deployment phase. For instance, as noted above, for the first-

phase GrabYourWallet campaign, IMBD and Goodreads were not flagged as subsidiaries

of Amazon (this was fixed for the second phase). It is also worth noting that some of

our search queries on Google or Amazon might be users merely experimenting with the

extension. We do not expect, however, that either of these issues had a meaningful impact

on our exploratory user study and its high-level observations. Another limitation of the

study is that we tracked a very small fraction of users’ browser histories in an effort to

protect users’ privacy. As such, we were unable to identify additional websites or content

that could have been targeted (e.g. it could be that supporting Wal-Mart’s search func-

tion is important for, for instance, GrabYourWallet members). It is also important to

note that as both proof-of-concept campaigns share somewhat similar low-level political

ideologies, our user study’s result might not apply to other demographics, as different

ideological groups may adopt different tactics (e.g. [Hond and De Bakker2007]).
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have described Out of Site, a boycott-assisting technology that automates

many of the challenging aspects of implementing successful boycotts. We described the

unique design approach we took with Out of Site that we call heuristic preventative design

and reported on the use of Out of Site in two deployments with 42 users and 45 users,

respectively. We observed that Out of Site substantially changed users’ web experiences

and that some users preferred to have their actions automated while others simply wanted

assistance with awareness of relevant information. We also observed some attempts at

non-conformance with respect to boycott goals. Our results support the strong potential

of Out of Site and boycott-assisting technologies more generally and inform means by

which boycott-assisting technologies can meet this potential.
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Chapter VI: Prioritizing Data Producers

In the previous chapters, I have focused on understanding and characterizing the

present landscape of data and data-driven technologies. But to enact systematic changes

to the data economy, guiding principles are necessary to orient the collective efforts of

researchers, practitioners, policymakers, and activists. In particular, Chapter Two lays

out the immediate, short-term goals that revolve around empowering data producers in

different contexts (e.g. visible vs. invisible data labor), there is still a lack of systematic

blueprints for the data economy as a whole. A long-term vision for the data economy

would help to inform action plans and priorities for all stakeholders so that the future of

the data economy is built upon shared values, goals, and public interests.

My last chapter will draw from related literature and my earlier work to envi-

sion principles for an alternative data future that prioritize data producers instead

of companies. In this chapter, I asked, who are the stakeholders of the data econ-

omy? What if we envisioned an alternative data future that prioritized data produc-

ers’ interests over those of other roles? What shared principles and values might this

future uphold? My ultimate goal is to pave the way for researchers, activists, and

policymakers to build data futures center data producers’ interests. I drew from ex-

tant research that focuses on governing and monetizing data from two areas–data gov-

ernance and data economics and mapped out the roles and principles supported by

these two bodies of work. Extending my prior taxonomy of data labor, I also re-

viewed literature on worker-centered design to inform additional principles that might

apply to the data economy. I focused on addressing two specific research questions:
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RQ1: What existing roles are considered as the stakeholders of the data economy?

RQ2: What principles might the future data economy be built upon?

My results show that the data governance and data economics literature primarily

focus on data-driven businesses’ interests and proposing guidelines that can maximize

data’s benefits for businesses while minimizing privacy risks to data producers. Only

recently, scholars have expanded to advocating for guidelines that are in the interest of

data producers beyond privacy, such as fair compensation and control. My review of

worker-centered design literature provides additional guidelines that highlight opportuni-

ties to further engage with those that provide data labor in the design and development of

data-driven technologies. Together my literature reviews synthesize principles that data

producers may pursue in the future so that data-driven technologies are reflective of data

producers’ values and interests, not just those of businesses. I will further discuss how re-

searchers may accelerate this process, by providing research-based guidance and designing

new data governance frameworks that enforce data producer-centered principles.

In the rest of the chapter, I will first outline how I conducted my scoping reviews of

literature from the three areas—data governance, data economics, and worker-centered

design. I will then report my findings from the literature review to answer RQ1 and RQ2,

respectively. Lastly, I will discuss promising research opportunities to actualize these data

producer-centered principles.

Methods

The three research areas I have chosen above have widely varied amounts of literature.

Data governance is an established field of research with a wide range of sub-areas such
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as cloud computing and database management. Conversely, data economics and worker-

centered design are two growing areas of research and therefore have limited amount of

literature. Given the differences in the quantity of literature among these three areas, I

used two different survey methods to conduct my literature reviews. Specifically, for the

data governance literature, because of the vast amount of research already accomplished

in the area, I primarily synthesized literature reviews on data governance. For the other

two research areas–data economics and worker-centered design, I conducted a scoping

review of literature by searching for related terms as detailed below.

Data Governance - A survey of literature reviews

Data governance has historically attracted attention from a variety of scholars, in-

dustry practitioners, and policymakers. As a result, data governance principles represent

the interests and perspectives from a diversity of roles and groups, including businesses,

policymakers, and researchers.

There exists a large amount of literature on data governance and multiple systematic

literature reviews on the topic, with slightly varied focuses. I focused on synthesizing sys-

tematic literature reviews to understand what principles are recommended in the context

of data governance. I used keywords “data governance” and “literature review” to search

for related papers on Scopus—a large database of scientific articles. I then filtered out

articles that are not closely related to data governance, yielding a total of 20 articles. To

answer RQ1, I first identified what stakeholders are referenced in these articles. I then

extracted principles and values that these articles recommend to shed light on RQ2.
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Data Economics

As data transforms business models and leads to technological advancements, the

financial characteristics of data have become an important area of research for economists,

computer scientists, and practitioners. I conducted a scoping review of literature on data

economics, focusing on two important sub-areas: data valuation and data sharing. As

the research area is fast-evolving and growing, I experimented with a variety of keywords

to retrieve relevant studies, including “data pricing”, “economics of data”, “data price”,

and “data market”. In the end, I classified 32 papers that provide the most up-to-date

understanding about data economics.

In answering RQ1, I identified who are the stakeholders involved in data pricing. In

answering RQ2, I focused on what guiding principles are used to build data models. Or

put another way, what values did scholars instill in their data valuation and data sharing

models?

Worker-Centered Design

As computing systems become widely adopted across industries and sectors, worker-

centered design has been advocated by HCI researchers to empower workers in their

day-to-day employment. As early as 1996, Greenbaum argued for a shift of focus to labor

process in studying and design social computing systems. Scholars’ interests in labor have

persisted over the years, and expanded from traditional types of labor to emerging forms

of labor such as digital labor and creative labor.

My survey of literature in this space largely relied on papers from prominent HCI

publication venues. My goal was to identify potential avenues of support for those that
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provide the fundamental data labor for the production of technologies. Or put another

way, what principles of worker-centered design might be applicable to data labor? As

worker-centered design is an emerging area of research, scholars have not yet coalesced

on a set of terms, posing a challenge for my survey. I extracted a subset of papers from

the pool of labor-oriented papers mentioned in Chapter Two that focused on examples

of data labor (e.g. producing user-generated content) and advocated for worker-centered

design approaches and 22 out of 78 papers met this criterion. I supplemented this set

of papers with prominent studies cited by prominent worker-centered design essays and

proposals, such as Fox et al. [Fox et al.2020, Fox, Sobel, and Rosner2019].

Results

RQ1: What roles are considered the stakeholders of the data economy?

The data governance literature and the data economics literature have identified and

investigated a set of different roles that have a stake in the topic. Below, I provide the

prominent descriptions of these roles, in answering RQ1.

Organizations that collective and/or house data is a major focus for the body of work

on data governance. Authors have proposed different frameworks for organizations to

adopt with respect to facilitating their day-to-day operations around data governance (e.g.

[Al-Ruithe, Benkhelifa, and Hameed2019]). These organizations may vary, from

higher-education institutions to IT businesses. Work on this subject often concerns how

to govern data within organizations and between organizations and assumes organizations

as the entities with some if not all decision making power around data, such as who has

access and how to share data.
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A portion of the data governance work proposed and constructed the role

of data stewards and data trustees [Janssen et al.2020, Carroll et al.2020,

Griffiths et al.2021], who provide oversight over how data is used. Data stewards are

proposed in part to address the ambiguity of data ownership. Specifically, because data

can be shared freely with little cost, data ownership is often challenging to discern, if at all

possible. The concept of data stewards emerged in response to this call as a shared, col-

lective approach to data governance instead of a individualistic approach. However, while

widely proposed in literature, data stewards lack clear-cut examples in reality. While some

data in the public domain may be managed and supervised by certain public institutions,

such as open data office in municipal governments and science data archives, these enti-

ties have limited capabilities in overseeing the use of the data under their stewardship.

Exploring and strengthening data stewards’ role in the data economy is, therefore, an im-

portant next step to redistribute the decision making power around data from companies

to the public.

Additionally, perhaps unsurprisingly, researchers are a prominent type of stakeholders

in the data governance literature. Much of the work is in conversation with researchers

to identify new research opportunities, close research gaps, and innovate new frameworks.

And similarly, practitioners and developers are identified as a key stakeholder in data

governance as they are the ones that implement technical infrastructures to facilitate the

production, aggregation, and utilization of data.

In data economics, there are two distinct roles involved in the data marketplace:

data sellers and data buyers [Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan2021]. The distinction

between data sellers and data producers is at times unclear. Data sellers could refer
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to those that host data in their servers but do not produce data. For example, much

of the work on data pricing for ML and cloud computing refers to the host of data as

data sellers [Pei et al.2021]. But data sellers may also refer to those who produce data

and are looking to trade the corresponding data on a marketplace, as Acemoglu et al.

simulated [Acemoglu et al.2019].

The data economics literature also sheds light into some examples of data buyers.

Much of work in this space emerged from pricing big data for ML and AI, so companies

that develop and sell ML services are a key type of data sellers [Cong et al.2022].

RQ2: What principles might the future data economy be built upon?

The three research areas I surveyed have drastically different perspectives with respect

to the principles of the data economy. While data governance scholars sought to be all-

encompassing to support values and interests of a diversity of stakeholders, work on data

economics largely focus on optimizing the data marketplace to maximize the benefits of

data for both data buyers and data sellers. Worker-centered design has taken on the

perspective of those that provide the labor for computing systems. Below, I list the

principles that emerge from all three areas.

Privacy: privacy is a concern that cross-cuts data governance and data economics. For

example, Choi, Bergemann, and Acemoglu have all independently sought to minimize pri-

vacy in their work on simulating data market mechanisms [Choi, Jeon, and Kim2019,

Bergemann, Bonatti, and Gan2021, Acemoglu et al.2019]. Privacy is also a key
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concern in the data governance literature. The majority of the literature reviews explic-

itly listed privacy as a core goal for those that manage data including organizations and

practitioners.

Transparency/information symmetry: Jassen et al. argued that transparency in data

governance is crucial to enable external oversight and critique so that companies will

responsibly and ethically use data [Janssen et al.2020]. More over, Acemoglu et al.

conducted simulations of data markets and shown that transparency of data collection and

use would also assist data producers in making informed decisions about the implications

of data at the time of production [Acemoglu et al.2019]. Providing data producers

with the transparency about how their digital traces are used downstream by other actors

is a key area of improvement for the current data infrastructure.

Control and agency: Jassen et al. listed control of data as a key principle to imple-

ment in data governance [Janssen et al.2020]. Similarly, Abraham took the perspective

of organizations and prompted future work to investigate “how do organizations retain

control over their data?” [Abraham, Schneider, and vom Brocke2019]. These two

examples highlight two approaches to exerting control and agency: individual control and

collective control. Privacy and security researchers and practitioners have made great

strides in understanding how to establish meaningful, individual control over one’s data.

Conversely, discussions and ideations about collective control remain conceptual, such as

data cooperatives and data trust. This is one promising area for researchers and data pro-

ducers to collaboratively experiment with, so that aggregated data is used in accordance

with shared, collective values and goals.
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Collective benefits: Equitable benefits for all data producers is a goal that has been

highlighted in the governance of indigenous data[Carroll and Bellotti2015]. In the

domain of health research, Griffiths et al. has proposed specific ways that may en-

sure data has collective benefits for indigenous communities, such as hosting their own

health information systems and setting up councils to oversee the use of indigenous data

[Griffith2017b]. This goal is not only applicable to indigenous data but also has been

discussed by scholars and policymakers across the globe. For example, various policy

proposals on data trusts and data dividends have emerged across the globe, e.g. the

European Union’s data governance act and California’s data dividends (Lohr).

Responsibility and accountability: Janssen et al. and Carroll et al. both advocated

for having formal responsibility and accountability mechanisms that mediate how data

is used [Jhaver, Bruckman, and Gilbert2019b, Carroll and Bellotti2015]. This

could mean having a special role such as data stewards to oversee data collection, aggre-

gation and utilization. Moreover, Felici et al. argued that accountability in data systems

is crucial to gain trust from data producers [Felici, Koulouris, and Pearson2013]. As

the landscape of data governance rapidly changes, accountability mechanism is a key area

that researchers, practitioners, and policymakers should all focus on to create incentives

for responsible data use and deter data practices that lead to negative impacts on data

producers.

Arbitrage-free: Arbitrage-free pricing means that data transitions have a consistent

value across different contexts and market channels [Pei2020]. Or put another way, data

buyers will have to purchase data at a uniform price. While this principle is not always
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be guaranteed in real life contexts, it is ideal to minimize pricing discrepancies so all data

sellers will be compensated fairly.

“Good” jobs for data labor: This means an environment or online space in which data

producers can contribute high quality data with minimal burden or risk. Currently, some

types of data labor are labor-intensive or even harmful for data producers, e.g. content

moderation work and crowdwork [Gray and Suri2019]. Improving the working condi-

tion of data producers may mean improved user experience, meaningful compensation for

labor hours, and customized supports for those that produce specialized data. In particu-

lar, those that produce the most labor should be prioritized and equipped with adequate

support for their work. Using advertising as an example, the attention of those that pro-

duce data is a good that technology companies are selling to ad buyers. We should shift

this way of thinking to treating data producers as workers. Subsequently, resources and

supports such as better tools and working conditions should be provided to workers.

Work(er) visibility: Studies of work, workplaces, and modern digital labor have consis-

tently shown how digital traces shift the boundaries between visible and invisible work and

subsequently affect workers’ status (e.g. [Star and Strauss1999, Suchman1995a]).

Making data labor(ers) visible therefore highlights the collective nature of aggregated

data and acknowledge the important role data producers play in powering some of the

most powerful data-driven technologies.

Fair compensation: Multiple studies from data economics have advocated fair com-

pensation for data in order to establish a market that rewards quality and cultivates

innovation [Cong et al.2022, Pei et al.2021, Agarwal, Dahleh, and Sarkar2019].
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In particularly, Pei’s review of data pricing highlighted Shapley value may be a promis-

ing approach to value data so payment can be fairly distributed among all data sellers

[Pei2020]. It is worth noting, however, that these studies operate from the perspective

of data sellers, i.e. groups that have aggregated datasets, rather than individual data

producers. Future work may extend extant work and further investigate how data sellers

may divide data compensations to individual payments. Moreover, issues around com-

pensation for labor such as wage theft and low wages is also a focal point of research for

worker-centered design and researchers have highlighted the burden workers take on in

their day-to-day practices, ranging from emotional labor to lost wages. While the vast

majority of data labor is uncompensated, there may be other forms of compensation that

data producers may pursue, such as protection from online harms, supports for emotional

wellbeing, and reimbursement for products and services used for data production.

Discussion and Future Work

Involving data producers in decision making about data

While literature on data governance and economics accounted for a diversity of roles

in the data economy, data producers were rarely included. As a result, much of the

prior frameworks of data governance and marketplaces failed to take in data producers’

perspectives and incentives. As data is growing exponentially, how to involve data pro-

ducers in decision making about data is one urgent area of research. Future work may

answer questions such as how might researchers and practitioners seek consent from data

producers when building data-driven technologies? How might data producers limit the
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downstream use cases of data as they wish? And what accountability mechanisms could

be helpful to preserve data producers’ rights to data?

While a step towards the right direction, involving data producers in decision making

about data will likely face practical challenges. One key challenge is data producers’

potential conflicts with other stakeholders of the data economy with respect to goals and

interests. For example, while data-driven platforms such as Facebook and Twitter seek

to grow their user base, this goal does not necessarily align with their existing data-

producing users. To mitigate this challenge, the literature on value-sensitive algorithm

design and participatory AI may be particularly helpful. Prior work in these areas have

shed insights into how to navigate and address the conflicts in goals and preferences

among a diversity of stakeholders. Future work on data governance may apply similar

approaches to include data producers as a key stakeholder in the design and development

of data-driven technologies.

What principles are of high priority for data producers

Future work may pick up where I left with these principles and investigate which

ones are of high priority to data producers. Given that data production can vary widely

depending on the social and economic contexts, what may be of high importance for a

group of data producers may not be so for other groups. More specifically, in crowdsourced

data production, worker well being and fair wage are likely to be what data producers i.e.

crowdworkers value the most. Whereas in more sensitive contexts such as producing data

about mental health disclosure, privacy is likely to be the top concern of data producers.

Because of the diverse ways in which people contribute data, future work needs to account
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for the varied incentive structures and contexts and test how different populations may

rank these principles differently.

Moreover, future work may further investigate how different collective decision-making

mechanisms such as sparse sampling, voting, and delegation may play out among data

producers with respect to data use. Such work would yield empirical evidence about the

strengths and weaknesses of different mechanisms for decision-making about data use.

This work would also provide concrete guidance on transforming equitable data futures

into tangible experimentations and practices. Currently, discussions and ideations of data

governance primarily operate at a conceptual level. Such work will provide immediate

guidance for developing data governance models that are driven by collective values and

shared goals.

Designing for data transparency

One low-hanging fruit among these principles is transparency. A plethora of research,

policymaking and advocacy efforts have laid the ground work for establishing data trans-

parency, from GDPR to affirmative consent to data feminism. Future work may leverage

such prior work and explore how to effectively and meaningfully make data’s various use

cases transparent to its producers. In particular, as current approaches to informed con-

sent and terms of service have been largely proven to be cumbersome or senseless to data

producers, how might we create new forms of data transparency? One area of literature

that may be particularly informative is algorithmic fairness - researchers have developed
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various effective communicative techniques to illustrate the inner working of complex al-

gorithmic models. Such techniques may be applicable to data use so that data producers

can directly see the incremental impact of data points on data-driven technologies.

Future work may also take one step further and investigate data transparency’s impli-

cations on data producers’ attitude and behavior. This goal might be achieved by deploy-

ing tools that are similar to Out of Site and directly communicate the value and use cases

of data points generated by data producers in real time. Researchers could then recruit

participants to solicit their reflections on questions around how their data-producing be-

haviors might be affected by such transparency and what incentive mechanisms might be

suitable for encouraging certain types of data production.

Re-imagining alternative models of data valuation

More broadly, future work may take these principles further by challenging the prop-

ertarian framing of data as property and seek to construct alternative models of data

valuation that center these principles in lieu of monetization. Every day, billions of peo-

ple generate troves of data with the technologies we use the most, from search engines to

social media platforms and these traces of human activity represent our collective, digi-

tal, data cultures. But most data is collected, aggregated, and stored by just a small set

of large, for-profit companies such as Google and Facebook. In a society where data is

treated as private property, those who collect and keep data define its value and benefit

from it financially. But what if we envisioned alternative models of valuation that featured

the social and collective labor of the people who create data instead of the platforms that

collect and profit from it?
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Re-imagining data valuation models will set the stage for alternative data futures

that are driven by collectively defined values rather than solely monetization. Scholars,

policymakers, and practitioners have extensively debated the future of the data economy;

much of these debates and ideations are centered around monetary valuations of data.

However, data’s potential is much more than generating capital. Future work may expand

Chapter 3’s method and further recognizes all types of data production as a form of

collective, social labor that produces data as a public good. In doing so, such work will

highlight how online participation is largely enabled and subsidized by public institutions.

Currently, discussions of data labor largely take on the propertarian framing in that

data labor leads to individual assets with designated owners. But what if data labor

assumed communities of creators and stakeholders? More specifically, researchers may

interview data producers and data stewards-alike, including librarians, open data offices

in municipal governments, and community data organizations to understand the hidden

cost in the creation, collection, aggregation, and preservation of data.

Innovating compensation mechanisms for data labor

As companies innovate new ways to monetize data labor and accumulate wealth, it is

equally important for policymakers and researchers to innovate compensation mechanisms

for data labor. How companies should reward data laborers for their contribution to their

business model is a question that has generated extensive debates among researchers across

disciplines (Kugler). While one may argue that currently many data-driven companies

are already rewarding their data laborers by providing free or low-cost services, it is

unclear whether data laborers are receiving the short end of the stick. Moreover, my
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prior work has suggested that the amount of data labor subsidizing for-profit businesses

plays a non-trivial role in upholding a company financially. Compared with traditional

industry sectors such as retail, the labor share of the data economy is substantially lower,

due to the fact that much of the data labor remains unaccounted for. Taken all together,

it is crucial that we start to innovate compensation mechanisms for data labor so that

those that produce fundamental materials, i.e. data, for data-intensive businesses receive

support and incentives accordingly.

Broadening data access

The amount of data that we collectively generate has been increasing rapidly in the

past decade. It is forecasted that by 2025, the amount of data the whole world produces

will double the yearly estimate for 2021, reaching 180 zettabytes. Keep in mind that a

zettabyte equals one billion terabytes. So if we put all these data in those 1TB hard drives

that we use for backups and divide them among the world population, everyone on earth

would get more than 20 hard drives.

Although one might have quite a few hard drives in their drawer, at a global level, the

vast majority of data is kept on private servers and inaccessible to the public (sometimes

for good reasons such as privacy protection). Moreover, a significant share of data is stored

and accessed by just a small set of large, for-profit companies such as Google, Amazon,

Facebook, and Microsoft. In a sector where data is treated as private property of those

that collect them, technology companies are equipped with unchecked power to make

data-driven decisions, deploy predictive models, and shape public lives. For example,

one’s profile picture may be used without their knowledge to train facial recognition
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technologies that put others under privacy and surveillance risks. Similarly, language

models trained with data encoded with human biases may exacerbate such existing biases

on a larger scale. The lack of easily accessible open data is also a the root cause for raising

the bar-to-entry for data-intensive startup businesses and stifling technology innovation.

Taken all together, increasing access to data, a collectively created, valuable resource, is

the first step towards building a transparent, just data future for all.

Conclusion

By synthesizing related literature from three domains–data governance, data economics,

and worker-centered design, I highlighted the lack of involvement of data producers in

the decision making of technology development. I further identified a set of principles

that a data producer-centered technology ecosystem should be built upon, charting out

potential paths for the future of data labor.
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Conclusion

In this dissertation, using surveys, data analysis, system testing, and literature reviews,

I have shown how reconceptualizing data production as a form of labor can pave the way

for data producers, researchers, activists, and policymakers to mitigate the power inequity

between the public and data-driven technology companies. Based on my findings, I have

proposed concrete recommendations for all stakeholders of technology to actively shape

the design and development of data-driven technologies.

In particular, this dissertation highlighted two promising directions to foster a more

equitable relationship between technology companies and data producers: raising aware-

ness of the value of data labor and amplifying the collective voice of data laborers.

Understanding the value of data labor is the first step toward ensuring data-driven

technologies have broad, collective benefits. As such, mapping out how various types

of data labor are supporting tech businesses will inform concrete policy recommenda-

tions and data practices for policymakers, researchers, and practitioners. Chapter Four

provided one approach to measure the value of data labor and future research and poli-

cymaking efforts may extend this approach to other types of data labor more broadly.

Organizing collective action among data producers is another direction that may lead

to meaningful progress in changing current data practices and data-driven technologies.

As shown in Chapter One, data producers are already engaging with protests against

data-driven technologies individually. Aggregating their impact through systems like Out

of Site has the potential to unlock data producers’ collective labor power and subsequently

affect tech companies’ data practices.
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Lastly, in studying and characterizing data labor, I have explored the dimension of

visibility extensively in Chapter Three and Four; the remaining four dimensions remain

under-explored. One particularly urgent area of research for future work is to improve

end-use awareness. As new technological innovations like AI occur, data labor’s down-

stream impact is becoming more and more nebulous to the public, raising the urgency

for researchers to design measures that promote transparent and democratic data use. In

my future work, I plan to further explore the end-use awareness dimension by making

transparent the downstream use cases of data and designing collective decision-making

processes for data producers and other data stakeholders.
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